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Preface

Whether working at the level of abstract design models or concrete loop-based code, inductive in-

variants play a pivotal role in specifying and reasoning about software systems. Inductive invariants

capture design intuitions, so not surprisingly their generation represents a significant research challenge.

In general, no single technique or approach will adequately address this challenge. Progress will most

likely require novel integrations of complementary techniques and approaches. By promoting the ex-

change of ideas and experiences, the WING workshop series aims to support the development of such

integrations. Engagement from across a number of fields is therefore a very important ingredient for a

successful workshop. So we are delighted that this, the second WING workshop, has attracted a strong

grouping of researchers, each bringing a different perspective on the challenge of invariant generation.

This diversity is reflected in the submissions, which include both algorithmic and heuristic ap-

proaches to invariant discovery and verification. The use of novel formalisms, new logics and reasoning

techniques are also well represented, while a diverse range of applications is good to see.

We are delighted to have two excellent keynote speakers, Leonardo de Moura (Microsoft Research)

and Andrey Rybalchenko (Max Planck Institute for Software Systems). Both have significant research

expertise and insights into the challenges and opportunities for the growing WING community.

We would like to thank the program committee members and reviewers for all their efforts. Thanks

also go to the steering committee members for their valuable advice and guidance.

Finally, we would like to thank Andrei Voronkov for his help on EasyChair, and the ETAPS-09 local

organizers for their support and guidance.
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Applications and Challenges in Satisfiability Modulo Theories

Leonardo de Moura

Microsoft Research,

One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA, 98074, USA

leonardo@microsoft.com

Abstract

Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers decide logical satisfiability (or dually, validity) of

formulas in classical multi-sorted first-order logic with equality, with respect to a background theory.

SMT solvers have proven highly scalable, efficient and suitable for integrating theory reasoning. The

success of SMT for program analysis and verification is largely due to the suitability of supported

background theories. These theories include: arithmetic, uninterpreted functions, recursive data-

types; and theories of program structures such as machine arithmetic (bit-vectors), arrays, and heaps.

SMT solvers enable applications such as extended static checking, automatic invariant generation,

predicate abstraction, test case generation, model-based testing, and bounded model checking over

infinite domains, to cite a few. In this talk, we give a short overview of the theory and techniques used

in SMT. We also present theoretical and practical challenges related to SMT and their applications.

Then, we describe how SMT solvers, with emphasis on Microsoft’s Z3 solver, are used in program

analysis and verification. Several concrete applications from program analysis at Microsoft will be

presented.
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Improving Scalability of Invariant Generation for Assertion

Checking

Andrey Rybalchenko

MPI-SWS, Germany

rybal@mpi-sws.mpg.de

Abstract

Invariant generation holds great potential for proving program assertions. It can automatically

discover invariants that imply given assertions and fulfill the inductiveness conditions imposed by

the proof rules for assertion checking. Finding such invariants is a difficult task, which requires

solving complex constraints that determine the desired invariants. Improving the efficiency of solving

techniques is one of the major steps towards achieving practical applicability of invariant generation

tools. In this talk, we will review how invariant generation is applied for assertion checking and

present a variety of techniques that can dramatically improving its scalability. In particular, we will

present a recent method of leveraging dynamic program analysis to statically simplify constraints

used for invariant generation.
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Automated Invariant Generation for the Verification of

Real-Time Systems

Bahareh Badban

Department of Computer and Information Science

University of Konstanz, Germany

Stefan Leue

Department of Computer and Information Science

University of Konstanz, Germany

Jan-Georg Smaus∗

Institut für Informatik

University of Freiburg, Germany

Abstract

We present an approach to automatically generating invariants for timed automata models. The

CIPM algorithm that we propose first computes new invariants for timed automata control locations

taking their originally defined invariants as well as the constrains on clock variables imposed by in-

coming state transitions into account. In doing so the CIPM algorithm also prunes idle transitions,

which are transitions that can never be taken, from the automaton. We discsuss a prototype imple-

mentation of the CIPM algorithm as well as some initial experimental results.

1 Introduction

Predicate abstraction is an instance of the general theory of abstract interpretation [6]. It is a technique

for generating finite abstract models of large or infinite state systems. This technique involves abstracting

a concrete transition system using a set of formulas called predicates. Predicates usually denote some

state properties of the concrete system. The predicate abstraction is conservative in the sense that if a

property holds on the abstract system, there will be a concretization of the property that holds on the

concrete system as well. Abstraction is defined by the value (true or false) of the predicates in any

concrete state of the system [18]. This technique was first introduced by Graf and Saı̈di [10] as a method

for automatically determining invariant properties of infinite-state systems. As mentioned above, the idea

of predicate abstraction is to generate a finite state abstraction of the system with respect to a finite set

of predicates, which are mostly provided by the users themselves. Such an abstraction will have at most

2‖P‖ distinct states for a total number ‖P‖ of predicates [16]. There are two obstacles to the practical use

of the predicate abstraction approach:

1. The initial abstraction is not fine enough, and hence it is too abstract to be able to verify any

property of the concrete model. In such a case the method relies on counter examples or proofs

in the overall verification process to refine the abstraction [5], and as it is stated by Lahiri, et.al.

in [15]:

”It is not clear if it is always preferable to compute the abstraction incrementally. But,

we have observed that the refinement loop can often become the main bottleneck in

these techniques (e.g. SLAM), and limits the scalability of the overall system.”

2. The other obstacle is that the abstraction works with the predicates that are provided by the user.

Hence, this method relies on the user’s understanding of the system and on a trial-and-error pro-

cess [15]. This phenomenon has been pointed out by Das and Dill in [7]:

∗The work of this author was partially funded by the German Research Council (DFG) through the Transregional Collabo-

rative Research Center “Automatic Verification and Analysis of Complex Systems” (SFB TR14/AVACS).
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”Another problem is how to discover the appropriate set of predicates. In much of the

work on predicate abstraction, the predicates were assumed to be given by the user, or

they were extracted syntactically from the system description. It is obviously difficult

for the user to find the right set of predicates (indeed, it is trial-and-error process involv-

ing inspecting failed proofs), and the predicates appearing in the system description are

rarely sufficient. There has been less work and less progress, on solving the problem

of finding the right set of predicates. In addition [...] there is a challenge of avoiding

irrelevant predicates [...]”

The purpose of our work is to provide support for an automated predicate abstraction technique for

dense real-time models according to the timed automaton model of [1] by generating a more useful

set of predicates than a manual, ad-hoc process would be able to provide. We analyze the behaviour

of the system under verification to discover its local state invariants. During this analysis we remove

idle transitions which are transitions that can never be traversed. We plan to incorporate the generated

invariants into the abstraction phase of a counterexample guided abstraction refinement method for timed

automata by using them as the initial set of predicates that is used to define an initial abstraction of the

concrete model.

Related Work. How to discover predicates for use in the abstraction of real time system models has

been widely discussed in the literature. Colón and Uribe [5] introduce an interactive method for predi-

cate abstraction of real-time systems where a set of predicates called basis is provided by the user. As

mentioned in the paper itself, this way the choice of abstraction basis is based on the user’s understanding

of the system. Therefore, generation of a suitable abstraction basis relies on trial-and-error. Möller et. al.

in [21] introduce a method which is based on identifying a set of predicates that is fine enough to distin-

guish between any two clock regions and which creates a strongly preserving abstraction of the system.

Refinement of the abstraction is accomplished using an analysis of the spuriousness of counter examples.

Also in [7] Das and Dill use the spurious trace in discovering predicates for the predicate abstraction.

Das et. al. in [8] introduce Morφ−− which is a prototype for the verification of invariants in predicate ab-

straction. McMillan et. al. in [14, 19] and Henzinger, et. al. in [11] use interpolation to detect feasibility

of the abstract trace and also to extract predicates from the proof for use in the abstraction. McMillan and

Amla [20] introduce a proof-based automatic abstraction. The slicing approach of [13, 23] is a recent

method with the same intention of reducing the state space of timed automata models. However, it is

based on static analysis and not on a semantic interpretation of the automaton structure.

Another direction of research in the field of predicate abstraction addresses symbolic techniques.

In this method a decision procedure takes a set of predicates P and symbolically executes a decision

procedure on all the subsets over P. This results in a directed graph which represents the answer to a

predicate abstraction query. The method aims at reducing the number of decision procedure calls since

this number often tends to be extremely large [15]. In the first step, the first-order formula is encoded into

some equi-satisfiable Boolean formula, and in the next step it is verified using a SAT solver. Examples

of different symbolic methods are in [18, 15, 17, 16].

In [12] Hoffmann et. al. use the technique of predicate abstraction in order to obtain search heuristics

to be used in directed model checking of safety properties. In [2] Ball et. al. introduce an abstraction

method based on oracle-guided widening. In most cases the widening is such that it simply drops a

variable from the rest of the computations of the pre-states.

Structure of the Paper. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some preliminary

definitions on real-time automata. The semantics of timed automata and their possible transitions are

discussed in section 2.1. Section 3 introduces our method of creating new invariants. The respective
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algorithm, called CIPM, is explained in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we illustrate the algorithm by an

example which is used by Möller et. al. in [21]. Section 4 describes an initial implementation of our

approach. Finally, Section 5 presents concluding remarks and discusses future work.

2 Preliminary Definitions

In this section we reiterate the classical definition of timed automata according to [4, 1]. Additional

concepts and notations which will be used throughout the paper are also introduced in this section.

A timed automaton consists of a finite state automaton together with a finite set of clocks. Clocks

are non-negative real valued variables which keep track of the time elapsed since the last reset operation

performed on the respective clock. The finite state automaton describes the system control states and its

transitions. Initially, all clocks are set to 0. All clocks evolve at the same speed. A configurations of the

system is given by the current control location of the automaton and the value of each clock, denoted

〈l,u〉, where l is the control location and u is the valuation function which assigns to each clock its current

value. u+d, for d∈R
+1, is a valuation which assigns to each clock x the value u(x)+d, i.e., it increases

the value of all clocks by d. G(X) denotes the set of clock constraints g for a set X of clock variables.

Each g is of the form

g := x ≤ t | t ≤ x | ¬g | g1 ∧g2

where x ∈ X , and t, called term, is either a variable in X or a constant in R
+. By var(g) we denote the

set of all clock variables appearing in g. A timed automaton is then formally defined as follows:

Definition 1. A timed automaton A is a tuple 〈L, l0,Σ,X ,I ,E〉 where

• L is a finite set of locations (or states), called control locations,

• l0 ∈ L is the initial location,

• Σ is a finite set of labels, called events,

• X is a finite set of clocks,

• I : L 7→ G(X) assigns to each location in L some clock constraint in G(X),

• E ⊂ L×Σ×2X ×G(X)×L represents discrete transitions.

The clock constraint associated with each location l ∈ L is called its invariant, denoted I (l). We

later refer to these invariants as the original invariants. It requires that time can pass in a control location

only as long as its corresponding invariant remains true. In other words, I (l) must hold whenever the

current state is l.

We call a constraint g atomic if there exist two terms s and t such that g is equivalent to s ≤ t, t ≤ s

or their negation2. With each clock constraint g, we associate a set of its atomic sub-formulas, atom(g),
defined as:

• atom(g) := {g} when g is atomic,

• atom(g1 ∧g2) := atom(g1)∪atom(g2).

1
R

+ is the set of all non-negative reals, including 0.
2The negation of t ≤ s is s < t.
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Reset constraints are conjunctions of (one or more) formulas of the form x := c where c is a constant in

R
+. We similarly define the application of atom over reset constraints, e.g. atom(x := 3∧y := 0)≡{x :=

3, y := 0}. An atomic constraint is called bounded if it is of the form x ≺ c, where c is a constant value

and ≺∈ {=,<,≤}. g is unbounded if it is not bounded. For example, x ≤ y and x > 2 are unbounded.

We define a set of unbounded constraints in a set A of constraints as: un(A) := {a ∈ A | a is unbounded}.

We say a valuation u satisfies g, denoted u |= g, if the assigned value to all variables in g by u satisfies

g. For example if g := x +1 > y∧ x < 5, and u(x) = 4.1 and u(y) = 3, then u |= g. We consider true as

a valid proposition which is satisfied by each valuation, i.e. u |= true for each u. For a set A, u |= A if

u |= a for each a ∈ A. Given two constraints g and g′, g entails g′, denoted g ⇒ g′, if for any valuation u,

u |= g′ if u |= g. For instance, x ≥ 3 ⇒ x > 2. Based on this, we define a function join3 as:

join(g,g′) :=























g′ if g ⇒ g′

g if g′ ⇒ g

true if ¬g ⇒ g′ or equivalently, ¬g′ ⇒ g

g∨g′ otherwise

(1)

Intuitively, given any two constraints g and g′, join(g,g′) is equivalent to the weaker one. We further

extended this definition over sets:

join(A,B) :=
∨

(a,b)∈A|B

join(a,b)

where A|B := {(a,b) | a ∈ A, b ∈ B and var(a) = var(b)}. For example, if A = {x < y,x > 2} and B =
{x < 3} then A|B = {(x > 2,x < 3)} and hence, join({x < y,x > 2},{x < 3}) = join(x > 2,x < 3) = true,

since x ≥ 3 ⇒ x > 2.

In a timed automaton the values of all clocks evolve at the same speed. Therefore, if at time t0, x

has the value of x0 then after ∆t time units the value of x will be x0 + ∆t. This fact leads us to the next

property:

Note 1. In a timed automaton A , if at some point of time (e.g. t0) a relation like x ≺ y where ≺∈ {=
,<,≤} holds between two clock variables x and y then this relation will be preserved until one of the

variables is reset. This is because x(t) = x +∆t ≺ y+∆t = y(t), where ∆t computes the time elapsed as

of t0.

Lemma 1. If u |= g for a valuation u and some unbounded atomic constraint g, then u +d |= g for any

d∈R
+. This can be extended to any set of unbounded atomic constraints, too.

Proof. If g is of the form x ≥ c or x > c, then proof is obvious. For other constraints g, by Note 1, u+d |=
g (d is the ∆t). By definition this property also extends to sets of unbounded atomic constraints.

Lemma 2. For each two atomic constraints g and g′, and sets A and B of atomic constraints, we have:

1. g ⇒ join(g,g′) and g′ ⇒ join(g,g′).

2. if u |= g for some valuation u, then u |= join(g,g′).

3. if u |= A (or u |= B) for some valuation u, then u |= join(A,B).

Proof. The proofs of these properties can be sketched as follows:

3This operation is called strong join in [22].
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1. This is obvious according to the definition of join.

2. By the definition of join the statement 2 is equivalent to statement 1.

3. u |= A, hence by definition, u |= a for all a ∈ A. Therefore, according to the second item, for all

a ∈ A and b ∈ B, u |= join(a,b). Hence, by definition, u |= join(A,B). This holds, analogously, for

when u |= B.

2.1 Semantics

We associate a transition system SA with each timed automaton A 4. States of SA are pairs 〈l,u〉,
where l ∈ L is a control location of A and u is a valuation over X which satisfies I (l), i.e. u |= I (l).
〈l0,u〉 is an initial state of SA if l0 is the initial location of A and for all x ∈ X : u(x) = 0.

Transitions. For each transition system SA the system configuration changes by two kinds of transi-

tions:

• Delay transitions allow time d∈R
+ to elapse. The value of all clocks is increased by d leading to

the transition 〈l,u〉
d
7→ 〈l,u+d〉. This transition can take place only when the invariant of location

l is satisfied along the transition.

• Discrete transition enabling a transition (c.f. Definition 1)5. In this case all clocks, except those

which are reset, remain unchanged. This results in the transition τ := 〈l,u〉
a,g,r
7→ 〈l′,u′〉 where a is

an event, g is a clock constraint and r is a reset constraint (c.f. Definition 1).

An execution of a system is a possibly infinite sequence of configurations 〈l,u〉 where each pair of

two consecutive configurations corresponds to either a discrete or a delay transition.

In the sequel, τ and d denote discrete and delay transitions, respectively. We may denote a discrete

transition τ as 〈l,u〉
τ
7→ 〈l′,u′〉 when a,g,r do not need to be clarified. For each τ := 〈l,u〉

a,g,r
7→ 〈l′,u′〉,

we define Gτ := atom(g) and Rτ := atom(r). For this transition, l and l′ are called source of τ , denoted

sorc(τ), and target of τ , denoted tar(τ), respectively. Gτ/Rτ
(respectively I (sorc(τ))/Rτ

) represents the

set of all atomic constraints in Gτ (respectively I (sorc(τ))) which do not have a variable occurring in

Rτ . For instance, if τ := 〈l,u〉
x≤y∧z<x+1, z:=0

7→ 〈l′,u′〉, then Gτ = {x ≤ y, z < x + 1}, Rτ = {z := 0} and

Gτ/Rτ
= {x ≤ y}. In this example, z occurs in Rτ . For this transition if I (l) = {y < 2,z > 4} then

I (sorc(τ))/Rτ
= {y < 2}.

For each discrete transition τ we define:

inv(τ) := un(Gτ/Rτ
) ∪ un(I (sorc(τ))/Rτ

) ∪ atom(Rτ)

where atom(Rτ) =
⋃

r∈atom(Rτ ) r, and

x := c =

{

{x ≤ y | y ∈ X−{x}} if c = 0

{x ≥ c}∪{x ≤ y+ c | y ∈ X−{x}} if c > 0

We will later show in Theorem 3 that inv(τ) is a set of constraints that are preserved in tar(τ). Below, in

the next lemma, we prove this for when we have just entered a state and before any time elapses. For the

example above, τ := 〈l,u〉
x≤y∧z<x+1, z:=0

7→ 〈l′,u′〉, inv(τ) = un({x ≤ y}) ∪ un({y < 2}) ∪ z := 0 = {x ≤
y} ∪ /0 ∪ {z ≤ x,z ≤ y} = {x ≤ y,z ≤ x,z ≤ y}. Here, X = {x,y,z}.

4We work with nondeterministic timed automata.
5A transitions is enabled if it can be traversed from the source control location.
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Lemma 3. For each discrete transition 〈l,u〉
τ
7→ 〈l′,u′〉, we have u′ |= inv(τ).

Proof. Clock variables are reset iff they occur in Rτ . Hence, those variables which do not occur in

Rτ retain their value when the transition τ is occurring. These are variables which belong to Gτ/Rτ
.

Therefore, u′ |= Gτ/Rτ
, and since Gτ/Rτ

⊆ un(Gτ/Rτ
), u′ |= un(Gτ/Rτ

). The same reasoning applies to
un(I (sorc(τ))/Rτ

). Since u′ has some new values for the reset variables in r it holds that u′ |= r right

at the time of the occurrence of the transition (notice that no time has elapsed yet). Therefore, u′ |=
atom(Rτ). Summing these up results in u′ |= inv(τ).

Definition 2. For each control location l, we define a set of incoming discrete transitions, intrans(l,A ),
and a set of outgoing discrete transitions, outtrans(l,A ) as:

intrans(l,A ) := {τ | ∃li,ui,u : 〈li,ui〉
τ
7→ 〈l,u〉}

outtrans(l,A ) := {τ | ∃l′,u′,u : 〈l,u〉
τ
7→ 〈l′,u′〉}

Notice that this definition relies exclusively on discrete transitions. Since only a finite number of

such transitions exists these two sets are well-defined.

We now define a reduction system. This system simplifies the (disjunction of) clock constraints. The

intuition is that any valuation function u satisfies the left hand-side of the reduction step (denoted by

−→) if and only if it also satisfies the right-hand side.

Definition 3 (Reduction System). We apply the following reduction rules on disjunction of constraints,

φ . Here, s and t are terms.

1. s < t ∨ s = t −→ s ≤ t

2. s < t ∨ s > t −→ s 6= t

φ is called simplified if none of the rules above are applicable on it. We apply the reduction rules

of Definition 3 on φ as long as they can be applied, which means that the result of the application is

not identical to the constraint itself. When the reduction process terminates, we call the result simp(φ).
Obviously, simp(φ) is simplified.

Lemma 4. If u |= φ then u |= simp(φ), for each valuation u.

Proof. If φ −→ ψ with any of the reduction rules, then obviously u |= ψ . Therefore, u |= simp(φ) as

well.

In the next section we introduce an automatic approach to creating new invariants and to reducing

the size of the model by pruning away those transitions which can never be traversed and which hence

have no impact on a reachability analysis of the model.

3 Creating New Invariants

In this section we present the CIPM algorithm which strengthens the given original invariants in each

control location by analysing the incoming discrete transitions to that specific control location.

8
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3.1 The Algorithm

The input of Algorithm 1 is a timed automaton. Without loss of generality we assume that each location

is assigned a separate index between 0 and ‖A ‖− 1, e.g. l1, where ‖A ‖ is the number of control

locations in A .

Before explaining the algorithm we introduce the notion of idleness of a transition which expresses

that a transition will never be enabled.

Definition 4. A discrete transition τ : 〈l,u〉 7→ 〈l′,u′〉 is called idle if it can never be enabled.

Amongst other reasons, a transition can be idle when the constraint over the transition is never being

satisfied or the valuation function obtained from the transition does not satisfy the invariant of the target

location (i.e., u′¬ |= I (l′)). For instance, if τ is the discrete transition 〈l,u〉
x≤y
7→ 〈l′,u′〉, where x > y+3

is invariant in location l, i.e. I (l) = {x > y+3}, then this transition is idle since the constraint x ≤ y is

never fulfilled as long as we are in l.

The CIPM algorithm first collects the set I (li) of all the original invariants in each location li. It

then selects each location li and collects its incoming transitions in intrans(li,A ). The idle transitions

within that set are detected using Lemma 5 and are deleted from the model. For each non-idle τ in
intrans(li,A ) the algorithm next computes inv(τ). It thereby extracts all constraints that are propagated

to location li when executing transition τ . Applying join to all propagated constraints yields inv(li) which

defines the full set of constraints that are imposed on li by all of the transitions in intrans(li,A ). Since

li may also have some original invariant, I (li) is the conjunction of the original invariant and all of the

previously computed imposed constraints on li. This is expressed in the algorithm by IA (li) := I (li)∧
simp(inv(li)). Computing IA (li) may render some of the outgoing transitions of li idle. Therefore, the

algorithm next checks all outgoing transitions of li for idleness again using Lemma 5 (1st item). It then

removes all transitions detected as being idle. The set seen stores the traversed transitions. It is used to

ensure that all transitions are checked for being idle only once.

In Algorithm 1, we use conjunction of sets, which is defined as: A∧B :=
∧

1≤i≤n ai ∧
∧

1≤ j≤m b j for

A = {a1, ...an} and B = {b1, ...bm}
6.

Lemma 5. A discrete transition τ is idle when either of the conditions below, holds:

• I (sorc(τ))∧Gτ is a contradiction,

• inv(τ)∧I (tar(τ)) is a contradiction.

Proof. • I (sorc(τ)) holds as long as the current location is sorc(τ). At this location, τ is enabled

only when Gτ holds. If this occurs then I (sorc(τ))∧Gτ holds. By assumption, this can never

happen.

• By Lemma 3, if 〈l,u〉
τ
7→ 〈li,ui〉 is enabled then ui |= inv(τ). By definition, ui |= I (tar(τ)) too.

Therefore, ui |= inv(τ)∧I (tar(τ)). This contradicts the assumption. So, τ is never enabled.

We say two timed automata A and A1 are equivalent, denoted A =̇A1, if they differ only on some

idle transitions.

Theorem 1. The CIPM algorithm has the following properties:

• it is terminating,

6A∧ /0 and /0∧A are equivalent to A.

9
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Algorithm 1 Creating Invariants and Pruning the Model (CIPM)

REQUIRES: a timed automaton A

n := ‖A ‖ %% the number of control locations in A

X := the set of all clock variables occurred in A

i := 0, j := 0, seen := /0

repeat

I (l j) := the given (original) invariant of l j

j := j +1

until j < n

repeat

if i = 0 then

inv(li) := {x = y | x,y ∈ X where x and y are not identical}
else

inv(li) := /0

k := 0, In := intrans(li,A )
if In = /0∧ i > 0 then

A := A \outtrans(li,A )
else

while In 6= /0 ∧ (k = 0∨ inv(li) 6= /0) do

choose τ ∈ In

In := In\{τ}
if τ /∈ seen then

if I (sorc(τ))∧Gτ is a contradiction then

A := A \{τ} %% the idle transition

else

seen := seen∪{τ}
inv(τ) := un(Gτ/Rτ

) ∪ un(I (sorc(τ))/Rτ
) ∪ atom(Rτ)

if inv(τ)∧I (li) is a contradiction then

A := A \{τ} %% the idle transition

else

k := k +1

if k = 1 then

inv(li) := inv(τ)
else

inv(li) := join(inv(li), inv(τ))
I (li) := I (li)∧ simp(inv(li))
Out := outtrans(li)
while Out 6≡ /0 do

choose τ ∈ Out

Out := Out\{τ}
if τ /∈ seen then

if I (li)∧Gτ is a contradiction then

A := A \{τ} %% the idle transition

else

seen := seen∪{τ}
i := i+1

until i < n

IA := {li 7→ I (li)}
return (A ,IA )

10
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• if CIPM(A1) = (A ,IA ) then A =̇A1, and

• for each control location l, inv(l) consists of only unbounded constraints.

Proof. • In timed automata, the number of control locations (‖A ‖) is a finite number, say n. Hence,

the first two repeat loops halt after n steps. Besides, each timed automaton consists of a finite au-

tomaton which describes the system control states and its transitions. Hence, each control location

has only a finite number of incoming and outgoing discrete transitions. Thus, the other two while

loops will also stop after a finite number of steps.

• According to Lemma 5 and the algorithm A is updated only by removing some idle transitions.

Therefore, the output automaton will be either the exact same automaton, or it will be an automaton

with a smaller number of idle transitions.

• The above argument can be easily derived from the definition of inv(τ) and the definition of inv(l)
in the algorithm.

Note 2. Since A =̇A1 according to the previous theorem, in the sequel we may use A and A1 inter-

changeably.

The new constraint IA (l) implies the original invariant I (l) and moreover it extracts a stronger

clock constraint which should hold as long as we stay in l. We prove this in the next two theorems.

Theorem 2. If CIPM(A1) = (A ,IA ), then IA (l) ⇒ I (l) for each control location l in A , where

I (l) is the original invariant of l in A1.

Proof. IA (l) = I (l)∧ simp(inv(l)). According to the definition of ⇒, we need to show that if u |=
I (l)∧simp(inv(l)) then u |=I (l), for any valuation function u. Let I (l)= {a1, ...an} and simp(inv(l))=
{b1, ...bm}. Therefore, u |=

∧

1≤i≤n ai ∧
∧

1≤ j≤m b j, and hence, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, u |= ai. By definition,

this means that u |= I (l).

The next theorem shows that IA associates with each control location l a set of new invariants.

Theorem 3. If CIPM(A1) = (A ,IA ), then u |= IA (l), for each reachable configuration 〈l,u〉 in SA 1.

In other words, IA (l) is invariant in l.

Proof. Since IA (l) = I (l)∧ simp(inv(l)), we need to prove that u |= I (l)∧ simp(inv(l)) where I (l)
is the original given invariant of location l (cf. Definition 1). To this end, we show that u |= I (l) and

u |= simp(inv(l)). The first part holds by definition. For the second part, by Lemma 4 we only need

to prove that u |= inv(l). We split the proof into two steps according to whether 〈l,u〉 is reached by a

discrete transition τ or whether it is reached by a delay transition d.

• Assume that 〈l,u〉 is reached by a discrete transition τ (i.e. ...
τ
7→ 〈l,u〉). Then u |= inv(τ) by

Lemma 3. Hence, u |= join(inv(l), inv(τ)) by Lemma 2 (2nd item). This, according to the algo-

rithm, is the updated value of inv(l). Therefore, u |= inv(l).

• Assume that 〈l,u〉 is reached by a delay transition d. Then, there exist a discrete transition τ , a

valuation u1 and a delay value d1∈R
+ such that ...

τ
7→ 〈l,u1〉

d17→ 〈l,u〉, i.e. u := u1 +d1 and 〈l,u1〉 is

reached by the discrete transition τ . Therefore, according to the previous part we get u1 |= inv(l).
According to Theorem 1 (last item), all elements of inv(l) are unbounded, hence, u1 +d1 |= inv(l)
by Lemma 1. This completes the proof.
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x := 0

y ≤ 1

y < x
l1

l0

l2

y > xx:=0y := 0

Figure 1: A . In this timed automaton, x and y are clock variables.

3.2 Example

We illustrate the CIPM algorithm using an example taken from [21], cf. the timed automaton in Figure 1.

In this model, x and y are clock variables. l0, l1 and l2 are control locations. Our intention is to prune this

automaton and to find a new set of invariants for each control location according to the CIPM algorithm.

The model starts with the initial value of x = y = 0 in location l0. y ≤ 1 is the original invariant in l0,

i.e. I (l0) = {y ≤ 1}. In other words, we can stay in l0 only as long as the value of y does not exceed

1. Once this value has passed 1 then one of the outgoing transitions must be taken out of this state (e.g.

l0
x:=0
7→ l1). For the other locations we have: I (l1) = I (l2) = /0.

Initially, n := 3, X := {x,y}, i := 0, j := 0 and seen := /0. In the first repeat loop, for 0 ≤ j < 3

the algorithm collects the original invariants at l j. So, I (l0) = {y ≤ 1} and I (l1) = I (l2) = /0. In the

second repeat loop, we get: inv(l0) := {x = y}, k := 0, and In := intrans(l0,A ) = {l0
x:=0
7→ l0, l1

y:=0
7→ l0}.

Since the condition of the first if loop does not hold, the while loop must be activated. Here, In 6= /0 ∧ (k =

0∨ inv(l0) 6= /0) holds, we choose τ := l0
x:=0
7→ l0 from In, and let In := {l1

y:=0
7→ l0}. τ /∈ seen (which is /0) and

I (sorc(τ))∧Gτ = {y ≤ 1}∧ /0. By definition this is y ≤ 1, which is not a contradiction. Hence, seen :=

seen∪{τ} = {l0
x:=0
7→ l0}. Now, since for this τ we have: un(Gτ/Rτ

) = /0, un(I (sorc(τ))/Rτ
) = un({y ≤

1}) = /0 and atom(Rτ) = {x ≤ y}, we derive: inv(τ) := un(Gτ/Rτ
) ∪ un(I (sorc(τ))/Rτ

) ∪ atom(Rτ) =
{x ≤ y}. Then, inv(τ)∧I (l0) = {x ≤ y}∧{y ≤ 1} = x ≤ y∧y ≤ 1 which is not a contradiction. Hence,

k := k +1 = 1 and inv(l0) := inv(τ) = {x ≤ y}.

Once more, since In = {l1
y:=0
7→ l0} 6= /0, we go through the while loop of In 6= /0 ∧ (k = 0∨ inv(l0) 6= /0).

Here, we bring the result of computations briefly. We choose τ := l1
y:=0
7→ l0, we get In := /0, and since

I (sorc(τ))∧Gτ = /0∧ /0 = true, seen := {l0
x:=0
7→ l0, l1

y:=0
7→ l0}. inv(τ) := /0∧ /0∧{y ≤ x} = {y ≤ x} and

k := k +1 = 2, hence, inv(l0) := join({x ≤ y},{y ≤ x}) = join(x ≤ y,y ≤ x) = true. At this point, since

In := /0, we leave the while loop, and put I (l0) := I (l0)∧simp(inv(l0)) = {y ≤ 1}∧simp(true) = {y ≤
1}∧ true, which is equivalent to y ≤ 1. So, we gain no new invariant for l0.

Next, Out := outtrans(l0) = {l0
x:=0
7→ l1, l0

y>x
7→ l1}. We choose τ := l0

x:=0
7→ l1. Out := Out\{τ} =

{l0
y>x
7→ l1}. τ /∈ seen, and I (l0)∧Gτ = y ≤ 1 which is not a contradiction. Hence, seen := {l0

x:=0
7→

l1, l0
x:=0
7→ l0, l1

y:=0
7→ l0}. Then, we choose τ := l0

y>x
7→ l1, and for the same reason, seen := {l0

y>x
7→ l1, l0

x:=0
7→

l1, l0
x:=0
7→ l0, l1

y:=0
7→ l0}. Out := Out\{τ} = /0, hence we leave this while loop, and put i := i + 1 = 1.

1 < 3, so the repeat loop must be gone through once more.

The same process should be repeated again. The interesting part in this second round is that for

τ := l0
y>x
7→ l1 ∈ intrans(l1,A ), we get inv(τ) := {y > x} ∧ /0∧ /0 = {y > x}. For the other transition

τ := l0
x:=0
7→ l1 ∈

intrans(l1,A ), inv(τ) := {x ≤ y}, and inv(l1) := join({x ≤ y},{y > x}) = {x ≤ y}. In the

12
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x := 0

y ≤ 1

y < x
l1

l0

x ≤ y l2

x:=0 y > xy := 0

Figure 2: New invariants.

x := 0 x := 0

l0 y ≤ 1 l0 y ≤ 1

a)

x ≤ y l2
y < x

NOT feasible!

b)

x ≤ yl1 l2l1

x:=0 y > xy > xx:=0y := 0 y := 0

Figure 3:

end, I (l1) := /0∧{x ≤ y} = x ≤ y. This means that for this location we actually obtain a new invariant

which is x ≤ y. See Figure 2.

Then, Out := outtrans(l1) = {l1
y<x
7→ l2, l1

y:=0
7→ l0}. We choose τ := l1

y<x
7→ l2, then Out := {l1

y:=0
7→ l0}.

τ /∈ seen, and I (l1)∧Gτ = x ≤ y ∧ y < x, which is a contradiction! This is shown in Figure 3(a).

Therefore, the automaton is updated to A := A \{l1
y<x
7→ l2}. We continue the algorithm with this new

automaton. For this, see Figure 3(b). The other transition l1
y:=0
7→ l0 is already in seen. So this loop

terminates here.

With this new automaton, for location l2 we obtain: In := intrans(l2,A ) = /0. Hence, the while loop

of In 6= /0 ∧ (k = 0∨ inv(l2) 6= /0) can not be entered. There is also no transition out of this location.

In the end we obtain A := A \{l1
y<x
7→ l2}, and IA := {l0 7→ {y ≤ 1}, l1 7→ {x ≤ y}, l2 7→ /0}.

Figure 3(b).

4 Implementation and Experimental results

We have developed a prototypical implementation of the CIPM algorithm in C++. The code takes a timed

automaton in UPPAAL [3] syntax as input and computes the new invariants for each location, as well as

removing the spurious transitions as shown in the pseudo-code of Alg. 17. The actual implementation

of CIPM thus consists of code for operating on the abovementioned datastructure, to remove transitions

and modify invariants of the automaton.

7For parsing the UPPAAL input file into a suitable C++ datastructure, we used code that was provided to the Transregional

Collaborative Research Center “Automatic Verification and Analysis of Complex Systems” (SFB TR14/AVACS) gproject by

Gerd Behrmann.

13
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The implementation consists of about 1000 lines of code. For checking whether some invariants

togther constitute a contradiction (such a condition occurs in three places in the pseudo-code of Alg. 1),

we use ICS [9], which is a solver for linear arithmetic. Likewise, we use ICS to check the implications

occurring in the definition of join (see Equation 1).

Timed automata in UPPAAL are in some respects more general than the timed automata that we have

defined in this paper. In particular, UPPAAL automata may have integer variables in addition to the real-

valued clock variables. Integer variables only change their value when there is an explicit assignment.

The presence of integer variables has repercussions on the clocks since clock assignments, guards and

invariants may involve linear expressions of those variables. E.g., there may be a guard x ≤ 2i+ j where

x is a clock variable and i and j are integer variables. In our current code, integer variables are ignored,

but we plan to extend the implementation to cater for them.

Another feature of UPPAAL is that of parallel composition of automata (called processes in UPPAAL

parlance) into a system. In the current implementation, we assume a system that is composed of just one

process. Again, we plan to extend the implementation so that it works for systems with more than one

process.

There is however one aspect where the automata we consider here are more general than UPPAAL

automata: In UPPAAL, there are no disjunctive invariants. The invariant of a location, as well as the

guard of a transition, is a sequence of equations and disequalities, interpreted as a conjunction. Therefore,

we cannot directly implement the invariant g∨g′ occurring in the definition of join, and we approximate it

as the trivial invariant true. In some cases, we might be able to do better than that. E.g., (x ≥ 2∧y ≥ 1)∨
(x ≥ 1∧y ≥ 2) implies x ≥ 1∧y ≥ 1, which is stronger than true. However what the best approximation

we can express with UPPAAL syntax is and how we can compute it is a nonobvious question left for

future work as well. Another idea would be to split a location requiring a disjunctive invariant into two

locations.

We have tested the implementation on the example of Fig. 1 and some other hand-designed examples.

Our prototype tool transformed these examples in the expected way which increases our confidence that

the proposed pseudo-code for CIPM accomplishes what we intend it to do.

5 Conclusion

Our work proposes the CIPM algorithm which accomplishes two goals. First, it automatically generates

invariants for timed automata models. The algorithms computes new invariants in each control location

of a timed automaton taking logical conditions on the original state invariants imposed by incoming

transitions into account. Second, we defined the notion of idle transitions which helps in reducing the

size of a timed automaton by eliminating transitions that can never be traversed.

We presented a preliminary implementation of the CIPM algorithms. At the current stage it is too

early to talk about the performance of the implementation since the runtime for the examples including

the one discussed above is, of course, negligible. However, the algorithm looks at each location and each

transition at most once and thus its complexity should be low. How this would change if we ran the

algorithm repeatedly on the same automaton is a different matter.

Future work includes the definition of a counterexample guided abstraction refinement technique us-

ing our proposed invariant generation approach extended by suitable predicate abstractions. Currently,

we are incorporating the invariants computed by CIPM into an abstraction framework for timed au-

tomata. The idea is to couple each control location with its corresponding invariant and to use these

invariants to determine a predicate abstraction for the respective pair of states. To illustrate the approach

we considered an example from [21].
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Abstract

Verification techniques have become popular in software and hardware development. They in-

crease confidence and potentially provide rich feedback. However, with increasing complexity verifi-

cation techniques are more likely to contain errors themselves. Many verification tools use invariants

of the considered systems for their analysis. These invariants are often generated by the verification

tools in a first step. The correctness of these invariants is crucial for the analysis results.

In this paper we present on-going work addressing the problem of automatically generating real-

istic and guaranteed correct invariants. Since invariant generation mechanisms are error-prone, after

the computation of invariants by a verification tool, we formally prove that the generated invariants

are indeed invariants of the considered systems using a higher-order theorem prover and automated

techniques. We regard invariants for BIP models. BIP (behavior, interaction, priority) is a language

for specifying asynchronous component based systems. Proving that an invariant holds often requires

an induction on possible system execution traces. For this reason, apart from generating invariants

that precisely capture a system’s behavior, inductiveness of invariants is an important goal.

We establish a notion of robust BIP models. These can be automatically constructed from our

original non-robust BIP models and over-approximate their behavior. We motivate that invariants of

robust BIP models capture the behavior of systems in a more natural way than invariants of corre-

sponding non-robust BIP models. Robust BIP models take imprecision due to values delivered by

sensors into account. Invariants of robust BIP models tend to be inductive and are also invariants of

the original non-robust BIP model. Therefore they may be used by our verification tools and it is

easy to show their correctness in a higher-order theorem prover.

The presented work is developed to verify the results of a deadlock-checking tool for embedded

systems after their computations. Therewith, we gain confidence in the provided analysis results.

1 Introduction

Verification tools to ensure properties of complex systems have become popular in many application

areas. One major goal is to guarantee safety and security properties of the considered systems. These

can be computed by generating invariants of the considered systems in a first step and analyzing them.

However, as verification tools become more and more complex it is not always easy to see if they are

themselves working correctly. An incorrect verification tool might state a wrong property about a system.

Guided by first experiments on automatically verifying – thereby establishing a correctness certificate

– the results of a verification tool after they have been computed in a higher-order theorem prover (Coq),

we verify invariants of given systems (BIP models) within a theorem prover, we introduce a notion of

robustness for these systems. The invariants that are subject to this paper are computed and used by the D-

Finder [BBSN08] tool that decides deadlock-freedom of systems modeled in the BIP language [BBS06].

The BIP language features the descriptive power to model asynchronous systems and is designed for

building real-time embedded systems consisting of heterogeneous components. Invariants that are both

inductive and capture the behavior of our systems in an adequate way are highly desirable for our analysis

and verification tools.

In our case study, we require invariants to be inductive in order to be verified automatically by

deductive methods. We motivate a technique that is likely to produce inductive invariants: we establish

a notion of robust BIP models. These models take imprecision of values due to physical measurements

into account. Invariants of robust systems are aimed at describing a system’s behavior in a realistic way

taking sensor sensitivity and imprecision into account while preserving the necessary precision to be

used as basis for analysis results. Our invariants are suitable for automated verification using a discrete
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D−Finder

BIP model

invariants

CertGen

certificate

Theorem Prover

notion of deadlock−freedom

(checked deadlock−freedom)

proved deadlock−freedom

Figure 1: Our Methodology

semantics. We present a mapping from non-robust to robust systems and prove that invariants of robust

systems are also invariants of the original non-robust systems. This allows us to reuse invariant based

analysis results for these systems.

1.1 Our Case Study: Guaranteeing Correctness of the Results of a Verification Tool

Robust BIP models are used to make the process (called certification) of automatically proving the re-

sults of a deadlock-detection verification tool easier thereby guaranteeing the correctness of its verdict.

The overall approach of this tool and the verification process guaranteeing that its results are correct is

described in the following two paragraphs.

1.1.1 The Deadlock-detection Tool D-Finder and the Certification of its Results

The deadlock-detection tool D-Finder takes BIP models as inputs and decides whether they are deadlock

free. In order to do this, in a first step invariants of these are computed. These are analyzed for potential

deadlocks. D-Finder is aimed to be safe in a way that it might detect false positives, i.e., potential

deadlocks that do not exist. The computation of invariants is the most sophisticated step within D-

Finder. In addition to D-Finder’s algorithms an external tool Omega [Ome00] is used in the invariant

generation process to perform quantifier elimination. In a second step these invariants are checked to be

deadlock-free by using the external SMT solver Yices [DM06] and a definition of deadlock-states.

Verifying that invariants hold is used for guaranteeing the absence of deadlocks in our guiding case

study [BP08, BP08a]. The methodology underlying this case study is depicted in Figure 1. BIP models

are passed to D-Finder, the deadlock-detection tool. In this paper, we do not trust D-Finder in a first

place, but want to establish proofs, that it has indeed worked correctly for each run of this tool. Apart

from detecting deadlocks, a certificate is generated by some part of the tool (denoted CertGen). This

certificate comprises a proof of deadlock-freedom and is passed to a theorem prover. The D-Finder tool

computes invariants and uses them to decide whether a system is deadlock-free or not. Most important to

this paper is the fact, that the certificates contain these invariants as well as a proof script that is generated

by the certificate generator proving that the invariants do indeed hold. The theorem prover uses this proof

script to prove that a BIP model is indeed deadlock-free.

1.1.2 Proving Deadlock-freedom

To verify that a system is indeed deadlock-free in the theorem prover, we have to check the certificates.

We break this task of verifying deadlock-freedom for a given BIP model BM down into different subtasks
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1. ∀s.ReachableStatesBM(s) −→ EnabledBM(s)

↑ transitivity

2. ∀s.ReachableStatesBM(s) −→¬DISBM(s) and [PO1] ∀s.¬DISBM(s) −→ EnabledBM(s)

↑ transitivity

3. [PO2] ∀s.ReachableStatesBM(s) −→ ΨBM(s) and [PO3] ∀s.ΨBM(s) −→¬DISBM(s)

Figure 2: Verifying Deadlock-freedom: The Meta-Proof

as shown in Figure 2. The proofs for these subtasks are composed to prove the top line. In the figure,

we use the following definition of enabled states capturing BIP states from which a state transition to a

succeeding state is possible:

EnabledBM(s) ≡ ∃s′.(s,s′) ∈ JBMKBIP ∧ s 6= s′

The JBMKBIP denotes the set of possible state transitions of the BIP model BM thereby defining its

semantics. Furthermore, we use a definition of reachable states ReachableStatesBM for a BIP model BM

which is defined inductively in a way that the initial state is reachable and all succeeding states of a

reachable state are reachable.

The task of verifying deadlock-freedom is performed by using the refinement shown in Figure 2:

1. The top line in the figure shows our notion of deadlock-freedom for a BIP model. We ultimately

want to prove this line. We demand that all reachable states have at least one succeeding state.

Thus, there is no reachable state where no transition is possible.

2. Instead of a direct proof, we follow the architecture of D-Finder and take advantage of the in-

variants discovered by D-Finder (ΨBM,¬DISBM): we conduct the proof shown in the second line

consisting of two proof goals. The first goal reformulates the notion of enabled states and puts a

predicate ¬DISBM instead. Thus, we may verify that this goal holds for a BIP model BM. The

second proof goal [PO1] (Proof Obligation 1) states that whenever one proves the first goal cor-

rect, the correctness property of the first line is implied – thereby guaranteeing the more human

readable notion of correctness.

3. The third line splits the first proof goal of the second line into two proof goals [PO2] and [PO3].

This line introduces an invariant ΨBM(s) as a transitive step. This invariant is part of the certificate.

To use this line in our proofs we have to show that it also implies the first line.

The ¬DISBM, and ΨBM are provided by D-Finder.

Most tasks in this proof scheme are relatively easy from a technical point of view. It is sufficient to

prove the three proof obligations and construct the proof for the first line via transitivity of the impli-

cation rule. This, as well as proving [PO1] and [PO3] can easily be done automatically. However, the

generation of the invariant ΨBM(s) can be error prone. Therefore the automatic verification that

[PO2] ∀s.ReachableStatesBM(s) −→ ΨBM(s)

does hold is a challenging tasks of our methodology. It captures the correctness of the main task of
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the D-Finder tool: finding invariants. The work presented in the rest of this paper concentrates on gen-

erating realistic invariants, reports on experiences with case studies and suggests ways to improve the

computation of the invariants thereby making the verification task easier.

1.2 Overview

We introduce the BIP semantics for modeling our systems in Section 2 and present a small example. A

discussion of invariants of BIP models and their properties is given in Section 3. Section 4 introduces

robust BIP models and a motivation for and proofs of their properties. The benefits of robust BIP models

in verifying invariants for our example application scenario are presented in Section 5. Related work is

discussed in Section 6. In Section 7 we draw a conclusion and present our goals for future work.

2 BIP Models and their Semantics

In this section we describe the semantics of BIP models. BIP is a software framework designed for build-

ing embedded systems consisting of heterogeneous components. It is characterized by three modeling

layers: behavior of components encoded as transition systems extended with variables, interactions be-

tween components realized via communication ports and priority rules which reduce non-determinism

between interactions (BIP stands for Behaviors + Interactions + Priorities). Apart from code generation

the BIP tool chain comprises static analyses tools for checking properties like deadlock-freedom.

BIP models are composed of atomic components [BBS06, BBSN08] that can be composed into larger

components. Components are state transition systems. They communicate via ports with each other.

Definition 2.1 (Atomic BIP component). An atomic component Bi can be represented by a tuple

(Li,Pi,Ti,Vi) such that

• Vi is a set of variables,

• Li = {l0
i , l1

i , l2
i , ..., lk

i } is a set of control locations,

• Pi is a set of ports,

• Ti ⊆ Li × (Xi → bool)× (Xi → Xi)×Pi ×Li is a set of transitions, each one comprising a location,

a guard function g : Xi → bool, an update function f : Xi → Xi, a port, and a succeeding location.

The Xi denote valuation functions: mappings from variables Vi to their values Di.

The guard functions are predicates and are formulated on the variables appearing in an atomic com-

ponent. The following definition describes a language for these predicates which we use for the work

presented in this paper:

Definition 2.2 (Guard language). A predicate φ belongs to the guard language iff it is constructed using

the following rules:

φ ::= φ ∧φ | φ ∨φ | ¬φ | e

e ::= e′ < e′ | e′ ≤ e′ | e′ = e′ | e′ 6= e′ | e′ ≥ e′ | e′ > e′

e′ := op | e′ + e′ | e′− e′ | val · e′

op ::= var | val

Assuming the guard function appears in the ith component, the var ∈ Vi are variables appearing in

it. val ∈ Di denotes some numerical type. The variables var ∈ Vi are mapped to the same type. Typical

types are reals and integers.
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The semantic interpretation of the guard language follows the rules of predicate logic and arithmetic.

Note, that the expressibility of the guard language corresponds to Presburger arithmetic when Di denotes

integer values.

The atomic components of a BIP model are connected via ports. They communicate via interactions.

Thus, a composed component is defined as a tuple ((B1, ...,Bn), Interactions) comprising the atomic

components and their interactions.

An interaction is a tuple (p1, . . . , pn) where pi is a port of the atomic component Bi or ⊥ if Bi is not

involved in this interaction.

The state of an atomic component Bi is a tuple (li,xi) comprising a location and a variable valuation

function. The state of a BIP model is the product of the state of its atomic components: (L1×X1)× . . .×
(Ln ×Xn).
A transition relation for BIP models is defined via the following predicate.

Definition 2.3 (Transition Relation). A transition relation for a BIP model BM (denoted JBMKBIP) for

BIP models is defined via the following rule:

(p1, . . . , pn) ∈ Interactions

∀i ∈ {1..n}. (li,gi, fi, pi, l
′
i) ∈ Bi ∧ (gi(xi)∧ x′i = fi(xi))∨ (li = l′i ∧ pi = ⊥∧ x′i = xi)

(((l1,x1), ...,(ln,xn)) , ((l′1,x
′
1), ...,(l

′
n,x

′
n))) ∈ JBMKBIP

A state transition from a given reachable state is possible if there is an interaction such that there is in

each component either a possible state transition labeled with the port or the component is not involved

in the interaction. Furthermore, in order to do a transition of an atomic component the appropriate guard

functions must evaluate to true. To derive the succeeding states the update functions are performed on

the valuation functions of the involved atomic components.

Using the transition relation, reachable states of a BIP model are defined in the following definition.

Definition 2.4 (Reachable States). The predicate ReachableStatesBM indicating reachable states of a

BIP model BM with an initial state s0 ∈ (L1 ×X1)× . . .× (Ln ×Xn) is defined via the following inductive

rules:

ReachableStatesBM(s0)

ReachableStatesBM(s) (s,s′) ∈ JBMKBIP

∈ ReachableStatesBM(s′)

The first rule says that the initial state is reachable. The second inference rule captures the transition

behavior of BIP using the transition relation.

An Example Figure 3 shows a temperature control system [BBSN08, ACH+95] modeled in BIP. It

controls the cooling of a reactor by moving two independent control rods. It is a simple example to

illustrate D-Finder and its invariants. The goal is to keep the temperature between θ = 100 and θ = 1000.

When the temperature reaches the maximum value one of the rods has to be used for cooling. The BIP

model comprises three atomic components one for each rod and one for the controller. Each contains

a state transition system. Transitions can be labeled with guard conditions, valuation function updates,

and a port. The components interact via ports thereby realizing cooling, heating, and time elapsing

interactions. Initially the system starts in locations l1, l3, l5 with values of t1 = 3600, t2 = 3600, θ = 100.

Note, that the system does indeed contain a deadlock. Since we are interested in verifying that invariants

hold, this, however, is not important in the context of this paper.
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Figure 3: Temperature Control System

3 Invariants of BIP Models

In this section we discuss invariants for BIP models and motivate desired properties.

Definition 3.1 (Invariant). A predicate I over the states of a BIP model BM is an invariant of BM iff

∀s.ReachableStatesBM(s) −→ I(s)

The generated invariants ΨBM that we are verifying in our theorem prover are composed of compo-

nent invariants (CI) and interaction invariants (II):

ΨBM
def
= CI1 ∧ ...∧CIn ∧ II1 ∧ ...∧ IIm

The following invariants are computed by D-Finder to approximate the behavior of the components

(component invariants) in the example from Figure 3:

• CI1 = (atl1 ∧ t1 ≥ 0)∨ (atl2 ∧ t1 ≥ 3600)

• CI2 = (atl3 ∧ t2 ≥ 0)∨ (atl4 ∧ t2 ≥ 3600)

• CI3 = (atl5 ∧100 ≤ θ ≤ 1000)∨ (atl6 ∧100 ≤ θ ≤ 1000)

ati is a predicate denoting the fact that we are at location i in a component. In addition to component in-

variants D-Finder computes interaction invariants capturing the behavior induced by interactions between

the atomic components. In addition to component invariants D-Finder generates interaction invariants

which capture the behavior of components interacting with each other. An example for an interaction

invariant for the given BIP model is shown below:

II1 = (atl1∧ t1 = 0)∨ (atl3∧ t2 = 0)∨ (atl5∧101 ≤ θ ≤ 1000)∨ (atl6∧ (θ = 1000∨100 ≤ θ ≤ 998))

Definition 3.2 (Inductive Invariants). An invariant I is inductive for a BIP model BM iff

1. It holds for the initial state s0 of BM: I(s0)

2. ∀s s′.I(s)∧ (s,s′) ∈ JBMKBIP −→ I(s′)
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By using the definition of reachable states we can prove the following theorem which is independent of

concrete BIP models:

Theorem 3.1. Every inductive invariant of a BIP model BM is also an invariant of BM.

Both CI1 and CI2 are inductive. CI3 is not inductive because it evaluates to true for a state where

we are at control location l6 (atl6) and θ = 101. But, it does not hold for the succeeding state atl6 and

θ = 99. Note, that since a state where atl6 and θ = 101 is never reached within a real system run, CI3 is

still an invariant.

For verifying invariants during certificate checking we perform an induction on the set of reachable

states. For this reason, it is highly desirable if invariants are inductive.

Making Invariants Inductive by Strengthening We can make invariants inductive by strengthening

them. Given an invariant I we can add some strengthening constraints C to create a stronger invariant

I′. The proof that I′ implies that I holds for a given state s is a trivial application of the conjunction

elimination rule:

I′(s)
def
= I(s)∧C(s) −→ I(s)

For example CI3 can be made inductive by adding a constraint that at location l6, θ is always divisible

by two (2|θ ). We can now verify the inductive invariant and show that it implies the weaker non-inductive

one. Thus, the non-inductive one, is proven to be an invariant, too.

We have experimented with techniques to strengthen invariants automatically. In many cases it is

possible to “guess” the C constraints that make invariants inductive. The additional constraint could

be constructed following the general method presented in [BM08] that refines the invariant to reach an

inductive one.

However, sometimes strengthening invariants seems artificial. Adding the divisibility constraint men-

tioned above to a variable that represents a physical measure could also indicate some design flaw of the

original system. We should not base the verification of a system on the fact that the temperature measured

by some sensors is an even number.

So, instead of strengthening the constraints on physical measures, we introduce in this paper a way to

model the uncertainty of measurement. We concentrate on finding slightly weaker invariants of systems

that represent the nature of variables depending on physical measurements in a more natural way.

For each invariant there is always a weaker invariant that is inductive: I ≡ true is the weakest invariant

for all BIP models and is inductive.

4 Robust BIP Models

In this section we introduce robust BIP models. Robust BIP models and their invariants are aimed at

describing systems in a more natural way. Specifically, the target of our approach are systems whose

values represent physical measurements. These are performed by sensors, which are usually not exact

but have some tolerance range of imprecision associated with them. The measured value can vary within

this range differing from the actual value. To capture the behavior in BIP models that are based on this

imprecise information, we introduce special sets of measurement variables. Guard functions depending

on an exact measurement variable in a BIP model are changed in a way that they evaluate to true – i.e.

may perform a transition – within a range of unpreciseness to achieve robust BIP models.

Robust BIP models are realized by exchanging guards by robust guards described by a robust guard

language:
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〈(φ1 ∧φ2)〉2 = 〈φ1〉2 ∧〈φ2〉2 〈(φ1 ∨φ2)〉2 = 〈φ1〉2 ∨〈φ2〉2

〈(e′1 < e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 < 〈e′2〉2 〈(e′1 ≤ e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 ≤ 〈e′2〉2

〈(e′1 ≥ e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 ≥ 〈e′2〉2 〈(e′1 > e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 > 〈e′2〉2

〈(e′1 = e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 = 〈e′2〉2 〈(e′1 6= e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 6= 〈e′2〉2

〈(e′1 + e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 + 〈e′2〉2 〈(e′1 − e′2)〉2 = 〈e′1〉2 −〈e′2〉2

〈(val · e′)〉2 = val · 〈e′〉2 〈val〉2 = val

〈m〉2 = m+δm if m ∈VR

〈var〉2 = var otherwise

Figure 4: Function for Introducing the δm

Definition 4.1 (Robust guard language). A robust guard language describing predicates φ is defined for

a set of measurement variables VR ⊆Vi if the guard appears in the ith component in the following way:

φ ::= φ ∧φ | φ ∨φ | ¬φ | e

e ::= e′ < e′ | e′ ≤ e′ | e′ = e′ | e′ 6= e′ | e′ ≥ e′ | e′ > e′

e′ ::= op | e′ + e′ | e′− e′ | val · e′

op ::= var | val | m+δm

var ∈ (Vi\VR), m ∈VR, val denotes some numerical type var like reals or integers.

Each reference to a measurement variable within a robust guard function is accompanied by some

unknown constant δm which captures its imprecision. Compared to the original guard language, the

interpretation of the δm in the robust guard language requires some non-trivial definitions.

The semantical interpretation of guard functions is adapted in a way that a robust system is an ab-

straction of a non-robust system. This means that due to non-determinism it allows more possibilities

of transition but preserves the transition possibilities of the non-robust system. Given a set of measure-

ment variables VR, for each m ∈VR there is some unknown δm within some fixed range −∆m ≤ δm ≤ ∆m

(∆m ≥ 0). This range captures the level of imprecision which a value that represents a physical measure-

ment can have.

A robust guard is constructed from a non-robust guard in two steps:

• In the first step, negations are eliminated by putting them to the lowest level thereby changing

(in)equalities using a function 〈...〉1. This function is defined inductively on the term structure of

the guards and performs e.g. the following transformations:

– 〈¬(φ1 ∧φ2)〉1 = 〈¬φ1〉1 ∨〈¬φ2〉1

– 〈¬(e′1 > e′2)〉1 = (e′1 ≤ e′2)

– 〈¬(e′1 = e′2)〉1 = (e′1 6= e′2)

Thus, it eliminates all cases of ¬φ .

• The second step introduces the δm for the measurement variables and is performed by a function

〈...〉2 which is shown in Figure 4.

Consider as an example the guard ¬θ = 1000. It is transformed into 〈〈¬θ = 1000〉1〉2 = 〈θ 6= 1000〉2 =
θ +δθ 6= 1000 for a measurement variable θ .

The semantic interpretation of such a guard φ is done in the following way for measurement variables

m1...mn:
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∃δm1
...δmn

.φ with −∆m1
≤ δm1

≤ ∆m1
... −∆mn

≤ δmn
≤ ∆mn

.

Thus, in the above example, we have ∃δθ .θ +δθ 6= 1000 with −∆θ ≤ δθ ≤ ∆θ .

The existential quantification of the δm ensures that the robust guard function over approximates the

corresponding non-robust guard function. We need the first transformation step eliminating the nega-

tions, because our methodology only works, if there are no negations in our guard: an existential quan-

tification over a negated δm would result in an under approximation.

Note, that robust guards can be transformed back into the non-robust guard language while preserving

their semantics. θ +δθ 6= 1000 can be equivalently written as 1000−∆θ > θ ∨1000 +∆θ < θ by only

using the constant ∆θ . For practical applications, the computations performed in D-Finder can be done,

using either the robust guards having been translated back into the non-robust guard language, or with

slight modifications in D-Finder, by using the robust guard language directly.

A non-robust guard function can be constructed from a robust guard function by setting each δm to

zero.

Definition 4.2 (Robust BIP Models). A BIP model is considered robust for a set of variables VR iff all

guard functions depending on a variable m ∈VR are formalized in the robust guard language.

Each guard can be substituted by a robust guard by replacing each occurrence of m ∈ VR by m + δm

as shown above. We define a function RobustVR
for a set of measurement variables VR to map BIP models

to robust BIP models by replacing the guard functions by robust ones.

Theorem 4.1 (Reachable State Inclusion). For a robust BIP model BM∆ and a BIP model BM with

BM∆ = RobustVR
(BM), given a set of measurement variables VR the following property holds :

ReachableStatesBM ⊆ ReachableStatesBM∆

Proof:

We have to show that the robust guard functions allow at least all state transitions that the non-robust

guard functions allow. We do an induction on the term structure of φ to show:

〈〈...〉1〉2 evaluates at least in all cases to true where δm1
...δmn

fixed to 0 would evaluate to true.

An example robust BIP model constructed from our temperature controller example (cp. Figure 3)

for a measurement variable θ is shown in Figure 5.

Theorem 4.2 (Invariant Preservation). Each Invariant I of a robust BIP model BM∆ is an invariant of a

BIP model BM for a given set of measurement variables VR if BM∆ = RobustVR
(BM)

Proof:

∀s ∈ ReachableStatesBM∆
.I(s) (since I is an invariant of BM∆) and

ReachableStatesBM ⊆ ReachableStatesBM∆
(reachable states inclusion) implies

∀s ∈ ReachableStatesBM.I(s) 2

5 Application of Robust BIP Models

In this section we discuss the deadlock checking of robust BIP models with D-Finder and summarize

and extend our comparison of invariants used in the process of certifying the deadlock freedom of a BIP

model for usage with a higher-order theorem prover after D-Finder has provided its verdict.
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Figure 6: Relation Between Invariants

Invariants of Robust and Non-robust BIP models and D-Finder The relations between different

invariants of BIP models BM and its robust counter-part BM∆ is shown in Figure 6

Starting from the weakest inductive invariant (true), D-Finder computes a sequence of stronger in-

variants using the initial conditions and the provided BIP model BM. Due to abstractions performed by

D-Finder this process can provide an invariant ΨBM that is not inductive. Using non-robust BIP models

in our certification process the proof of the (dashed) implication can not be established for non-inductive

invariants and the certificate generation fails. The critical abstraction used in D-Finder is in elimination

of existential quantifiers in the logical formula that defines the successors of a state which becomes part

of the provided invariant. D-Finder uses the Omega library for that step [Ome00]. A closer look at the

original formula and its abstraction reveals the constraints that were lost during abstraction. The loss of
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precision is due to the fact that (1) some facts are implicit (e.g., for a variable x, the fact x ≥ 0 is elimi-

nated if x is of type nat), or (2) facts cannot be represented in the logic (this is the case for divisibility

constraints in the Omega library). The addition of these lost constraints leads to an inductive invariant.

The divisibility constraints can be useful for variables of the program that range over discrete domains

(e.g., counters). However it produces inductive but unrealistic invariants for variables that represent

physical measurements provided by sensors.

Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the goals sketched in the introduction and in Section 3 on invariants. In

order to conduct the proof we seek for an inductive invariant ΨInductive that contains the (non-computable)

sets of reachable states and that entails the deadlock-freedom property (EnabledBM), such that the fol-

lowing implications holds:

ReachableStatesBM ⇒ ΨInductive ΨInductive ⇒ EnabledBM

To build ΨInductive we can try to strengthen the invariant provided by D-Finder by guessing a suitable con-

straint such that ΨBM ∧Guess is inductive. The certificate then encapsulates the proof of the right-most

chain of implications. Otherwise we can try the approach promoted in this paper for building an inductive

invariant weaker than ΨBM but still strong enough to entail deadlock-freedom. This approach comprises

the ΨBM∆
invariant of the robust BIP model and corresponds to the left-most chain of implications of

Figure 6.

Each approach can lead to a certificate based on a proof by induction which can be automatically

generated and then provided to a higher-order theorem prover for checking.

Evaluation In contrast to non-robust BIP models, D-Finder produces inductive invariants of robust

BIP models in the case studies that we examined so far. The model of Figure 5 is the robust version

of our running example of Figure 3. In all guards the uncertainty δ is added to the θ variable that

corresponds to the measure of the temperature. This transformation prevents the generation of over

constrained invariants. Obviously, the generated invariants are less precise than those obtained for the

original model. Hopefully, in our experimentations this did not introduce new deadlock possibilities.

Actually, it is highly desirable that the deadlock-freedom property of a system does not depend on the

sensitivity of sensors.

Figure 7 summarizes our approach using the running example. It shows the invariant CI3 generated by

D-Finder on the original BIP model BM (in the middle) compared to the corresponding stronger invariant

obtained by strengthening (on the left) and the weaker but robust invariant generated by D-Finder from

the robust model BM∆ (on the right).

The CI3 invariant relates the value of θ to the location of the controller state machine. The original

invariant is not inductive. It can be either strengthened by adding the additional constraint, 2|θ . This

leads to an inductive but unrealistic invariant. A more realistic invariant is obtained by running D-Finder

on the robust model. The resulting invariant is inductive and strong enough to conduct the last step of

the deadlock analysis. The final result is as precise as the ones obtained with the two other invariants; no

false deadlocks are generated by robust invariants.

Not all invariants of robust BIP models have to be necessarily inductive. It may be possible that we

need to strengthen them sometimes e.g. by using the technique discussed in [BM08]. These techniques,

however, must not add constraints bearing unnatural facts on the measuring process of the measurement

variables.
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Figure 7: Handling the Example Invariant

6 Related Work

This paper describes the modification of systems in order to generate realistic inductive invariants for a

verification tool. These invariants are verified to hold by a higher-order theorem prover for certifying the

results of the verification tool. Inductiveness is crucial for deductive proofs in the certification process.

To our knowledge this particular subject has not yet been studied before.

Certification The certification of analysis results is an important aspect of this work. We generate

certificates in the form of proof-scripts for a higher-order theorem prover. The generation of proofs

to certify the verdict of a model-checker was first introduced in [Nam01]. Other important work for

certifying the results of verification tools comprise the use of support sets for a model checker [TC02],

keeping track of justifications for the BLAST model-checker [HJM+02], and a SAT solver that generates

certificates [ZM03]. Further related is Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) [Nec97], a method to guarantee that

executable code fulfills a policy on access and resource management and Foundational PCC [WAS03]

characterized by a small set of axioms and a simpler proof-checker. In this paper we concentrate on

certifying invariants via a formal proof done by induction.

Generation of Inductive Invariants Automatic generation of invariants has been studied for a long

time (see e.g. [MP95]). For the invariants considered in this paper the papers [BLS96] and [SDB96]

where most influential. [BLS96] describes many principles that have been implemented in our deadlock-

verification tool D-Finder.

[BM08] focuses on techniques to incrementally generate inductive invariants. The main idea is to

use counter-examples to refine an invariant until it becomes provable by induction. The paper features

in addition to the description of general techniques, further valuable techniques to refine invariants by

splitting large conjunctions into subparts and refine selected subparts independently. This method has

been successfully used in the refinement of boolean invariants. The presented techniques require a deep

knowledge of the class of systems in consideration, in order to cleverly take advantage of the presented

counter-example guided refinement approach of invariants.

In this paper we regard strengthening of non-inductive invariants by taking advantage of our knowl-

edge of the verification tool D-Finder – we know when the invariant can lose their inductiveness quality

– as one possibility to achieve inductive invariants.
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Robustness Another feature of this paper is robustness. Robustness of timed automata is described

in [GHJ97]. This notion is similar to our notion and has been introduced for real-time systems in or-

der to cope with properties that e.g. occur when transforming continuous signals to discrete values or

problems due to imprecision of sensors. The theory of verification of systems is enriched with a so

called tube-semantics to capture uncertainty. Similarly, [AM95] introduces the notion of finite variabil-

ity for properties of continuous systems to capture semantics intervals of continuous time. The presented

method allows proving properties of a continuous semantics by reasoning on a discrete semantics which

is more appropriate for automated verification and deductive reasoning. A constrained solving based

method for generating inductive invariants for hybrid systems is presented in [SSM04].

In contrast to these work, we do not consider real-time system with continuous semantics. The BIP

system has a discrete semantics and acquires information about the physical quantities through sensors.

One of our our goals is introducing uncertainty about the sensors measurements while reusing D-Finder

invariant generation techniques based on a discrete semantics.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced the notion of robust BIP models for systems containing values repre-

senting the results of physical measurements. Robust BIP models can be obtained from non-robust BIP

models and over approximate their behavior. We proved that each invariant of the robust BIP model is

also an invariant of the corresponding non-robust BIP model. We motivated that invariants that have been

automatically generated by the deadlock detection tool D-Finder for robust BIP models tend to be induc-

tive while those of non-robust systems are likely to be non-inductive. Inductivity of invariants allows

for easy formal verification that they do indeed hold in a higher-order theorem prover. Our technique is

developed for certifying the results of D-Finder at runtime. It allows to keep a discrete representation

instead of a continuous representation of values occurring in a system, thus enabling the use of tools like

D-Finder which work on discrete representations.

Future work continuing this on-going work involves the analysis of further case studies to discover

more benefits and potential limitations of our approach. We have achieved first results in producing

realistic and inductive invariants by running D-Finder on robust BIP models. It seems that instead of

using strengthening techniques, we can use robust (and therefore weaker) constraints to achieve inductive

invariants. Once D-Finder provides analyzes for BIP models with value exchange during component

interaction, we will model sensors and provided values as distinct components. Future work includes

further reasoning on robustness to ensure that inductiveness of D-Finder invariants is guaranteed by the

construction process of robust BIP models. More technical challenges comprise the addition of ranges

of unpreciseness that can deal with non-linear errors such as a certain error percentage of a measured

value. This can be modeled as functions depending on measured values and have to be integrated in our

guard language. These functions are difficult to handle since the Yices SMT-solver can only deal with

invariants generated from guard functions formalized in Presburger arithmetic. Another task reserved to

future work is fixing invariants by adding constraints in order to make them inductive. Such constraints

might be generated by using hints from unresolved theorem prover goals created during the process of

trying to prove an invariant correct.
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Abstract

We study automated verification of pointer safety for heap-manipulating imperative programs

with unknown procedure calls or code pointers. Given the specification of a procedure whose body

contains calls to an unknown procedure, we try to infer the possible specifications for the unknown

procedure from its calling contexts. We employ a forward shape analysis with separation logic and

an abductive inference mechanism to synthesize both pre- and postconditions for the unknown pro-

cedure. The inferred specification is a partial specification of the unknown procedure. Therefore it is

subject to a later verification when the code or the complete specification for the unknown procedure

are available. Our inferred specifications can also be used for program understanding.

1 Introduction

A program verification system takes as input a given program and a specification of its desired properties

and attempts to determine whether or not the program meets the specified properties. The verifier usually

requires to have access to the entire given program which, in practice, may not be completely available

for various reasons. In general the unknown program fragments can correspond to unknown procedure

calls which might be either calls to library procedures without source codes or code pointers with their

corresponding meta-programming features like run-time generation/loading of code.

To deal with the verification of programs with unknown procedure calls, current program verifiers

either

• stop at the first unknown procedure call and provide an incomplete verification, or

• simply ignore the unknown procedure calls (e.g. replace them by skip) or treat them as nondeter-

ministic assignments without side effects (both methods can be unsound in general) ([4]), or

• assume the variables that are modified by the unknown procedure call and its caller do not overlap

(so they have different so-called footprints and the hypothetical frame rule [15] can be applied;

however this assumption does not hold in most cases), or

• use specification mining [1] to discover possible specifications for the program (which is per-

formed dynamically and is just a check instead of a proof for program correctness), or

• ask for a description of the unknown procedure properties, which might be obtained by analyzing

their binary code ([2, 8, 12, 10]). In the case of code pointers it is necessary to have an analysis that

can estimate all possible procedures to which the pointers may refer at run-time. In general this

estimation may return too many candidates, making the verification almost impossible at compile

time.

In this paper we propose a different approach to the verification of programs with unknown proce-

dure calls. Based on the desired properties specified for the entire program, our solution is to verify

the known program fragments, and to postpone the verification of the unknown procedures by inferring

partial specifications of their desired properties. The inferred specifications are subject to a later veri-

fication when the code or the complete specification of the unknown procedure become known (e.g. at
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loading time in Java). Our inferred specifications can also be used for program understanding to build

partial specifications of the generic procedures (e.g. the methods of Java interfaces). The inferred spec-

ifications are derived from the calling contexts. Therefore, in the case of multiple specifications for the

same unknown procedure they have to be combined together in order to get a more general (stronger)

specification. Even though our approach can not discover the complete specification of the unknown

procedure, what we can discover can be used to completely describe the unknown procedure behaviour

inside the analyzed module (e.g. the behaviour of the implementation of method compareTo of interface

Comparable inside the current analyzed Java package, JavaCup).

We use our approach to verifying the pointer safety of heap-manipulating programs with unknown

procedure calls. Our framework is built on the work on shape analysis with separation logic [16, 7, 13].

Program specifications are given as pre and post conditions for each known procedure. We perform

a modular verification on a per procedure basis as in the HIP system [13]. Starting with the given

precondition, a forward verification is run until the unknown procedure call is met. A precondition for

the unknown procedure is derived from the current heap state ([11]). Thus the current heap is split into

two disjoint heaps: (1) the unknown procedure’s precondition consisting of all of the current heap nodes

reachable from the unknown procedure’s actual parameters, and (2) a frame. The frame is used as initial

state for the forward verification of any program code that follows the unknown procedure call. The

verification might find situations where there is not enough information to perform an operation such as

a (known) procedure call or a dereferencing. If the missing information refers to the actual arguments

or to the result of the unknown procedure call then we perform a similar abductive inference as that in

Calcagno et al. [3, 4] to infer what is missing. The inferred information will be part of the unknown

procedure postcondition. If the missing information does not refer to the unknown procedure then there

is an error in the code.

Our proposal is mainly inspired by the recent work [4] that uses bi-abduction to infer the pre/post

conditions of a given procedure by analysing its body. It uses a bottom up approach such that the pro-

cedures called in the body of the given procedure are known and their pre/post conditions were inferred

prior to the current procedure. The problem we solve in this paper is dual to that in Calcagno et al. [4].

Given the pre/post conditions of a procedure whose body invokes an unknown procedure, we attempt to

infer the pre/post conditions of the unknown procedure. A similar problem to ours has been solved in

the context of logic programs [9], where, based on the specification and the implementation of a logic

programming module, an abductive method infers constraints on undefined literals of that module.

Our proposal can also be regarded as a top-down inference system rather than a bottom-up one [4]

that most traditional approaches rely on. In our case the user provides the specification for the top-level

procedure and our approach can infer the specifications for the called procedures. This process may be

repeated at several levels down. However the inferred specifications may not be complete, therefore they

are subjected to a later verification.

A verification system uses an entailment procedure to check whether the program heap state ∆i

computed at the program instruction i entails the precondition Prei+1 (namely the requirements for a

correct execution) of the next program instruction i+1 as follows:

∆i ⊢ Prei+1

In general not the entire current program state ∆i is required to establish Prei+1. Therefore a more

general form of the entailment is used:

∆i ⊢ Prei+1 ∗Ri

where ∗ stands for the separation conjunction [16], and Ri is the frame, namely the part of the heap state

∆i which is not accessed by the program instruction i+1. When the entailment fails

∆i 0 Prei+1
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we can use a reasoning with abduction

∆i ∗ [Mi]⊲Prei+1

to find the missing part Mi of the heap state ∆i such that

∆i ∗Mi ⊢ Prei+1 ∗Ri

In principle the abduction strengthens the current heap state ∆i. Our approach mainly uses the abduction

to discover the postconditions of the unknown procedures. However a naive application of the abduction

may generate too strong postconditions for the unknown procedures, in which cases acceptable imple-

mentations of the unknown procedures can be rejected as being incorrect. Therefore, in Section 2 we

define the property that has to be satisfied by an abductive system in order to be useful for our approach.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the key features of our

approach by a simple example that consists of one unknown procedure call. Section 3 extends our

approach to multiple sequential calls of the same unknown procedure. A brief conclusion is then given

at the end.

2 Discovering a Specification for an Unknown Procedure

In this section we illustrate how our analysis computes a precondition and a postcondition for an unknown

procedure. Before that, we introduce the abstract domain that we will use, which is similar to the one

exploited in Calcagno et al. [4].

We have two disjoint sets of variables. One is a finite set of program variables Var (denoted by

x,y,z, ...) and a countable set of logical variables LVar (expressed by x′,y′, ...). The logical variables are

never used in programs; they are for recording some historical values of program variables. Hence they

may be existentially quantified at any point. Loc is a countably infinite set of locations, and Val is a set

of values that includes Loc. Our storage model is a traditional separation logic one:

Heap =df Loc ⇀ Val

Stack =df (Var∪LVar) →Val

State =df Stack×Heap

We regard symbolic heaps as special separation logic formulae to represent the abstraction of a set of

concrete heaps. They are defined as follows:

E ::= x | x′ Expressions

Π ::= E = E | E 6= E | true | Π∧Π Pure f ormulae

B ::= E 7→ E | list(E,E) Basic separation predicates

Σ ::= B | true | emp | Σ∗Σ Separation f ormulae

∆ ::= Π∧Σ Symbolic heaps

Expressions can be both kinds of variables. Pure formulae are composed by the conjunction of (dis)

equalities between expressions to show (non) alias relationship between references. The basic separation

predicates describe simple points-to or list segments, which will be introduced later. Separation formulae

stand for basic shape predicate, or empty heap, or a separation conjunction of them. A symbolic heap

consists of both pure part and separation (shape) part. We overload the separation conjunction over ∆1

and ∆2 to conjoin their shape and pure parts, respectively.

Based on the abstract domain defined, consider the procedure findLast whose specification and

implementation are shown in Figure 1. The procedure searches for the last (non-null) element of a singly
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// Given Specification:

// PrefindLast := list(x,null)∧x6=null

// PostfindLast := list(x,res)∗res7→null

node findLast(node x) {

0 node w, y, z;

0a // ∆0 := PrefindLast

0b // ∆0 ⊢ x 6=null

1 w := x.next;

1a // ∆1 := x 7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x6=null

2 if (w == null) return x;

2a // ∆2 := w=null∧res=x∧x7→null∧x6=null

2b // ∃w,y,z ·∆2 ⊢ PostfindLast

3 else {

3a // ∆3 := x 7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x6=null∧w6=null

3b // Local(∆3,{x}) := x7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x6=null∧w6=null

3c // Frame(∆3,{x}) := x6=null∧w6=null

3d // PreunkProc := Local(∆3,{x})

4 y := unkProc(x);

4a // ∆4 := (∃fv(PreunkProc) ·Frame(∆3,{x}))∗ (emp∧y′=y∧x′=x)

4b // M := (resunkProc=y∧y′=y∧x′=x)

4c // ∆4 0 [y/x] PrefindLast

4d // ∆4 ∗ [M1]⊲ [y/x] PrefindLast M1 := list(y,null)∧y6=null

4e // fv(M1) ⊆ ReachVar(∆4 ∗M1,{x
′,y′}) M := M∗M1

4f // ∆4 ∗M1 ⊢ [y/x] PrefindLast ∗R1 R1 := y′=y∧x′=x

5 z := findLast(y);

5a // ∆5 := R1 ∗ [y/x,z/res] PostfindLast

6 return z;

6a // ∆6 := ∆5 ∧res=z

6b // (∃z,y,y′,x′ ·∆6) 0 PostfindLast

6c // (∃z,y,y′,x′ ·∆6)∗ [M2]⊲PostfindLast M2 := list(x,y)

6d // fv(M2) ⊆ ReachVar(∆6 ∗M2,{x
′,y′}) M := M∗M2

7 } }

8 // PostunkProc := ∃fv(M)\ (fv(PreunkProc)∪{resunkProc}) ·M

Figure 1: Procedure findLast calling an unknown procedure unkProc.
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linked list. At line 4 it calls the unknown procedure unkProc. We use an imperative language with

references. The data structure node { int val; node next } defines a list element.

We run a standard forward shape analysis based on separation logic. The results of our analysis are

marked as comments in the code. A list segment is described inductively by the following separation

predicate:

list(x,y) =df (x=y∧emp)∨ (x7→y)∨ (∃z ·x 7→z∗ list(z,y)∧z 6= y)

where the points-to predicate x7→y denotes a heap with a single allocated node at address x with its next

field pointing to the address y.

The analysis starts with the procedure findLast precondition (line 0a). The verification is straight-

forward until just before the unknown procedure call. At line 3, the current heap ∆3 is split into two

disjoint heaps: the local heap Local(∆3,{x}) to be sent to the unknown procedure and the frame heap

Frame(∆3,{x}) that is not accessed by the unknown procedure. The local heap is obtained by taking

the part of the current heap ∆3 reachable in the formula from the actual parameter x of the unknown

procedure.

In general, at a call site f(x1, ..,xn) the current heap state ∆ can be expressed as ∆ = Π∧Σ, where

Π is a pure formula insensitive to heap (mainly consisting of aliasing information) and Σ expresses heap

shape (the shape of linked data structures located on the heap). The part of the heap to be sent to the

procedure is denoted by Local(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn}) and is defined as follows:

Local(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})=∃fv(Π∧Σ)\ReachVar(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})·Π∗ReachHeap(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})

where fv(∆) stands for all the free (program and logical) variables occurring in ∆. And the frame, namely

the part of the heap that is not accessed by the procedure call is defined as follows:

Frame(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn}) = Π∧UnreachHeap(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})

where UnreachHeap(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn}) is the formula consisting of all ∗-conjuncts from Σ which are

not in ReachHeap(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn}). The formula ReachHeap(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn}) denotes the part of Σ

reachable from {x1, ..,xn} and is formally defined as the ∗-conjunction of the following set of formulae:

{Σ1 | ∃z1,z2,Σ2 ·z1 ∈ ReachVar(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})∧Σ = Σ1 ∗Σ2 ∧Σ1 = B(z1,z2)}

ReachVar(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn}) is the minimal set of variables which are aliases or are reachable through

the heap such that:

{x1, ..,xn}∪{z2 | ∃z1,Π1 ·z1 ∈ ReachVar(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})∧Π = (z1 = z2)∧Π1}∪
{z2 | ∃z1,Σ1 ·z1 ∈ ReachVar(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})∧Σ = B(z1,z2)∗Σ1} ⊆ ReachVar(Π∧Σ,{x1, ..,xn})

Note that B(z1,z2) stands for either z1 7→z2 or list(z1,z2).
Thus the precondition of the unknown procedure unkProc is set to the local heap Local(∆3,{x}) as

follows:

PreunkProc := x7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x 6=null∧w6=null

The above precondition is a safe estimation of that part of the calling context heap that may be accessed

by the unknown procedure unkProc. Therefore it is not one of the weakest possible preconditions. Our

computed precondition may also contain cutpoints. In our example the cutpoint is w. As can be seen

below, this cutpoint does not occur in the postcondition (II) of the procedure unkProc. Therefore it can

be existentially quantified as follows:

PreunkProc := ∃w · (x7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x6=null∧w6=null) (I′)
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Next we perform a weakening over the above formula (I′). Generally it is unsound to weaken a computed

precondition in verification; however, we can abstract (I′) to a simpler one for two reasons. First,

we inferred this precondition from the calling context (rather than the procedure body). Second, for

a possible later verification against the procedure body, this weakening does not allow any incorrect

implementation to pass. Therefore we get the weakened result as follows:

PreunkProc := list(x,null)∧x6=null (I)

However the precondition (I′) requires a list with at least two nodes while the precondition (I) requires

a list with at least one node. Thus the precondition (I) may reject some possible correct implementations

of the unknown procedure unkProc. Therefore, to maintain necessary precision, it is not always desired

to weaken the precondition inferred from the calling context.

The unknown procedure call is at line 4. In general the heap state after a procedure call consists of

two disjoint parts: the frame (the heap part that is not changed by the procedure call) and the procedure

postcondition (the heap part that is changed by the procedure call). In our case the frame is known (the

first part of state ∆4 at line 4a), but the procedure postcondition is unknown. What we know is that

the unknown procedure unkProc may change the heap reachable from the program variables x and y.

Therefore initially we set the unknown procedure postcondition to emp∧y=y′∧x=x′ (the second part of

state ∆4 at line 4a). We use the logical variables x′ and y′ to denote respectively the values of the program

variables x and y when the unknown procedure call returns. Our goal is to discover the postcondition,

namely the heap that can be reached from x′ and y′ by analysing the usage of x′ and y′ in the remaining

code after the unknown procedure call. Therefore after the unknown procedure call our analysis keeps

track of a pair 〈∆i; M〉 where ∆i is the current heap state, while M denotes the postcondition discovered

so far for the unknown procedure. The notations Mi are also used to denote parts of the discovered

postcondition. Thus the first discovered information M is that just after the unknown call the value of the

program variable y and the unknown procedure result are equal (line 4b). M also contains the information

that the logical variables x′ and y′ denote the values of the program variables x and y respectively, just

after the unknown procedure call.

At line 5 the procedure findLast is called recursively. Since the current heap state ∆4 does not

entail the precondition of the procedure findLast (line 4c) there is an error. However this error may

not be a program error, it may be caused by the incomplete heap denoted by x′ and/or y′. Therefore our

analysis performs an abductive reasoning (line 4d) to infer the missing part M1 of ∆4 such that M1 ∗∆4

entails the precondition of the procedure findLast. At line 4e our analysis checks whether the inferred

M1 is part of the unknown procedure postcondition, namely whether M1 refers either to x′ and/or y′ or

to aliases of x′ and/or y′ or to a heap reachable from x′ and/or y′. This check succeeds and therefore M1

is added to the current discovered postcondition M.

The heap state ∆4 combined with the inferred M1 entails the precondition of the procedure findLast

and also generates a residual frame heap R1 (line 4f). The heap state ∆5 after the recursive call consists

of the procedure findLast postcondition and the frame heap R1 (line 5a).

At the end of the procedure body the current heap state ∆6 (computed at line 6a) must entail the

postcondition of the procedure findLast. This entailment fails (line 6b). We perform another abductive

reasoning (line 6c) to infer the missing M2 as follows:

(∃z,y,y′,x′ · list(y,z)∗z7→null∧res=z∧y=y′∧x=x′)∗ [M2]⊲ list(x,res)∗res 7→null

where ∆6 and PostfindLast are replaced by their formulae. The above judgment can be further simplified

as follows:

list(y,res)∗res 7→null∗ [M2]⊲ list(x,res)∗res 7→null
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and then to the following:

list(y,res)∗ [M2]⊲ list(x,res)

Using the abductive inference rules from Calcagno et al. [4] we can obtain the following result M2 :=
list(x,res) that passes the check from line 6d. Using formula from line 8 we obtain the following

postcondition for the unknown procedure (where u stands for α-renaming of res):

PostunkProc := ∃u · list(x,u)∗ list(resunkProc,null)∧resunkProc 6=null (II′)

The above postcondition (II′) and the precondition (I) might form a candidate specification for the

unknown procedure unkProc. However, the postcondition (II′) is not strong enough to establish the

postcondition of the outer procedure findLast. This problem is due to incompleteness of the abductive

inference system from Calcagno et al. [4].

It is very difficult to impose the completeness for an abductive inference system. Therefore we

define the following weaker property that has to be satisfied by the abductive system. In general, given

an abductive judgment:

∆∗ [M]⊲H

there are many possible solutions for M. In order to be able to compute the most precise postcondition we

are interested in the weakest solution M (namely minimal solution w.r.t. the order � defined in Calcagno

et al. [4]) satisfying the following entailment

∆∗ [M] ⊢ H∗R (III)

such that R does not refer to the arguments and result of the unknown call, or to the aliases of the

arguments and result of the unknown call, or to the heap reachable from the arguments and result of the

unknown call. Using the notations of our example with an unknown call having the argument x′ and the

result y′ the property of R can be expressed as follows:

fv(R) 6⊆ ReachVar(∆∗M,{x′,y′}) (IV)

The computation of a solution that satisfies the properties (III) and (IV) depends on the abductive

inference rules which implement the abductive judgment. However the existence of this solution does

not imply the completeness of the abductive inference system.

In our case for the following abductive judgment:

list(y,res)∗ [M2]⊲ list(x,res)

there are three possible solutions M2 := x=y, M2 := x 7→y, and M2 := list(x,y) which satisfy the above

properties (III) and (IV). The best solution is M2 := list(x,y) which is weaker than the other two

solutions. However the current abductive inference rules from Calcagno et al. [4] are not able to infer

these solutions. Therefore those rules have to be refined such that they can also support matching on

the right sides of two separation predicates when their left sides are equal. Using the best solution

M2 := list(x,y) we can obtain a more precise postcondition for the unknown procedure as follows:

PostunkProc := list(x,resunkProc)∗ list(resunkProc,null)∧resunkProc 6=null (II)

where the best solution M2 := list(x,y) also satisfies the check from line 6d.

Note that the accumulation of the inferred Mi into M does not generate any inconsistency as long as

the effect of each Mi is reflected in the next state ∆i+1 through the entailment residual frame (e.g. line

4f).
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After each abduction our analysis checks whether the inferred formula can be part of the unknown

procedure postcondition (e.g. checks from lines 4e and 6d). A failed check denotes a program error. In

Figure 2 we consider the same example from Figure 1 but after line 4 we added a new instruction which

dereferences a local variable. The new instruction is a program error. Our analysis discovers this error at

line 4e when the check on the new abducted formula M1 fails.

// Given Specification:

// PrefindLast := list(x,null)∧x6=null

// PostfindLast := list(x,res)∗res7→null

node findLast(node x) {

0 node w, y, z, a, b;

0a // ∆0 := PrefindLast

0b // ∆0 ⊢ x 6=null

1 w := x.next;

1a // ∆1 := x 7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x6=null

2 if (w == null) return x;

2a // ∆2 := w=null∧res=x∧x7→null∧x6=null

2b // ∃w,y,z ·∆2 ⊢ PostfindLast

3 else {

3a // ∆3 := x 7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x6=null∧w6=null

3b // Local(∆3,{x}) := x7→w∗ list(w,null)∧x6=null∧w6=null

3c // Frame(∆3,{x}) := x6=null∧w6=null

3d // PreunkProc := Local(∆3,{x})

4 y := unkProc(x);

4a // ∆4 := (∃fv(PreunkProc) ·Frame(∆3,{x}))∗ (emp∧y=y′∧x=x′)

4b // M := (resunkProc=y∧y=y′∧x=x′)

4c // ∆4 0 b 6=null

4d // ∆4 ∗ [M1]⊲b6=null

4e // M1 := b6=null

4f // fv(M1) 6⊆ ReachVar(∆4 ∗M1,{x
′,y′}) Error!!!

5 a := b.next;

6 z := findLast(y);

7 return z;

8 } }

Figure 2: An error in the procedure findLast.
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3 Multiple Invocations of an Unknown Procedure

In this section we illustrate how our analysis computes a precondition and a postcondition for an un-

known procedure, which is invoked more than once. There are two cases: (1) the two unknown calls

are in sequence and are executed one after another; (2) the two unknown calls are on different program

execution paths. For the second case (e.g. two unknown calls are in two different branches of a condi-

tional statement) it is not difficult to use the approach described in the previous section. First we infer

the preconditions for both unknown calls by localizing the program state immediately before the calls.

Then we do abductions till the end to gain their postconditions, respectively. Since the two specifications

are inferred from different calling contexts, they are combined by conjunction [6]. In a later verification

of the procedure’s body they must be verified to ensure the implementation satisfies requirements from

each calling context. Therefore in this section we concentrate on the first case where some source code

invokes an unknown procedure many times in sequence.

We start from a simplest case. Figure 3 describes the general scenario consisting of a known proce-

dure, known which calls twice the same unknown procedure unknown. Note that the code blocks b1, b2

and b3 are composed by known program instructions. The specification of the known procedure known

is given as the precondition Preknown and the postcondition Postknown. We denote by P1, Q1, and R1

(P2, Q2, and R2) the precondition, the postcondition and the frame, respectively for the first (the second)

unknown procedure unknown call. Our goal is to infer P1, Q1, P2 and Q2 from procedure known’s codes

and specification.

Preknown
procedure known()

b1; // Code block one

// P1 ∗R1

unknown(~x1);
// Q1 ∗R1

b2; // Code block two

// P2 ∗R2

unknown(~x2);
// Q2 ∗R2

b3; // Code block three

end

Postknown

Figure 3: Two sequential unknown procedure calls.

In order to achieve our goal we assume there exists a most general specification {Preunknown} unknown

{Postunknown}, such that P1 ⊢ Preunknown, P2 ⊢ Preunknown, Postunknown ⊢ Q1 and Postunknown ⊢ Q2. This

assumption may not be useful for all possible unknown procedures unknown, since in the worst case the

most general specification corresponds to the trivial specification {true} unknown {false}. However our

goal is to avoid the trivial specification and to get more precise result.

The general idea of our abduction-based approach is informally described in Figure 4. First our

approach infers the precondition P1 of the first unknown call and the postcondition Q2 of the second un-

known call in the same way as in the previous section. Afterwards we regard them as a raw specification

for the unknown procedure (with necessary substitutions), and attempt to refine them with the codes in

between the two unknown calls. Therefore we have Q1 := σ Q2 and P2 := σ
−1 P1, and try to verify b2
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Algorithm InferTwoSpec

Do forward analysis from Preknown over b1 to get P1 ∗R1;

Distinguish P1 as the local state of ~x1;

Do forward analysis with abduction from 〈emp; emp〉 to
〈Postknown; M1〉 over b3 to get M1 as Q2;

Assume Q1 := σ Q2, and P2 := σ
−1 P1;

Do forward analysis with abduction from 〈Q1 ∗R1; emp〉 to
〈P2 ∗R2; M2〉 over b2 to get M2;

return {P1} unknown {Q1 ∗M2};

Figure 4: Analysis algorithm for two sequential unknown calls.

with the specification {Q1 ∗R1} b2 {P2 ∗R2}.

Here is an example to illustrate our general approach. We consider the procedure appendThree

whose specification and implementation are shown in Figure 5. The procedure appends three singly

linked lists into one, by updating one’s tail to point to another’s head. It has two invocations of the same

unknown procedure unkProc, one followed by the other.

To focus on our algorithm itself, this example has no other codes except for the unknown calls,

without losing generality. From the beginning we are provided with PreappendThree and PostappendThree,

and our aim is to find the unknown procedure unkProc(x,y)’s specification.

As shown in line 0a, the first step is to infer the initial precondition of the unknown procedure call,

P1. This is accomplished by localizing the state before the first unknown call against its parameters x and

y. We get P1 := list(x,null) ∗ list(y,null), with the frame part list(z,null) left unchanged and to be

carried over to the second unknown call.

The second step beginning from line 2a is analogous to the inference of the unknown procedure

call’s postcondition in the last section. It starts with emp∧x = x′∧z = z′ to assume the unknown call’s

effect as emp with logical variables to record the parameters’ current values, and utilizes abduction when

necessary to get the postcondition Q2 for the unknown procedure call. In this case it directly gains the

abduction result from appendThree’s postcondition as list(x,y) ∗ list(y,z) ∗ list(z,null). As postpro-

cessing, it then existentially quantifies y as it does not occur in the second unknown call’s parameter list,

and changes its name to u. So the postcondition is ∃u · list(x,u)∗ list(u,z)∗ list(z,null).
The last step from line 1a performs a final check for {Q1 ∗R1} b2 {P2 ∗R2}. Here from context we

know R1 := list(z,null) and R2 := emp. According to our algorithm, Q1 is assumed the same as Q2

and P2 the same as P1, under some substitutions. Hence we have Q1 ∗R1 := ∃u · list(x,u) ∗ list(u,y) ∗
list(y,null) ∗ list(z,null), and P2 ∗R2 := list(x,null) ∗ list(z,null). Then the entailment Q1 ∗R1 ⊢
P2 ∗R2 is checked to ensure the correctness of the second invocation. As it succeeds, the specification for

the unknown procedure unkProc(a1,a2) is as follows:

PreunkProc := list(a1,null)∗ list(a2,null)
PostunkProc := ∃u · list(a1,u)∗ list(u,a2)∗ list(a2,null)

However, it is still possible that Q1 ∗R1 is not sufficiently strong in the verification for b2 to establish

P2 ∗R2, especially when the specification for the known procedure is imprecise (either the precondition

is excessively strong or the postcondition is too weak). For this sake we will use abduction in the

verification to collect the heap states (M2) that Q1 lacks, and strengthen Postunknown to be Q1 ∗M2.

We have yet another example to illustrate this postcondition strengthening. Figure 6 describes a

procedure towardsLast. According to its specification, the procedure takes the head of a linked list as
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// Given Specification:

// PreappendThree := list(x,null)∗ list(y,null)∗ list(z,null)

// PostappendThree := list(x,y)∗ list(y,z)∗ list(z,null)

// Goal:

// To infer unkProc’s specification

void appendThree(node x, node y, node z) {

0a // Step 1:

0b // ∆0 := list(x,null)∗ list(y,null)∗ list(z,null)

0c // Local(∆0,{x,y}) := list(x,null)∗ list(y,null)

0d // Frame(∆0,{x,y}) := list(z,null)

0e // PreunkProc := Local(∆0,{x,y})

1 unkProc(x, y);

1a // Step 3:

1b // Current state ∆3 := ∃u · list(x,u)∗ list(u,y)∗ list(y,null)∗ list(z,null)

1c // Check entailment ∆3 ⊢ [z/y] PreunkProc

1d // Entailment succeeds, and unkProc’s specification is approved

2 unkProc(x, z);

2a // Step 2:

2b // ∆1 := emp∧x=x′∧z=z′ M := emp∧x=x′∧z=z′

2c // Do abduction to get ∆1 ∗ [ M1 ]⊲PostappendThree

2d // M1 := list(x,y)∗ list(y,z)∗ list(z,null)

2e // ∆2 := ∆1 ∗M1 M := M∗M1

2f // PostunkProc := ∃x,z,u · [u/y] M

2g // PostunkProc := ∃u · list(x′,u)∗ list(u,z′)∗ list(z′,null)

3 }

Figure 5: Procedure appendThree calling an unknown procedure twice.

input, and returns any node in the list. It also calls twice the same unknown procedure in sequence, and

our aim is to analyze the procedure’s pre- and postconditions.

To start with, we still take towardsLast’s precondition to do forward analysis to get the precondition

for the first unknown call. As shown in lines 0b and 0e, the program state immediately before that call

is list(y,null)∧y 6=null∧y=x, and the localized precondition for the call is list(y,null)∧y6=null.

In the second step, we use the same approach (forward analysis with abduction) to find out the

postcondition of the second unknown procedure call, expressed from lines 3a to 3g. After that call we

have no knowledge about the heap, and so the result of abduction will be the whole postcondition of

towardsLast, list(x,z)∗ list(z,null)∧x 6=null. The current discovered postcondition is computed at

line 3g.

Last we also try to verify the codes between the two unknown calls, from the postcondition of the
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// Given Specification:

// PretowardsLast := list(x,null)∧x 6= null

// PosttowardsLast := list(x,res)∗ list(res,null)∧x 6= null

node towardsLast(node x) {

0 node y := x, z;

0a // Step 1:

0b // ∆0 := list(y,null)∧y6=null∧y=x

0c // Local(∆0,{y}) := list(y,null)∧y6=null

0d // Frame(∆0,{y}) := emp∧y=x

0e // PreunkProc := Local(∆0,{y})

1 y := unkProc(y);

1a // Step 3:

1b // Initialize M := emp∧resunkProc=y

1c // Current state ∆3 := ∃u · list(u,y)∗ list(y,null)∧u6=null∧y′=x

1d // Do abduction to get ∆3 ∗ [ M3 ]⊲PreunkProc

1e // M3 := y6=null M := M∗M3

1f // So the unknown’s postcondition is strengthened to be

1g // PostunkProc := ∃x,y,z ·PostunkProc ∗M

1h // PostunkProc := ∃u · list(u,resunkProc)∗ list(resunkProc,null)∧u6=null∧resunkProc 6=null

2 z := unkProc(y);

3 return z;

3a // Step 2:

3b // ∆1 := emp∧y=y′′∧z=z′∧z=res M := emp∧y=y′′∧z=z′∧z′=resunkProc

3c // Do abduction to get ∆1 ∗ [ M1 ]⊲PosttowardsLast

3d // M1 := list(x,z)∗ list(z,null)∧x 6=null

3e // ∆2 := ∆1 ∗M1 M := M∗M1

3f // PostunkProc := ∃x,y,z ·M

3g // PostunkProc := ∃x · list(x,resunkProc)∗ list(resunkProc,null)∧x6=null

4 }

Figure 6: Procedure towardsLast calling an unknown procedure twice.
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first call (plus its frame part) to the precondition of the second. In this case there are no codes and

an entailment checking is performed to guarantee that [y/resunkProc] PostunkProc ∧y′=x ⊢ PreunkProc,

where the logical variable y′ stands for the previous value of the program variable y. This check fails,

because the first postcondition is not adequately strong. Therefore an abduction is necessary to enhance

it, as accomplished in line 1d. There we achieve an extra requirement for the postcondition such that the

final specification for the unknown procedure unkProc(a) is as follows:

PreunkProc := list(a,null)∧a6=null

PostunkProc := ∃u · list(u,resunkProc)∗ list(resunkProc,null)∧u6=null∧resunkProc 6=null

In this case our inferred postcondition is strengthened to meet the request of the second unknown

call’s precondition. It is always safe to do this for two reasons. First, according to previous discussions, it

is unsound to weaken a precondition or strengthen a postcondition in an analysis for some known codes’

specifications [4]. However, since our aim is to find possible specifications of unknown procedure calls

for a possibly later verification, when we weaken the precondition or strengthen the postcondition that

we found, the range of “correct” programs is narrowed, which is always sound (safe), although at the cost

of possible precision lost. Second, the strengthened postcondition is always capable to entail the known

procedure’s postcondition. This maintains the consistency of steps 2 and 3 in our analysis algorithm and

stands for the other aspect of our approach’s soundness.

Preknown
procedure known()

b1 // Code block one;

// P1 ∗R1

unknown(~x1);
// Q1 ∗R1

b2 // Code block two;

// P2 ∗R2

unknown(~x2);
// Q2 ∗R2

...

bn // Code block n;

// Pn ∗Rn

unknown(~xn);
// Qn ∗Rn

bn+1 // Code block n+1;

end

Postknown

Figure 7: n unknown procedure calls in sequence.

At last it is worth noting that, this approach can be extended without difficulty to cater for more

invocations of the same unknown procedure. Suppose we have n calls as shown in Figure 7. In this

case, first we still infer the precondition for the first unknown call and the postcondition for the last,

to gain Preunknown := P1 and Postunknown := Qn, respectively. After that we use abduction to verify

b2,b3, . . . ,bn with the post- and preconditions. For bi we take σ1 Postunknown ∗Ri−1 as its precondition

and σ2 Preunknown ∗Ri as postcondition, to gather abductions that strengthen Postunknown.
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4 Conclusion

To verify the pointer safety for imperative programs with unknown procedure calls (or code pointers),

we propose a novel approach to inferring the possible specifications for the unknown procedure from the

calling contexts. We employ a forward shape analysis with separation logic and an abductive inference

mechanism to synthesize both pre- and postconditions of the unknown procedure. We have defined the

property that has to be satisfied by an abductive system in order to be useful for our approach. We have

also discussed the solution for multiple calls of the same unknown procedure. The inferred specifications

are partial specifications of the unknown procedure therefore they are subject to a later verification when

the codes or the complete specifications of the unknown procedures become known.

Currently we are working on the formalization of our framework. We have also started to implement

a prototype for an experimental validation of our approach.

Our approach is a general framework such that changing the abstract domain permits our framework

to infer specifications within that new abstract domain. Two possible future works are to extend this

method to broader shape domains and/or to other shape-related domains. The first adds more shape

predicates to the domain to increase expressiveness, like doubly linked lists and trees ([13]). The second

extension, for example the size domain ([5]), allows us to reason about properties such as length of

lists, sortedness, and so forth. With the extended domains, the abstract semantics and analysis algorithm

will remain conceivably the same, but the abduction will be redefined to discover the anti-frames for the

newly introduced features. Since one possible application scenario for our approach consists of programs

where the unknown procedures are only known at runtime, it might be interesting to combine our method

with runtime verification of separation logic specifications [14].
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Abstract

Hume is a Turing-complete programming language, designed to guarantee space and time bounds

whilst still working on a high-level. Formal properties of Hume programs, such as invariants and

transformations, have previously been verified using the temporal logic of actions (TLA). TLA prop-

erties are verified in an inductive way, which often requires lemma discovery or generalisations.

Rippling was developed for guiding inductive proofs, and supports lemmas and generalisation dis-

covery through proof critics. In this paper we show how rippling and proof critics can be used in the

verification of Hume invariants represented in TLA. Our approach is based on existing work on the

problem of verifying and discovering loop invariants for an imperative program. We then extend this

work to Hume program transformations.

1 Introduction

In [32], Storey identifies complexity of definitions, expressive power, bounded space and time, logical

soundness, security and verifiability as the key features for a programming language targeting safety-

critical systems. No language supports all of them, and several of them are conflicting: for example,

many time and space properties are undecidable for Turing-complete languages, and low-level languages,

where this is decidable, often have a high complexity.

Hume [19] is a novel Turing-complete programming language designed to reduce the complexity of

definition, whilst guaranteeing bounds on space and time usage, both key features in Storey’s list. This

is achieved by a layered architecture: a low-level, concurrent, finite state automata language, termed the

coordination layer, is built on top of a high-level (Turing-complete) strict functional language, termed

the expression layer. Programming then involves balancing between the two layers, and due to failed

costing, this often requires transformations from the expression layer into the coordination layer. Hence,

resource costing and program transformations are at the heart of the Hume development methodology.

The time and space analysis is well developed for Hume, as described in e.g. [17]. Correctness

verification, which is also found on Storey’s list, has previously been applied to Hume programs in the

temporal logic of actions (TLA)[28].This work appears in [13], and can handle both invariants of the

coordination layer, and verification of program transformations, which can be reduced to an invariant

proof [16]. The proof of an invariant often requires the discovery of auxiliary invariants1. In [13],

several Isabelle/HOL [31] tactics are given for reasoning about Hume programs within TLA. While a

high degree of proof automation was achieved, a key missing ingredient is invariant discovery. Here, we

build upon rippling [8], a search control technique designed for reasoning about inductive conjectures.

In particular, we focus on proof critics [22] for rippling, which, can be used to guide the discovery of

inductive invariants. Previously, these ideas have been applied to the verification and discovery of loop

invariants for imperative programs [25, 24]. In this paper we will show how this work can be applied to

Hume/TLA, and then extend it to program transformation verification. We also believe that this work is

not limited to Hume, but applicable to generic Hume specification, which we will elaborate upon in §7.

The paper is structured as follows: we will first introduce the preliminaries in §2; this is followed

by a discussion on the use of rippling to verify Hume invariants in §3; and proof critics to discover loop

invariants in §4; this work is then extended to Hume program transformations in §5; before we discuss

relevant work (§6); future work (§7); and conclude in §8.

1This is also the case for a generic TLA invariant, as discussed in [12].
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 The temporal logic of actions (TLA)

The temporal logic of actions (TLA) [28] was developed to reason about concurrent systems, and com-

bines temporal logic with actions. It is a uniform logic that can capture both safety and liveness require-

ments, however we will only discuss the safety aspect here. It is a three-tier logic where:

- in the state level, a state function/predicate is a function/predicate on one particular state, where a

state is mapping from variables to values;

- in the action level, an action is a predicate on two states: a “before” and “result” state of the action;

- in the temporal level, a formula is a predicate on an infinite sequence of states.

All levels include a full predicate calculus. Additionally, the action level has a priming (’) operator to

separate variables in the “result” state (primed) from those of the “before” state. For example, x′ = x+1

is the computation that increments x by 1. At this level, “before” variable v and its “result” counterpart

v′, are distinct. The temporal level has two additional operators: 2P, which denotes P holds iff it holds

for all following states of the sequence; and the ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ operator, for (temporal) existential quantification. ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ is

used to hide variables internal for a specification. To show that a property holds for a program, we must

show that the program implements the property. In TLA, both programs and properties are specified in

the same logic, hence this is formalised as logical implication.

TLA allows specifications to be written at different levels of abstraction. The key to proving such

refinements between abstract and concrete representations, is to allow stuttering steps, i.e. steps that

leave the state unchanged. These steps are seen as internal steps within a specification. To define a

(monolithic2) program we must specify an initial state I, and an action N, representing the transitions. N

is a predicate which compares a “result” and a “before state”. The action must hold throughout execution,

i.e. 2N. However, this does not support stuttering steps. Let 〈v, i〉 be the tuple of all visible variables v,

and internal variables i of the program. We refine 2N to 2(N ∨〈v, i〉′ = 〈v, i〉), which asserts that in all

transitions either N holds, or the state is left unchanged. This supports stuttering, and is abbreviated by

2[N]〈v,i〉. We will use monolithic specifications of our programs. Such specifications, with the internal

variables hidden, are written:

∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ i : I ∧2[N]〈v,i〉. (1)

To ease reasoning, TLA requires that N must always specify the complete “result” state. Thus, unchanged

variables must be explicitly stated. In a monolithic specification the subscript, i.e. 〈v, i〉, should therefore

hold all the variables. Although ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ is semantically different from ∃, the proof rules are similar. For

the work presented here for Hume, we can ignore ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ since our Hume invariants are independent of the

∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ -bound variables. Moreover, in a transformation proof the witness for i will always be the same. Thus,

to ease the reading, we will a assume TLA specifications of the form:

I ∧2[N]v. (2)

2.2 Hierarchical Hume

The Hume coordination layer describes a system as concurrent boxes linked by wires. Boxes are sched-

uled in a cyclical way, where each runnable box is executed in each step, and this process never termi-

nates. In this paper we will use the Hierarchical Hume [14, 16] extension to Hume, which allows nesting

2A detailed explanation of a monolithic TLA specification can be found in [29].
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| |

(i) 2(a∗b = inp1 ∗ inp2)
(ii) 2(r+(x∗ y) = inp1 ∗ inp2)

(iii) 2(o = inp1 ∗ inp2)
(iv) 2(out = inp1 ∗ inp2)

Figure 1: Hume multiplication as iteration.
| |

| |

mult: inp1 := w1; inp2 := w2;

{ True }
a := inp1; b := inp2;

r := 0; x := a; y := b;

while (y 6= 0)

begin

r := r + x; y := y − 1;

end

o := r;

out := o;

{out = inp1 ∗ inp2 }

Figure 2: Imperative multiplication as iteration.
| |

of boxes inside another box. Now, a box consists of a set of matches of the form

pattern -> expression

where pattern is matched against the box’s input wires. In a non-nesting box, a match will cause the

expression, which belongs to the expression layer, to generate output to the output wires. In a nesting

box, a match will copy the inputs into external input wires, and schedule the children boxes until the

termination condition, defined by the expression is met. Then the internal output wires are copied to the

output wires. If a pattern fails, the next match is attempted.

Hume boxes are scheduled in a two-phase lock step scheduling algorithm, where each step works as

follows3:

3See for example [15] for details.
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- each box is executed and output is produced in a result buffer (e.g. out of the mult box of Figure

1) in the execute phase;

- this is followed by a uniform super-step where outputs are asserted to the wires.

For a nesting box, this scheduler is nested, i.e. the children of the nesting box are scheduled similarly,

until termination. To ease the reading, and enable focus on the key issues, we will abstract over this

scheduling for the boxes that are nested. Moreover, these boxes are assumed to not be nesting, i.e. we

assume a box hierarchy of two levels. Here, box execution and output assertion in one uniform step. By

way of illustration, we present in Figure 1 an iterative implementation of a multiplier in Hume. Note

that an equivalent imperative program is shown in Figure 2. Figure 1 graphically illustrates the uniform

scheduling step. Here, the nested itermult box does not contain an output buffer, whilst out is the

output buffer of the first level (nesting) mult box. Note that for our proofs below, the nesting mult box

requires a lower abstraction level, containing both an input and an output buffer, as well as the two phase

scheduling.

The mult box of Figure 1 performs multiplication by iteration. This is accomplished by the nested

itermult box, which multiplies the inputs by iterative addition and is achieved by the feedback loop

wires r,x and y. Note that the result is produced in one first-level step, even though many internal mult

steps may be required.

Figure 2 describes the same program in an arbitrary imperative language, with the correctness condi-

tion annotated by Hoare triples [20]: {P}c{Q} denotes that if P holds and statement c terminates, then Q

holds. The Hume program then works as follows. If the wires w1 and w2 contains a value, then these are

copied to the input buffer inp1 and inp2, and to the internal wires a and b; the internal itermult box is

then scheduled until the o wire has got a value, which on termination is copied to the output buffer out

(and output wire w3). The first match of the itermult box then succeeds, which copies the a and b wires

to the x and y wires, while r is set to 0. This is the “entry step” of the loop. In Hume, * means ‘ignore’

in a pattern, and ‘do not write’ in an expression. The third match is the “loop step” of the imperative

program, and will fire when the x, y and r wires contain values and y 6= 0. It increments r by y, leaves

x unchanged, and decrement y by 1. The second match is the ‘exit step’ of the loop where the result of

the tail-iteration r of the “loop steps” is copied to the o wire, and the termination condition of mult then

holds, thus copying o to out.

2.3 Proof planning & rippling

Proof planning is a technique for automating proof search. Central to the technique is the notion of a

proof plan [6], a high-level proof outline which encodes a common pattern of reasoning. We will focus

here on a proof plan called rippling. Rippling is a rewriting technique based upon a difference reduction

strategy. To illustrate, consider a conjecture where you are given a hypothesis of the form (∀b′. f (a,b′))
while the goal takes the form f (c1(a),b). Note that the c1(. . .) embedded within the goal prevents a

match with the given hypothesis. In rippling, such embedded structures are called wave-fronts. The goal

of rippling is to identify and reduce the number of wave-fronts such that a hypothesis can be applied.

Wave-fronts can be represented using explicit annotations that are added to the goal. For example, using

shading to denote wave-fronts, the goal given above becomes:

f ( c1(a)
↑
,⌊b⌋)

In addition to the shading, note that a wave-front is annotated with an arrow. The arrow indicates which

direction the wave-front can be moved, i.e. upward or downward through the goal structure. There are

two reasons for moving a wave-front downward. Firstly, if a wave-front can be moved to a position
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| |

Input sequent:

H ⊢ G[ f1( c1( . . .)
↑
, f2(⌊. . .⌋), f3( c2( . . .)

↑
))]

Method preconditions:

1. there exists a subterm T of G which contains wave-front(s), e.g.

f1( c1( . . .)
↑
, f2(⌊. . .⌋), f3( c2( . . .)

↑
))

2. there exists a wave-rule which matches T , e.g.

C → f1( c1(X )
↑
,Y,Z) ⇒ c5( f1(X , c3(Y )

↓
, c4(Z )

↓
))

↑

3. the wave-rule condition follows from the context, e.g.

H ⊢C

4. resulting inward directed wave-fronts are potentially removable, e.g. sinkable or cancellable, i.e.

. . . c3( f2(⌊. . .⌋))
↓
. . .

or

. . . c4( f3( c2( . . .)
↑
))

↓

. . .

Output sequent:

H ⊢ G[ c5( f1(. . . , c3( f2(⌊. . .⌋))
↓
, c4( f3( c2( . . .)

↑
))

↓

))

↑

]

Figure 3: The rippling method.
| |

corresponding to a universally quantified variable within the given hypothesis, then the wave-front can

be eliminated via the specialisation of the universal hypothesis. This is known as sinking a wave-front,

and the ⌊. . .⌋ annotation within the goal is used to indicate sink positions. Secondly, multiple wave-fronts

can sometimes cancel each other out, a kind of destructive interference. So moving wave-fronts closer

together can also make sense. The manipulation of wave-fronts is achieved via so called wave-rules.

A wave-rule is a rewrite rule that has been annotated by wave-fronts. A key property of wave-rules

is that they preserve the unannotated structure of the goal, the so called skeleton. Preserving skeleton

maximises the chances of eventually applying the given hypothesis. In the schematic example given
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above, the following represents an applicable wave-rule:

f ( c1(X )
↑
,Y ) ⇒ c2( f (X , c3(Y )

↓
))

↑

Note that ⇒ represents a rewrite, while → is used for logical implication. In general a proof plan

contains methods and critics [21]. Rippling is represented by a single method as given in Figure 3.

While methods represent common patterns of reasoning, critics are used to define patchable exceptions.

When a method fails, its associated critics analyse the proof-failure and initiate a proof patch [21, 22, 23].

Typically the proof patching process makes use of meta-variables as place-holders for missing structure

with the expectation that the constraints of the proof will provide instantiations during the planning of

the remainder of the proof. This style of patching a proof is known as middle-out reasoning [7]. An

example of a proof patch which exploits rippling and middle-out reasoning will be given in §4. For a

complete description of rippling see [8].

3 Invariant verification

In [24], rippling was used to verify Hoare-triple properties as illustrated in Figure 2. To verify a Hoare-

triple, it is converted into a verification condition (VC), a purely logical statement, by a verification

condition generator (VCG). The VC is then verified by a theorem prover. However, before this can be

done each statement must be turned into a Hoare-triple. This is mostly an automatic process, however

finding and verifying an invariant which holds for the while loop, known as the loop invariant, is the

hardest part. Thus, we will only focus on the loop invariant here. In the case of Figure 2, we use an

invariant of the form r +(x∗ y) = inp1 ∗ inp2. In the proof, the invariant is assumed beforehand, and this

assumption is called the invariant hypothesis (IH)

IH : r +(x∗ y) = inp1 ∗ inp2. (3)

Using the assumption, it is shown to hold after the loop has executed. By using wave-annotation, this goal

is expressed as (r + x)
↑

+(x∗ (y −1)
↑
) = inp1 ∗ inp2. The proof requires the following wave-rules:

(X +Y )
↑

+Z ⇒ X + (Y + Z )
↓

(4)

X ∗ (Y −1)
↑
⇒ (X ∗Y )−X

↑
(5)

(X + Y −X
↑
)

↓

⇒ Y, (6)

and is derived as follows:

(r + x)
↑

+(x∗ (y −1)
↑
) = inp1 ∗ inp2 [apply (4)]

r + (x+(x∗ (y −1)
↑
))

↓

= inp1 ∗ inp2 [apply (5)]

r + (x+( (x∗ y) − x
↑
))

↓

= inp1 ∗ inp2 [apply (6)]

r +(x∗ y) = inp1 ∗ inp2 [apply IH]
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Hoare logic was developed for sequential programs, and cannot be be applied directly to Hume

programs due to issues of concurrency. Moreover, note that although Hume has a finite state machine

architecture, model checking [10] is not in general suitable for program verification, due to a strong

dependency with the data-centric expression layer, as described in [14]. However, it is applicable for

small subsets of Hume, as described in [18], using the TLC model checker for the TLA+ [29].

In TLA, programs and properties are represented in the same uniform logic: a property P holds for a

program S, if S implements P, and implementation is represented as logic implication:

⊢ S → P.

TLA always attempts to reduce temporal properties to the action level. This is illustrated by the derived

induction rule for proving invariants of specification as shown in (2):

⊢ I → P ⊢ P∧V ′ = V → P′ ⊢ P∧N → P′

⊢ I ∧2[N]V → 2P
. (7)

The first sub-goal (assumption) is the base case, which states that P holds in the initial state I. The second

case captures that the sub-script of the action V , at least contains the free variables of P, which is required

for stuttering invariance. The last case, ⊢ P∧N → P′ states that P is preserved by action N. Here, P′

means that P is a predicate over the result state of N. We will only discuss the action level here since the

temporal level proofs are trivial for our examples. Moreover, the first two sub-goals are normally trivial,

thus we will only discuss the main sub-goal, i.e. ⊢ P∧N → P′.

The partial correctness property of the mult box, is given by (iv) in Figure 1, which corresponds to

the Hoare triples for the imperative program of Figure 2. As in the imperative case of Figure 2, the main

part of the overall proof is the loop invariant. This corresponds to (ii) of Figure 1. The proof of the loop

invariant depends on (i), the “loop entry” step. The invariant follows directly from the Hume semantics,

while the partial correctness property (iv) follows directly from (iii), where (iii) is the “loop exist” step.

(iii) can also be proven directly, using the loop invariant (ii). As in the imperative case, we will only

discuss the loop invariant (ii) henceforth.

The last match of itermult corresponds to the while loop in the imperative program. Since the

match expression is the result of executing a Hume box, it refers to the primed result state of an action.

Let JCK be the semantics of a Hume construct C represented in TLA4. Due to the wiring, graphically

illustrated in Figure 1, the annotated result of J(*,r-x,x,y-1)K is represented as:

r′ = (r + x)
↑

x′ = x y′ = (y −1)
↑

inp′1 = inp1 inp′2 = inp2.
(8)

The “loop invariant” in TLA is the same as in the imperative program, and the IH for the invariant proof

is also the same (IH: r +(x∗ y) = inp1 ∗ inp2). The ripple proof derivation starts of as

r′ +(x′ ∗ y′) = inp′1 ∗ inp′2 [apply (8)]

(r + x)
↑

+(x∗ (y −1)
↑
) = inp1 ∗ inp2 [· · · ]

and the remaining proof is identical to the imperative program. Note, that the annotation step shown

here, is handled by the verification condition generator (VCG) in the imperative version.
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| |

Blockage:

r + x
↑

= inp1 ∗ inp2

Critic precondition:

• Precondition 1 of rippling succeeds, i.e.

1. there is a subterm T of G which contains a wave-front(s), e.g.

r + x
↑

• Precondition 2 of rippling partially succeeds, i.e.

2. there exists a wave-rule which partially matches, e.g.

r + x
↑

with (X +Y )
↑

+Z ⇒ . . .

Proof patch:

Speculate additional term structure within the conjecture such that preconditions 2, 3 and 4 will also

potentially succeed, i.e.

F1( r + x
↑
,x, y −1

↑
) = inp1 ∗ inp2,

where F1 is a higher-order meta-variable.

Figure 4: A tail-invariant proof critic instantiation.
| |

4 Loop invariant discovery

The hardest part of Hoare-triple proofs, is the undecdable tasks of finding a strong enough loop invariant,

like (3). [24] contains novel work, where proof critics [22] are used to explore partial ripple successes

to discover a strong enough loop invariant. Firstly, both a while loop and a Hume feedback loop, as in

Figure 1, require a tail-invariant, and the proof critic thus provides a tail-invariant patch. We will now

apply the work described in [24] to discover the Hume “feedback loop invariant”, required for the proof

in the previous section. The post-condition for the property is out = inp1 ∗ inp2, which is updated as

follows: out′ = o and o′ = r. Thus, an obvious first approximation of the loop invariant becomes:

IH : r = inp1 ∗ inp2.

By the TLA “induction rule” (7), and (8), the proof of the “loop action” blocks when attempting to ripple

r + x
↑

︸ ︷︷ ︸

blocked

= inp1 ∗ inp2.

A proof is blocked when there are no applicable wave rules, hence rippling is not possible. However, the

precondition of the tail-invariant proof critic succeeds, as illustrated in Figure 4. That is, a partial match

4The Hume to TLA translation is not the topic here, and has thus been omitted. However, note that his is an operational

representation of the Hume semantics, and in the translated TLA, we will use italic font instead of sans serif. Please see

[13, 15, 18] for details of the TLA representation of Hume programs.
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| |

Figure 5: Box multiplication as recursion to iteration transformation
| |

between the blocked wave front and the available wave rules suggests a schematic invariant of the form

F1(r,x,y) = inp1 ∗ inp2, (9)

where F1 is a second-order meta-variable. The expectation is that F1 will be instantiated during the course

of a rippling proof. The primed variables in F1(r
′,x′,y′) = inp′1 ∗ inp′2 are first rewritten using (8)

F1( r + x
↑
,x, y −1

↑
) = inp1 ∗ inp2.

By wave-rule (4), a new meta-variable F2 is introduced by instantiating F1 to λX .λY.λZ.X +F2(X ,Y,Z).
Application of (4) then derives

r + x+ F2( r + x
↑
,x, y −1

↑
)

↓

= inp1 ∗ inp2.

Here, wave rule (5) suggests an instantiation for F2, i.e. λX .λY.λZ.F3(X ,Y,Z)∗ (Z −1), which gives

r + x+ F3( r + x
↑
,x, y −1

↑
)∗ y −F3( r + x

↑
,x, y −1

↑
)

↑
↓

.

Finally, wave rule (6) suggest that F3 is instantiated to λX .λY.λZ.Y , resulting in the following invariant:

r +(x∗ y) = inp1 ∗ inp2.

Note, the invariant is identical to the invariant in §3, and the proof structure is the same.

5 Hume program transformations

To formalise the relationship between expressiveness/high-levelness and resource bounds, Hume intro-

duces a set of levels, where each downward-level restricts expressiveness and thus increases the set
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Both JP2K and JP1K are assumed to be of form shown in (2). P1 ; P2 is then verified by the following

derived TLA proof rule:

⊢ J → I ⊢W ′ = W →V ′ = V ⊢ M → [N]V
⊢ J∧2[M]W → I ∧2[N]V

. (11)

If the two first givens are indeed theorems, then they are normally trivial to verify. The main part is

the proof of ⊢ M → [N]V which asserts that a step in the transformed program is either a step of the

original source program, or all variables are left unchanged. Note, that as in (7), the rule (11) reduces the

temporal level to the action level.

Let correct nesting of a box-to-box transformation denote that the inputs and outputs are the same,

and any computation on wires is nested inside a box, hence both boxes compute results in one scheduling

step. For example, the emult (prog1) to mult (prog2) transformation depicted in Figure 6 has correct

nesting. Although informally, [16] shows that correctly nested box-to-box transformations, reduces to a

proof of function correctness, meaning the following derivation holds:

prog1 ; prog2 [apply (10)]

Jprog2K → Jprog1K [apply definition of prog2]

Jprog1[mult/emult]K → Jprog1K [apply result from [16]]
JmultK → JemultK (Π)

Moreover, [16] also shows that the proof of (Π) reduces to a pre-post condition proof, similar to the

ones in the previous sections5. Here, the output buffer in the transformed box (e.g. mult) must produce

the same output as the source box expression (e.g. fmult 0 a b of emult where a equals inp1 and b

equals inp2). Hence, (Π) reduces the transformation proof to the following invariant:

out = fmult 0 inp1 inp2 (12)

Note that since the mult box is the assumption in the implication in (Π), out, inp1 and inp2 are “as-

sumed updated” by the mult box. Moreover, with respect to the overall ⊢ M → [N]V conjecture, all but

the termination step implies ⊢ V ′ = V , while in the termination step ⊢ M → N. Since, N implies the

application of fmult, this conjecture follows from this pre-post condition.

As in the previous sections, the key to the proof of (12), is the loop invariant of the nested feedback

loop of mult. From the definition of fmult the following conditional wave-rule is derived:

Y 6= 0 → fmult (R +X)
↑

X (Y −1)
↑
⇒ fmult R X Y (13)

This is the only rule required in the proof. The loop invariant here is fmult r x y = fmult 0 inp1 inp2, and

the invariant hypothesis is obviously the same:

IH: fmult r x y = fmult 0 inp1 inp2

The “loop step” of the mult box then induces the following derivation:

fmult r′ x′ y′ = fmult 0 inp′1 inp′2 [apply (8)]

fmult (r + x)
↑

x (y −1)
↑

= fmult 0 inp1 inp2 [apply (13)]

fmult r x y = fmult 0 inp1 inp2 [apply IH]

Note that in the application of (13), the pre-condition of the rule holds, by the definition of the corre-

sponding pattern. If y = 0, the second match would have succeeded.

5Mechanised case-studies in Isabelle/HOL, which appear in [13], have provided empirical evidence for this approach as

well.
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5.2 Invariant discovery

The tail-invariant critic, where one particular instantiation is illustrated in Figure 4, can be reused to

discover the loop invariant in this example, although the particular rules will deviate. Similar to §4, our

first approximation of the invariant is r = fmult 0 inp1 inp2, gives rise to a blocked ripple, i.e:

r + x
↑

︸ ︷︷ ︸

blocked

= fmult 0 inp1 inp2

However, the precondition of the tail-invariant patch succeeds, which results in the introduction of a

meta-variable F1:

F1(r,x,y) = fmult 0 inp1 inp2

The definition of the priming operators (8) results in:

F1( r +1
↑
,x, y −1

↑
) = fmult 0 inp1 inp2

Wave-rule (13) then suggests that F1 is instantiated in terms of fmult, and the same loop invariant as in

the previous section is obtained:

fmult r x y = fmult 0 inp1 inp2

6 Relevant work

Our Hume/TLA work build directly on [25, 24], which uses rippling [8] and proof critics [22] to verify

imperative programs. Further, we have extended these ideas to transformation proofs [16]. In [16], it is

shown how a Hume transformation proof can be reduced to an invariant proof. The work with rippling

and critics is novel for Hume/ TLA and transformations, and the generic work with Hume and TLA is

novel with respect to using TLA at the programming language level. We believe TLA is more suitable

for Hume verification compared to process algebras [4], like CCS, CSP or the Π-calculus.

The work presented here comes out from the first authors PhD thesis [13]. Parts of this work involves

a mechanisation of TLA in Isabelle/HOL [31], and a representation of the semantics of Hume programs

on top of this. Several proof tactics were developed to automate these proofs. The invariant discovery

ideas presented in this paper would obviously increased the degree of automation of these tactics.

Previously, transformation verification has been described [16]. [14] outlines a box calculus for

Hume. There, a set of behaviour preserving rules and strategies were defined to transform a Hume

program into another. TLA has also been used to model check programs at the lowest, least expressive,

HW-Hume level [18], and to reason about different Hume scheduling strategies [15].

Finally, the work presented here is at the action level of TLA, which is similar to Action Systems [3]

and Event-B [2]. Thus, we believe this work is also applicable in these formalisations.

7 Future work

This paper has applied rippling and critics to one small example. Extending this to programs of multiple

concurrent boxes will not have any impact on the approach, since the invariant will remain invariant due

to the strict wire communication. We have not implemented the ideas presented in this paper, and this

will be our next step. For imperative programs, the loop invariant generation techniques have already

been implemented and tested [25, 24], In the Hume case, Hume/TLA proofs have been mechanised in
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the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover [13], so via IsaPlanner [11], invariant discovery should not be hard to

implement.

A longer term goal is to be able to synthesise transformations. Building directly upon [26], we will

now outline how we believe the work described here can be extended to the synthesis of transformations.

In [26], the problem is stated as: given a Hoare triple {P}C{Q}, find an instantiation of C in a small

generic imperative program (containing assignment, conditionals and while loops) such that the triple

is valid. The approach combines proof planning with conventional partial order planning. Here, proof

planning is used for the local perspective, i.e. finding correct statements, while partial order planning

is used to achieve a correct order of statements. This is implemented in a tool called Bertha, which is

automatic with the exception that the user has to provide loop invariants.

In Hume, this work would be adapted to automate the synthesis of transformations which are a result

of a failed costing. However, an additional requirement here is that the transformations are level-reducing

(i.e. it becomes more decidable with respect to time and space properties). To illustrate, consider again

the recursion to iteration transformations shown in Figures 5 and 6. The program starts with prog1, and

the coster fails on the emult box. Next, failure analysis is applied and the problem is that the recursive

fmult function cannot be costed, which causes a “recursion to iteration proof method (plan)” to

be applied. Now, this uses the expression of the emult box to create the specification, i.e.

out = fmult 0 inp1 inp2

Moreover, the program knows that a nested box with feedback loop must be created, since this is the

only way to represent iteration in Hume. Moreover, we know the program must contain one or more

entry matches, loop matches and exit matches, while the loop invariant can be directly found using the

techniques described in Section 5.

Partial order planning could then be used to find the correct order of the matches, for example

when pattern matching is used, the loop exit (*,*,r,x,0) -> (r,*,*,*) match must precede the loop body

(*,*,r,x,y) -> (*,r+x,x,y-1) match. If not, the box will never terminate. Moreover, the loop entry step

has different input wires (a,b,*,*,*) than the body and exit steps, while the exit step has different output

wires (r,*,*,*). Note that with respect to the box calculus [14] described in the previous section, this

approach is more flexible since it is not constrained by an existing set of rules.

TLA, and the full TLA+ specification language [29], which combines TLA with a variant of ZF set

theory, has been used both in industry and academia [5, 12, 27]. In [12], Gafni and Lamport illustrate

the building of a sufficiently strong invariant by verifying the Disc Paxos algorithm. The algorithm is

verified in a bottom-up fashion, where smaller invariants are gradually built up until they are strong

enough to verify the main theorem. In a top-down approach the main theorem is first attempted to be

verified, and from a partial success, a required invariant is found and verified. This process is iterated

until a sufficiently small invariant is found which can be proved directly. Gafni and Lamport argues that

both a top-down and bottom-up approach can be used. The top-down approach is a similar approach

to the one discussed here. The work described in this paper is exploring Hume programs represented

as TLA formulas. Hence, we are only manipulating the TLA terms, and not the Hume code. Thus, we

believe that an approach based on rippling and proof planning is applicable to automate the verification

of generic TLA invariants, also outside the Hume/TLA context, like in [12].

Another possible role of proof planning is properties involving the ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ operator, which is used to hide

internal details of a specification. In this paper, we have ignored the ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ operator, since it was not that

relevant for the Hume context. This follows from the fact that ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ is handled in the same way for all

programs6. In general, to prove a refinement with bound variables in TLA, that is, of the form:

(∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ B. J∧2[M]W ) → (∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ A. I ∧2[N]V )

6The details will appear in [13]
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one must first remove/instantiate the ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ bound variables A and B. Then, (11) can be applied. This is

achieved with proof rules similar to those for standard predicate existential quantification ∃. A key step

in such a proof, is to find the correct witness for A, known as the refinement mapping [1]. Proof planning

has previously been used to find complex witnesses for ∃ bound variables [9, 30]. We believe that due

to the similarity between the rules for ∃ and ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ , a proof planning approach can also be used to find

refinement mappings.

8 Conclusion

Hume is a Turing-complete programming language, designed to guarantee space and time bounds, whilst

working on a high-level. Correctness properties, such as invariants and transformations, have previously

been verified using the temporal logic of actions (TLA). Such verification efforts require mathematical

induction. Rippling was developed for guiding inductive proofs, and rippling based proof critics have

been developed to discovery and generalisations of invariants.

Here, we have shown the use of rippling to both verify and discover invariants, based on existing

work on verifying and discovering loop invariants for imperative programs. This work has then been

extended to transformations. We believe that the work is also applicable in a generic TLA setting, which

we have elaborated upon.
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Abstract

Invariant assertions play an important role in the analysis and documentation of while loops of

imperative programs. Invariant functions and invariant relations are alternative analysis tools that are

distinct from invariant assertions but are related to them. In this paper we discuss these three concepts

and analyze their relationships. The study of invariant functions and invariant relations is interesting

not only because it provides alternative means to analyze loops, but also because it gives us insights

into the structure of invariant assertions, and may help us enhance techniques for generating invariant

assertions.

Keywords

Invariant assertions, invariant functions, invariant relations, loop invariants, program analysis, program

verification, while loops.

1 Introduction

In [5], Hoare introduced the concept of an invariant assertion as a useful tool in the analysis of while

loops. The study of invariant assertions, and their use in the analysis of while loops, has been the

focus of active research in the seventies and eighties, and the subject of renewed interest in the last

few years. In this paper we wish to investigate the relationships between this well known, throughoutly

researched, concept, and two distinct but related concepts: invariant functions [10] and invariant relations

[8]. We consider a while loop w on space S defined by w = while t do B. These three concepts can be

summarily and informally characterized as follows:

• An invariant assertion (as defined for the purposes of our discussion) is a predicate α on S that is

preserved by application of the loop body.

• An invariant function is a total function on S whose value is preserved by application of the loop

body.

• An invariant relation is a reflexive transitive relation containing pairs of states (s,s′) such that s′ is

obtained from s by application of an arbitrary number of iterations of the loop body.

In section 3, we give definitions of all three concepts, using a uniform model, namely the calculus of

relations, which we introduce in section 2. In section 4 we discuss the interrelations between these

concepts, and explore complementarities between their respective insights on loop behavior; some of the

results we present in this section are proven propositions, while others are mostly unproven conjectures

for the time being. In section 5 we summarize our results and explore venues of further research.

2 Relational Mathematics

2.1 Elements of Relations

We consider a set S defined by the values of some program variables, say x, y and z; we typically refer

to elements of S by s, and we note that s has the form s = 〈x,y,z〉. We use the notation x(s), y(s), z(s)
to refer to the x-component, y-component and z-component of s. We may sometimes user x to refer
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to x(s) and x′ to refer to x(s′), when this raises no ambiguity. We use relations to represent program

specifications and program functions; we then refer to S as the space of the specification, and also refer

to it as the space of any program that manipulates these variables. Constant relations on some set S

include the universal relation, denoted by L, the identity relation, denoted by I, and the empty relation,

denoted by /0. Given a predicate t, we denote by I(t) the subset of the identity relation defined as follows:

I(t) = {(s,s′)|s′ = s∧ t(s)}.
Because relations are sets, we use the usual set theoretic operations between relations (union, inter-

section, complement, cartesian product). Operations on relations also include the converse, denoted

by R̂, and defined by R̂ = {(s,s′)|(s′,s) ∈ R}. The product of relations R and R′ is the relation de-

noted by R ◦ R′ (or RR′) and defined by R ◦ R′ = {(s,s′)|∃t : (s, t) ∈ R∧ (t,s′) ∈ R′}. The prerestric-

tion (resp. post-restriction) of relation R to predicate t is the relation {(s,s′)|t(s)∧ (s,s′) ∈ R} (resp.

{(s,s′)|(s,s′)∈ R∧ t(s′)}). We admit without proof that the pre-restriction of a relation R to predicate t is

I(t)◦R and the post-restriction of relation R to predicate t is R◦ I(t). The domain of relation R is defined

as dom(R) = {s|∃s′ : (s,s′) ∈ R}. The range of relation R is denoted by rng(R) and defined as dom(R̂).
We admit without proof that for a relation R, RL = {(s,s′)|s ∈ dom(R)} and LR = {(s,s′)|s′ ∈ rng(R)}.

The nucleus of relation R is the relation denoted by µ(R) and defined as RR̂.

We say that R is deterministic (or that it is a function) if and only if R̂R ⊆ I, and we say that R is total

if and only if I ⊆ RR̂, or equivalently, RL = L. Given two total deterministic relations R and R′, we say

that R is more-injective than R′ if and only if

RR̂ ⊆ R′R̂′
.

To understand this definition, consider that each function partitions its domain into equivalence classes,

called the level sets of the function [6]; a more-injective function is one whose level sets define a finer

partition of the domain. A total deterministic relation R is said to be injective if and only if it is more-

injective than I.

A relation R is said to be rectangular if and only if R = RLR. A relation R is said to be reflexive if and

only if I ⊆ R, transitive if and only if RR ⊆ R and symmetric if and only if R = R̂. We are interested in

two special types of rectangular relations: rectangular surjective relations are called vectors and satisfy

the condition RL = R; rectangular total relations are called invectors (inverse of a vector) and satisfy the

condition LR = R. In set theoretic terms, a vector on set S has the form A× S, and an invector has the

form S×A, for some subset A of S. Vector A×S can also be written as I(A)◦L.

2.2 Refinement Ordering

We define an ordering relation on relational specifications under the name refinement ordering:

Definition 1. A relation R is said to refine a relation R′ if and only if

RL∩R′L∩ (R∪R′) = R′
.

In set theoretic terms, this equation means that the domain of R is a superset of (or equal to) the

domain of R′, and that for elements in the domain of R′, the set of images by R is a subset of (or equal to)

the set of images by R′. This is similar to, but different from, refining a pre/postcondition specification by

weakening its precondition and/or strengthening its postcondition [4, 12]. We abbreviate this property

by R ⊒ R′ or R′ ⊑ R. We admit that, modulo traditional definitions of total correctness [3, 4, 7], the

following propositions hold:

• A program P is correct with respect to a specification R if and only if [P] ⊒ R, where [P] is the

function defined by P (we may, by abuse of notation use P to refer to [P] when the context allows).
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• R ⊒ R′ if and only if any program correct with respect to R is correct with respect to R′.

Intuitively, R refines R′ if and only if R represents a stronger requirement than R′.

2.3 Refinement Lattice

We admit without proof that the refinement relation is a partial ordering. In [2] Boudriga et al. analyze

the lattice properties of this ordering and find the following results:

• Any two relations R and R′ have a greatest lower bound, which we refer to as the meet, denote by

⊓, and define by:

R⊓R′ = RL∩R′L∩ (R∪R′).

• Two relations R and R′ have a least upper bound if and only if they satisfy the following condition

(which we refer to as the consistency condition):

RL∩R′L = (R∩R′)L.

Under this condition, their least upper bound is referred to as the join, denoted by ⊔, and defined

by:

R⊔R′ = RL∩R′∪R′L∩R∪ (R∩R′).

Intuitively, the join of R and R′, when it exists, behaves like R outside the domain of R′, behaves

like R′ outside the domain of R, and behaves like the intersection of R and R′ on the intersection of

their domain. The consistency condition provides that the domain of their intersection is identical

to the intersection of their domains.

• Two relations R and R′ have a least upper bound if and only if they have an upper bound; this

property holds in general for lattices, but because the refinement ordering is not a lattice (since the

existence of the join is conditional), it bears checking for this ordering specifically.

• The lattice of refinement admits a universal lower bound, which is the empty relation.

• The lattice of refinement admits no universal upper bound.

• Maximal elements of this lattice are total deterministic relations.

See Figure 1. The outline of this figure shows the overall structure of the lattice of specifications.

3 Invariants

In this section we present in turn the three invariants in parallel and present, for each: a formal definition

in relational terms, an ordering relation between invariants, a characterization of the strongest invariant,

and an elucidation of their relation to the function of the loop.

3.1 Formal Definitions

We consider a while statement of the form w = while t do B on some space S, and we assume that w

terminates normally for any initial state s in S. We define in turn, invariant assertions, invariant relations,

and invariant functions. For the sake of uniformity, we use the same mathematical baggage to represent

them, namely the calculus of relations.
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Figure 1: Lattice Structure of Refinement

For the sake of illustration, we consider a running example on which we apply our definitions and

propositions. We consider the following while loop on array variables a and b, real variables x and y, and

index variables i and j:

while (i!=N+1)

{x=x+a[i]; y=y+b[j]; i=i+1; j=j-1;}

3.1.1 Invariant Assertions

Traditionally, an invariant assertion α for the while loop

w = whiletdoB

with respect to a precondition/ postcondition pair (φ , ψ) is defined as a predicate on S that satisfies the

following conditions:

• φ ⇒ α .

• {α ∧ t}B{α}.

• α ∧¬t ⇒ ψ .

As defined, the invariant assertion is dependent not only on the while loop, but also on the loop’s speci-

fication, in the form of a precondition/ postcondition pair. This precludes meaningful comparisons with

invariant relations and invariant functions, which are dependent solely on the loop. Hence we redefine
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the concept of invariant assertion in terms of the second condition alone. Also, to represent an invari-

ant assertion, we map the predicate on S into a vector (a relation) on S. Specifically, we represent the

predicate α by the vector A defined by

A = {(s,s′)|α(s)}.

Definition 2. Given a while statement of the form, w = while t do B, an invariant assertion is defined

as a non-empty vector A on S that satisfies the following condition:

A∩T ∩ [B] ⊆ Â,

where T is the vector defined by predicate t, i.e. T = {(s,s′)|t(s)}.

This is a straightforward interpretation, in relational terms, of the second condition (above),

{α ∧ t}B{α}.

For the sake of illustration, we submit that the following vector satisfies the condition of Definition 2:

A = {(s,s′)|x =
i−1

∑
k=1

a[k]}.

We compute the left hand side of the definition:

A∩T ∩ [B]

= { Substitutions }

{(s,s′)|x = ∑
i−1
k=1 a[k]∧ i 6= N +1∧a′ = a∧b′ = b∧

x′ = x+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1∧ y′ = y+b[ j]∧ j′ = j−1}

⊆ { Set Theory }

{(s,s′)|x = ∑
i−1
k=1 a[k]∧ i 6= N +1∧a′ = a∧ x′ = x+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1}

= { Simplification }

{(s,s′)|x = ∑
i−1
k=1 a[k]∧ i 6= N +1∧a′ = a∧ x′ = ∑

i−1
k=1 a[k]+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1}

= { Simplification }

{(s,s′)|x = ∑
i−1
k=1 a[k]∧ i 6= N +1∧a′ = a∧ x′ = ∑

i
k=1 a[k]∧ i′ = i+1}

= { Substitution }

{(s,s′)|x = ∑
i−1
k=1 a[k]∧ i 6= N +1∧a′ = a∧ x′ = ∑

i′−1
k=1 a′[k]∧ i′ = i+1}

⊆ { Set Theory }

{(s,s′)|x′ = ∑
i′−1
k=1 a′[k]}

= { Substitution }

Â.

Note that we have not proven that the assertion x = ∑
i−1
k=1 a[k] holds after each iteration; rather we have

only proven that if this assertion holds at one iteration, then holds at the next iteration. This is in effect

an inductive proof without a basis of induction.
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3.1.2 Invariant Relations

Invariant relations are relations that contain pairs of states (s,s′) such that s′ follows from s by applica-

tion of an arbitrary number of iterations. Because the number of iterations separating s and s′ can be

zero, invariant relations are reflexive; and because the number of iterations can take an arbitrary value

greater than zero, such relations are naturally transitive (since they are not dependent on the number of

iterations). We define them as follows.

Definition 3. Given a while loop of the form w = while t do B on some space S, and given a relation

R on S, we say that R is an invariant relation for w if and only if R is reflexive, transitive, and satisfies the

following conditions (where T is the vector defined by predicate t and T is the complement of T ):

• The Invariance Condition:

T ∩ [B] ⊆ R.

• The Convergence Condition:

R◦T = L.

To highlight its important properties, we may sometimes refer to an invariant relation as a reflexive

transitive invariant relation; these two terms refer to the same concept. Note that unlike the definition of

invariant assertions (Definition 2) the definition of invariant relations (Definition 3) is not recursive: the

term R appears on one side only of each equation. What makes it recursive/ inductive, nevertheless, is

the fact that R is reflexive and transitive; reflexivity serves the basis of induction, and transitivity serves

the inductive step.

As for the convergence condition, it provides that any state in S can be mapped by R onto a state

in S that satisfies ¬t. Given that R represents the effect of applying the loop body an arbitrary number

of times, this condition ensures that these applications eventually produce a final state, i.e. a state that

causes the loop to terminate.

To illustrate this concept, we consider again the example of the array sum, presented above, and

propose the following invariant relation for it.

R = {(s,s′)|x+
N

∑
k=i

a[k] = x′ +
N

∑
k=i′

a′[k]∧ i ≤ i′}.

This relation is clearly reflexive and transitive. To check the invariance condition, we compute the

intersection T ∩ [B]∩R and check that it equals T ∩ [B].

T ∩ [B]∩R

= { Substitution }

{(s,s′)|i 6= N +1∧ x′ = x+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1∧a′ = a

∧y′ = y+b[ j]∧ j′ = j−1∧b′ = b∧ x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

= x′ +∑
N
k=i′ a

′[k]∧ i ≤ i′}

= { Substitution }

{(s,s′)|i 6= N +1∧ x′ = x+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1∧a′ = a

∧y′ = y+b[ j]∧ j′ = j−1∧b′ = b∧ x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

= x+a[i]+∑
N
k=i+1 a′[k]∧ i ≤ i′}

= { Simplification }

{(s,s′)|i 6= N +1∧ x′ = x+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1∧a′ = a
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∧y′ = y+b[ j]∧ j′ = j−1∧b′ = b∧ x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

= x+∑
N
k=i a′[k]∧ i ≤ i′}

= { Logical Simplification }

{(s,s′)|i 6= N +1∧ x′ = x+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1∧a′ = a

∧y′ = y+b[ j]∧ j′ = j−1∧b′ = b∧ i ≤ i′}

= { Associativity }

{(s,s′)|i 6= N +1∧ x′ = x+a[i]∧ (i′ = i+1∧ i ≤ i′)

∧a′ = a∧ y′ = y+b[ j]∧ j′ = j−1∧b′ = b}

= { Logical Simplification }

{(s,s′)|i 6= N +1∧ x′ = x+a[i]∧ i′ = i+1

∧a′ = a∧ y′ = y+b[ j]∧ j′ = j−1∧b′ = b}

= { Substitution }

T ∩ [B].

To check the convergence condition, we compte R◦T and check that it is the full relation.

R◦T

= { Substitution }

{(s,s′)|x+∑
N
k=i a[k] = x′ +∑

N
k=i′ a

′[k]∧ i ≤ i′}◦{(s,s′)|i = N +1}

= { Relational Product }

{(s,s′)|∃s′′ : x+∑
N
k=i a[k] = x′′ +∑

N
k=i′′ a

′′[k]∧ i ≤ i′′∧ i′′ = N +1}

= { Simplification }

{(s,s′)|∃s′′ : x+∑
N
k=i a[k] = x′′∧ i ≤ N +1∧ i′′ = N +1}

= { Simplification/ Interpretation }

{(s,s′)|true }

= { Definition }

L.

3.1.3 Invariant Functions

Definition 4. Let w be a while statement of the form while t do B that terminates normally for all

initial states in S. We say that a function F on S is an invariant function if and only if it is total and

(T ∩ [B])◦F = T ∩F.

To illustrate the concept of invariant function, we consider the array program, and submit the follow-

ing function:

F




a

x

i

b

y

j




=




a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1

a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1




.
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We briefly verify that this function is invariant with respect to application of the loop body (assuming s

satisfies condition t).

F




[B]




a

x

i

b

y

j







= F




a

x+a[i]
i+1

b

y+b[ j]
j−1




=




a

x+a[i]+∑
N
k=i+1 a[k]

N +1

a

x+a[i]+∑
N
k=i+1 a[k]

N +1




=




a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1

a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1




= F




a

x

i

b

y

j




.

3.2 Orderings Invariants

Invariants are not created equal. For example true is an invariant assertion for any loop, though not

a very useful assertion; the full relation (L) is an invariant relation for any loop, though not a very

useful relation; finally a constant function is an invariant function for any loop, though not a very useful

function. In this section we briefly review how each type of invariant is ordered.

3.2.1 Ordering Invariant Assertions by Implication

Invariant assertions are naturally ordered by logical implication. As we recall from Definition 2, the

invariant assertions are represented by non-empty vectors; hence stronger invariant assertions are repre-

sented by smaller vectors. Even though α = false does satisfy the condition

{α ∧ t}B{α},

we do not consider it as a legitimate invariant assertion because it cannot be represented by a non-empty

vector. The inclusion ordering among non empty vectors defines a lattice structure, where the join is the

intersection of vectors and the meet is the union of vectors.

3.2.2 Ordering Invariant Relations by Refinement

Invariant relations are ordered by refinement, which, as we have discussed in section 2.2, has lattice-

like properties. More refined relations give more information on loop behavior. Because they are by

definition reflexive, invariant relations are total. If we consider the definition of refinement (Definition

1), we find that it can be simplified as follows

RL∩R′L∩ (R∪R′) = R′

⇔ { R and R′ are total }

L∩L∩ (R∪R′) = R′

⇔ { Set Theory }

R∪R′ = R

⇔ { Set Theory }

R ⊆ R′.

Hence for invariant relations, refinement is synonymous with set inclusion. We illustrate this ordering

with a simple example. We leave it to the reader to check that the following two relations are invariant

relations for the array sum program.

R0 = {(s,s′)|x+
N

∑
k=i

a[k] = x′ +
N

∑
k=i′

a′[k]∧a′ = a}.
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R1 = {(s,s′)|x+
N

∑
k=i

a[k] = x′ +
N

∑
k=i′

a′[k]}.

Invariant relation R0 refines invariant relation R1; it also provides more information on loop behavior.

3.2.3 Ordering Invariant Functions by Injectivity

Invariant functions are total by definition, hence they all have the same domain. When we write an

equation such as

F(s) = F([B](s)),

this gives all the more information on B that F is more injective, i.e. partitions its domain finely. If F

were a constant, then this equation does not tell us anything about B, since it holds for all B. Hence we

order invariant functions by injectivity.

To illustrate this ordering, we consider the following two invariant functions, and we leave it to the

reader to check that they are indeed invariant functions for the array sum program:

F0




a

x

i

b

y

j




=




a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1

a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1




.

F1




a

x

i

b

y

j




=




a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1

b

y+∑
j

k=1 a[k]
i+ j−N −1




.

To check which (if any) of F0 and F1 is more-injective than the other, we compute their nuclei, and find

µ(F0) = {(s,s′)|a = a′∧ x+
N

∑
k=i

a[k] = x′ +
N

∑
k=i′

a′[k]}.

µ(F1) = {(s,s′)|a = a′∧x+
N

∑
k=i

a[k] = x′+
N

∑
k=i′

a′[k]∧b = b′∧y+
j

∑
k=1

b[k] = y′+
j′

∑
k=1

b′[k]∧ i+ j = i′+ j′}.

Clearly, F1 is more-injective than F0.

3.3 Invariants and the Loop Function

In this section we present theorems that relate the invariant assertions, invariant relations and invariant

functions to the function of the loop.

3.3.1 Invariant Assertions and Loop Functions

In this section we consider a theorem that provides an interesting link between the function of the loop

and an adequate (in a sense to be defined) invariant assertion. We consider the following program struc-

ture, which we annotate by intermediate assertions and invariant assertions:
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f =

begin

{s=s0}

init;

{s=[init](s0)}

while t do

{F(s)=F(s0) && s in dom(W inter F)}

B;

{s=F(s0)}

end.

A theorem by Mili et al. [10], which is based on earlier findings by Morris and Wegbreit [13], Mills [11]

and Basu and Misra [1] provides that program f computes some total function F on S if:

1. The specification Y defined by

Y = FF̂ ∩L ̂(F ∩W )

(where W is the function of the while loop) is total.

2. Segment init is correct with respect to specification

Y = FF̂ ∩L ̂(F ∩W ).

3. The following predicate is an invariant assertion:

α(s0,s) ≡ (s0,s) ∈ FF̂ ∩L ̂(F ∩W ).

3.3.2 Invariant Relations and Loop Function

The links between invariant relations and loop functions can be summarized in the following premises:

• If W is the function of the loop then µ(W ) is an invariant relation.

• If R is an invariant relation for w then R◦ I(¬t) is a lower bound of W .

3.3.3 Invariant Functions and Loop Function

A theorem by Mili et al. [10] provides that the function of the loop is an invariant function of the loop.

4 Relations between Invariants

4.1 Invariant Assertions and Invariant Relations

We have shown in [9] that from an invariant relation we can infer an invariant assertion. We have not

found a way to infer an invariant relation from an invariant assertion, because invariant assertions are

unary relations whereas invariant relations are binary relations.
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4.2 Invariant Relations and Invariant Functions

In [9] we have shown that

• From an invariant function F , we can derive an invariant relation R as the nucleus of F . Such

invariant relations are symmetric, in addition to being reflexive and transitive.

• Any invariant relation that is symmetric, in addition to being reflexive and transitive, is the nucleus

of an invariant function. For example, the following invariant relation

R = {(s,s′)|x+
N

∑
k=i

a[k] = x′ +
N

∑
k=i′

a′[k]∧a = a′}.

is the nucleus of the invariant function,

F




a

x

i

b

y

j




=




a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1

a

x+∑
N
k=i a[k]

N +1




.

whereas the following invariant relation

R = {(s,s′)|x+
N

∑
k=i

a[k] = x′ +
N

∑
k=i′

a′[k]∧ i ≤ i′}

is not the nucleus of any invariant function because it is not symmetric.

Contrary to what the names suggest, an invariant function is not an invariant relation that happens to be

deterministic. The only relation that is reflexive and deterministic at once is the identity, and the only

loop body that accepts the identity as an invariant relation is skip, which is of no interest.

4.3 Invariant Assertions and Invariant Functions

Contrary to what the names may suggest, an invariant assertion is not an invariant function that takes

boolean values. Rather an invariant function takes the same values before and after application of the

loop body whereas an invariant assertion may be false before and become true after. This seems to

indicate that a more appropriate name for invariant assertions is monotonic assertions. Hence we may

distinguish between monotonic assertions, which satisfy

{α ∧ t}B{α}

(traditionally called invariant assertions) and genuinely invariant assertions, which satisfy

{α ∧ t}B{α}

{¬α ∧ t}B{¬α}.

This distinction is not a mere exercise in hair-splitting. We conjecture (but have not yet proven) that an

invariant assertion is usually made up of an invariant part and a monotonic part; and that the invariant part

can be derived from invariant functions. Because we have some machinery to derive invariant functions

by static code analysis, this may be useful to derive the invariant part of invariant assertions.
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5 Brief Concluding Remarks

This is an unfinished work; we intend to explore in detail the characteristics of three types of invariants,

and investigate their relations, but there is a lot more to say about these concepts than we could fit in this

this paper. We view this line of research as having two broad goals: first broaden the scope of tools that

we use to analyze while loops; second, deploy the insights gained from invariant relations and invariant

functions to enhance the study of invariant assertions.

Despite the tentative nature of our preliminary conclusions, we are confident of two premises:

• Given an invariant assertion, we cannot use it to derive an invariant relation.

• Given an invariant generation method, we cannot use it to derive an invariant relation generation

method.

Because invariant functions and invariant relations appear to be useful in generating invariant assertions,

we are exploring means to refine our invariant function and invariant relation generation techniques; we

are also interested in analyzuing the structure of invariant assertions, to see which parts can be derived

by means of invariant assertions and invariant functions.
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Abstract

We present a technique for refining incorrect or insufficiently strong loop invariants in correctness

proofs for imperative programs. We rely on previous work [16] in combining program analysis and

Proof Planning, and exploit IsaPlanner’s use of meta-variables and goal-naming to generate correct

loop invariants. We present a simple example in detail and discuss how this might scale to more

complex problems.

1 Introduction

Our primary interest is the automatic generation of correct and sufficiently strong loop invariants to allow

correctness proofs about imperative programs to succeed. Here we present a simple example for proving

exception freedom from array bounds errors. When proving imperative programs correct, sufficiently

strong loop invariants must be discovered. Existing tools and techniques for discovering loop invariants

are successful for array bound exception freedom proofs – where the access to an array is shown not to

fall outside its bounds – but we propose to extend these techniques by using proof failure analysis to

refine candidate loop invariants.

This paper outlines a cooperative approach where program analysis systems can be combined with

theorem proving in a Higher Order setting. Our hypothesis is that combining the two we can successfully

infer correct loop invariants for difficult problems about functional correctness. This is an extension of

an idea described for example in [16]. In the work described here we focus on Higher Order Logic but

as is described in Section 6, it is being performed in parallel with work in automating proof in Separation

Logic [19].

2 Existing Technologies

We describe first existing systems which find candidate loop invariants, and go on to a description of the

important features of IsaPlanner – the theorem proving system we adopt.

2.1 Program Analysis Systems

In our work to date we have explored different systems in order to determine the likely loop invariant

candidates which would be suggested. Existing techniques for discovering loop invariants roughly fall

into four main categories:

Dynamic Approaches This technique runs input templates on the loops and uses techniques such as

machine learning to try and work out invariants from the results after the application of the loop.

Work of this kind is the Daikon system, which has been successfully integrated in ESC/Java2, as

presented in [22].

Top-down Static Approaches [21] presents work in taking the postcondition of a loop, and propagating

it through the loop backwards in order to generate candidates for the loop invariant.
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Bottom-up Static Approaches The most research has been done on this technique, which works by

propagating the precondition of a loop forwards through the loop in order to yield candidates for

loop invariants. The various different techniques used are too numerous for this report, but some

pertinent techniques are those used in [9] for calculating linear equalities in loop invariants, and

in [11] for evaluating program states using difference equations.

Predicate Abstraction Techniques Predicate abstraction is used widely in conjunction with model check-

ing for program verification. It places abstracted predicates at every choice point in the control flow

of a program, and refines them as necessary. Predicate abstraction has also been used successfully

in the Houdini system [12] to generate loop invariants for ESC/Java.

Constraint-based Methods Possibly the most sophisticated and modern techniques use complex math-

ematics such as Gröbner bases to calculate non-linear constraints on invariants and then extract

actual program invariants. This is demonstrated in [17] for example.

Some of these systems are combined with provers and can verify the correctness of a loop invariant. We

are interested in cases where the loop invariant is not strong enough and must be modified.

2.2 IsaPlanner

Proof assistants, such as Isabelle [23], Coq [27] and HOL [13], provide a framework for formalisation

tasks such as software verification and mechanised mathematics. Typically, automation is developed by

writing programs, called tactics, that combine operations from a small trusted kernel. Although many

forms of proof automation are already available, developing new tactics and extending existing ones can

be difficult. Higher-level concepts, such as search space and heuristic guidance, must be developed on top

of the the logical kernel. Proof Planning is an approach to providing this kind of high-level machinery

in order to encode and apply common patterns of reasoning [6]. Further to this machinery there is a

mechanism for recognising common failure patterns and suggesting ways of “patching” the failed proof,

which is encapsulated in Proof Critics. We refer to the set of critics built-up for a particularly theory as

its library of critics.

IsaPlanner [10] is a Proof Planner for the Isabelle proof assistant. The features of the system which

are of particular importance for the work in this paper are:

• it provides a programatic way to manage the names of assumptions and goals;

• it efficiently manages the meta-variables which can be shared across different conjectures, and

which once instantiated result in several theorems;

• it allows a large collection of automated proof methods to be combined, including counter-example

finding, inductive theorem proving with rippling [4], linear arithmetic decision procedures, sim-

plification, and tableaux methods.

We now briefly outline the nature of these features and the arguments that justify finding a solution

for them.

2.2.1 Naming Goals and Assumptions

Most tactic based theorem provers represent the assumptions to a theorem (and those to a goal) as a list of

terms. A tactic that performs forward reasoning specifies the assumptions on which it works by indices

in the list. Similarly, applying tactics to goals typically involves providing an index for the goal. The

result is that the list has new elements inserted, and possibly old elements re-arranged. Such an approach

has two problems:
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• To perform further reasoning on another assumption its position must be re-determined, possibly

involving a complete traversal of all assumptions, even if its old position were known. Positions,

which are used as names, are not stable over a tactics application. The same problem occurs

for subgoals held in a list. Index-based names for referring to goals are not stable over tactic

application. Tactics can re-order goals and insert new ones, as well as accidentally solve the goal

you planned to tackle with another procedure.

• Having too many assumptions is not a theoretical problem in logics with weakening, as they can

be ignored. But from the perspective of automated theorem proving they are problematic. For

instance, certain unfortunate assumptions can cause simplification tactics to loop forever, or simply

perform the wrong simplification. Some mechanism to say which assumptions should be used is

needed.

Structured proof languages, such as Isar and Mizar, provide the means for the user to name assump-

tions as they interactively write a proof script. However, most proof systems have no such mechanisms

for managing the names of assumptions, conjectures, and goals. IsaPlanner is the first system we know

of to explicitly give stable names to assumptions and goals, and provide a programatic means for the gen-

eration of names to the tactic language. This allows proof machinery to refer to names of assumptions

and goals which helps make the Proof Planning techniques applied more robust and simpler to express.

2.2.2 Meta-variables

Most tactic based systems struggle with proof automation when goals contain meta-variables - such

as those resulting from existentially quantified variables in the goal or universally quantified ones in

assumptions. The inherent logical problem with such variables for proof automation is that the search

space suffers an exponential explosion. Furthermore, from a pragmatic point of view, the work involved

in managing instantiations is difficult to achieve in a verifiable and efficient manner.

When systems do provide a form of meta-variables, it can only be used within a single proof attempt.

Typically, several partial proof attempts cannot be started if they share meta-variables. This is for two

main reasons. Firstly, meta-variables are free-variables over a sequent; there is usually no global name

space for free/meta-variables - having one would cause several other problems including the inability

to perform proof checking or proof search in parallel. The second reason is that meta-variables are not

stable over tactic application. Tactics often instantiate old ones, rename them, and introduce new ones.

The pragmatic problem with meta-variables is that upon instantiation, every term in which the variable

occurs must be updated. Without efficient means to track the dependencies, or lazily instantiate variables,

this becomes a slow operation.

IsaPlanner deals with these issues by naming meta-variables in a manner that is stable over tactic

application and shared over a collection of proof attempts. Managing dependencies then reduces to

operations on a binary relation between two finite sets. The two sets being the variable names and the

set of names for assumptions, conjecture and goals. Allowing meta-variables in conjectures also allows

synthesis to be treated in a first class manner where a conjecture in refined and modified so that the final

result is not abstracted away to an existential variable. This allows the instantiation found to be used in

other proof attempts. For instance, this has been used to synthesise a custom induction scheme as part of

the inductive proof attempt for proving the correctness of quicksort [5].

2.2.3 Combining Proof Tools

The final feature of IsaPlanner used in this paper is automated proof tools. These include many powerful

automatic tactics from Isabelle such as the simplifier, the classical reasoner, counter-example finding,
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and linear arithmetic [8] as well as the efficient inductive theorem proving tools in IsaPlanner [10].

2.3 Current Automation

At present we are able to automatically generate the verification conditions and generate correct loop

invariants. We can prove array bounds exception freedom for some simple programs which manipulate

arrays which have no user provided annotation. Section 4 shows a solution of an exception freedom veri-

fication problem which has been done completely automatically. Throughout this section when we write

“we” we are referring to the reader’s interpretation of the automatic proof as produced by IsaPlanner.

Although the problem shown in Section 4 is one which would be solved by most program analysis

systems, we describe our methodology and extend it to the more difficult functional correctness problem

in Section 5. In this Section the methodology is combined by hand, and we claim no more automation

than the verification condition generation. We fully expect however that the proof itself and synthesis

problem which is central to the invariant generation are automatable.

3 Verification Condition Generation

Our verification condition generation procedure follows standard Hoare style rules [14] to generate

entailments in Higher Order Logic. Initially, we ignore the values of array elements, only concentrating

on exception freedom. The Hoare Logic rules for arrays are initially ignored, and assertions are inserted

into the code where array elements are accessed to ensure the index is within the requisite bounds. We

introduce here the rules we use to generate the weakest-precondition entailment, and give an example

program. Extensions to functional correctness are given in Section 5.

3.1 Imperative Language

The version of Java we consider is based on Middleweight Java [3], extended with loops and arrays.

This is a cut-down version of Java that retains enough features to demonstrate the properties we require,

but is small enough to allow quick experimentation. In the proofs that follow, all types of variables are

implicitly integers since this is the type given in the programming languages. For this reason we write

i+1 instead of s(i) since this is more pertinent to the inductive structure of the natural numbers.

3.2 Exception Freedom Rules

We use the standard notion of Hoare Triples to generate entailments for correctness proofs. In the case

of verification of array bounds correctness – i.e. that no array index is out of the bounds of the array –

we are not concerned with the value of array elements. Figure 1 shows the set of Hoare Logic rules that

we use. Importantly, the only rule which requires creative input is the rule for the while construct in our

imperative language since a loop invariant must be discovered.

4 Example Problem

Figure 2 shows a program which makes a copy of an array with the elements reversed. We use a weakest

precondition analysis to generate the set of hypotheses and conclusions shown in Figure 3. Here X

stands for a meta-variable which depends on the free variables in the hypotheses and conclusions. This is

equivalent to an existentially quantified higher-order variable standing for the function which describes
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{P[E/x]}x := E{P}

{P}C{Q} {Q}D{R}

{P}C;D{R}

{Cond ∧P}C{Q} {¬Cond ∧P}D{Q}

{P}ifCond C else D{Q}

{Cond ∧P}C{P}

{P}while Cond C{¬Cond ∧Q}

Figure 1: The Hoare Rules used to Generate Verification Conditions

the loop invariant. For example, a natural candidate for the loop invariant would be

X ≡ λa, i. i ≥ 0∧ i < len(a)

since this describes the limits of the loop variable imposed in the code, noticing that the index is incre-

mented each pass through the loop. At this point we are disregarding the pre and post conditions since

we are interested purely in exception freedom.

procedure revArray(int[ ] a) {
{α0 = elements(a,0, len(a))}

int[ ] b = new int[a.length];
int i = 0;

while (i! = a.length){
b[i] = a[a.length− (i+1)];
i = i+1;

}
{elements(a,0, len(a)) = α0 ∧ elements(b,0, len(b)) = rev(α0)} }

Figure 2: A procedure for copying an array with the elements reversed

We consider proving that there are no array bounds errors in the loop of the program shown in

Figure 2. This verification has been performed in IsaPlanner and the proof is totally automatic thanks to

the mechanisms described in Section 2.2, using Isabelle’s built in auto tactic and its counter-example

checker. We choose this particular verification in order demonstrate the invariant generation techniques

we develop. Existing systems such as ESC/Java2 [22] and Houdini [12] are already capable of proving

this program free from array bounds exceptions. We discuss a more complicated example in Section 5.

We imagine first of all that no loop invariant has been given and that it is represented by a meta

variable X as described in Section 4. After a weakest precondition analysis, we perform Isabelle’s

safe tactic which reduces the goal to a set of hypotheses and conclusions as shown in Figure 3.

We omit some details of the result of the verification generation process, and present slightly sim-

plified versions for presentation clarity. While we are just proving the correctness of the loop, we can

assume len(a) = len(b) since this is set at the start of the code when the array b is allocated. At the

assignment of an array cell, the variable is changed and an extra hypothesis is added ensuring that the

length of the array is unchanged. This is represented by len(b′) = len(b′′) in the code, which is a simpli-

fication of a full description of array update as applied in Section 5. In the presentation, b′ is the state of

array b at some point at the start of the loop, and b′′ is the state of array b at the end of the loop code.
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h1 :X (a,b′, i) c1 :i ≥ 0

h2 :i 6= len(l) c2 :i < len(b′)
h3 :len(a) = len(b) c3 :len(a)− (i+1) ≥ 0

h4:len(b′) = len(b′′) c4 :len(a)− (i+1) < len(a)
c5 :X (a,b′′, i+1)

Figure 3: The Verification Conditions Generated with no Loop Invariant

4.1 Dependent Bi-Abduction

[7] presents a method for automatically annotating programs with pre and post conditions using a method

known as bi-abduction. This is focussed on verification of programs which use pointers, and uses sepa-

ration logic to verify properties about the shape of inductive structures on the heap (see Section 6).

Abduction is a proof-technique which determines what must be true in hypotheses in order to render

a conclusion correct. For example, consider the following theorem:

i, j,n : N. j ≤ n ⊢ n− (i+ j) ≥ 0∧n− j ≥ 0

The conclusion n− (i+ j) ≥ 0 cannot be proven from the hypotheses. In order for the proof to go ahead,

we must add the hypothesis that i ≤ n− j. Determining this extra hypothesis is a form of abduction.

The premise behind bi-abduction is that it should be possible, by program analysis, to determine

not only hypotheses which allow verification proofs to succeed, but also to determine extra conclusions

which can be proved from the hypotheses. In the case of the work presented in [7] for example, this

happens in program verification where such extra hypotheses pertain to a part of memory which is not

passed to a procedure. The extra conclusions which are added pertain to parts of memory which must

exist in order for post-conditions of procedures to be satisfied.

In our work we see a parallel between this work, and the synthesis and refinement of loop invariants.

When using a proof system to determine a correct loop invariant, we need to both use it as part of

the hypotheses and in the conclusion. In order to prove the conclusions correct we can use abduction

to determine what must be true of the loop invariant. However in adding extra hypotheses through

instantiation of a loop invariant we also add extra conclusions. As a result this is bi-abduction, since we

are determining new hypotheses and conclusion, but we observe dependencies between them.

4.2 Refinement

As discussed in [15], Proof Planning techniques can be used to analyse failure of a verification in order

to discover correct loop invariants. We consider here the verification conditions shown in Figure 2,

imagining that we are trying to prove the program correct given an insufficiently strong suggestion for a

loop invariant – i.e. one which contains some necessary conditions, but not all of them.

IsaPlanner has a critics mechanism built-in as described in Section 2.2. Although some of the

refinements described here have been done interactively, the proposal is to extend the library of critics to

analyse the failure patterns we discuss here. This is an extension of the work described for example in

[16].

4.2.1 Invariant Candidate Refinement by Addition of Conjuncts

Imagine that we have been given the suggestion

X ≡ λa, i. i ≥ 0∧ i ≤ len(a)
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which creates the set of hypotheses and conclusions shown in Figure 4. When IsaPlanner attempts to

prove this set of verification conditions it is capable of annotating which of the goals it has not been

possible to prove. This report is motivated by the use of a counter-example checker, as described in

Section 2.2. Each conclusion in Figure 4 is marked with a tick or a cross denoting whether it is provable

from the hypotheses.

h1 :i ≥ 0 c1 :i ≥ 0 4

h2 :i ≤ len(a) c2 :i < len(b′) 8

h3 :i 6= len(a) c3 :len(a)− (i+1) ≥ 0 4

h4 :len(a) = len(b) c4 :len(a)− (i+1) < len(a) 4

h5 :len(b′) = len(b′′) c5 :i+1 ≥ 0 4

c6 :i+1 ≤ len(a) 4

Figure 4: The Verification Conditions Generated with Loop Invariant Suggestion ( 1)

In this case we analyse the failure pattern of the conclusions and see that the failing goal is i < len(b′).
A naive patch would be to add this to the hypotheses by means of extending the loop invariant. This

would involve instantiating the loop invariant to

X ≡ λa, i. i ≥ 0∧ i ≤ len(a)∧ i < len(b).

This results in divergence since the set of generated verification conditions include the conclusion i+1 <
len(b) which is included by the array access assertion conditions. Analysing this divergence is similar to

the fixed point analysis presented in [20], and the divergence critic developed and discussed in [28].

Our solution is to augment the existing loop invariant candidate with an extra uninstantiated conjunct.

We are motivated to do this in this case noticing that the existing loop invariant does not contain any

relation between the variables which exist within the failed conclusion. Accordingly we write

X ≡ λa,b, i. i ≥ 0∧ i ≤ len(a)∧Y (a,b, i)

which renders the verification complete given IsaPlanner’s term synthesis machinery as described in

Section 4.3.

4.2.2 More Complicated Invariant Candidate Refinement

Imagine now that we have been given the flawed invariant candidate

X ≡ λa, i. i ≥ 0∧ i < len(a)

based purely on the initial inspection that all accesses to array elements should be within the bounds

of the arrays. Given this loop invariant IsaPlanner produces the set of verification conditions shown in

Figure 5.

Now inspecting the failed conclusions we see that i + 1 < len(a) and i < len(b′) cannot be solved.

This time we have a failing conclusion which is not independent of the existing conjuncts in the loop

invariant. We therefore identify the failing conjunct within the loop invariant to be i < len(a). We want

to replace this with a more general term, so we insert a corresponding meta-variable with arguments a, i.
We also want to add an extra conjunct as described above to include the extra variable b. We thus remove

the conjunct i < len(a) and add the two uninstantiated conjuncts

Y (a, i) Z (a, i,b)
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h1 :i ≥ 0 c1 :i ≥ 0 4

h2 :i < len(a) c2 :i < len(b′) 8

h3 :i 6= len(a) c3 :len(a)− (i+1) ≥ 0 4

h4 :len(a) = len(b) c4 :len(a)− (i+1) < len(a) 4

h5 :len(b′) = len(b′′) c5 :i+1 ≥ 0 4

c6 :i+1 < len(a) 8

Figure 5: The Verification Conditions Generated with Loop Invariant Suggestion ( 1)

Since Z subsumes Y we adjust the loop invariant to

X ≡ λa,b, i. i ≥ 0∧Z (a, i,b).

which renders the verification complete given IsaPlanner’s term synthesis machinery.

4.2.3 Counter-Example Driven Refinement

When a verification attempt fails, IsaPlanner uses the built-in Isabelle counter-example checker to give

values of variables for which the verification fails. This helps in giving suggestions for how the invariants

should be refined. IsaPlanner exploits its nominals to identify which goals have failed. We can analyse

the counter-example given. For example, in some cases the counter-example found involves mismatching

list lengths, so we can automatically add len to the term synthesis machinery.

4.3 Term Synthesis

Given a refined loop invariant which has meta-variables inserted as described above, we can exploit

IsaPlanner’s term synthesis mechanism to generate and test loop invariant candidates. The set of function

and constant symbols that we add to the term synthesis machinery are

0 1 λx.len(x) λx,y.x ≤ y λx,y.x = y λx,y.x < y λx,y.x∧ y

The current machinery for term synthesis combines terms using meta-variables until a ground term is

found, which is then checked using the counter-example checker. Once a term is constructed for which

a counter-example is not found, the proof is attempted using IsaPlanner and Isabelle’s auto tactic.

This yields a correct loop invariant automatically in IsaPlanner. The process of narrowing the possi-

ble function symbols down to those shown above is currently hard-coded. In general choosing a complete

set of such functions automatically is very difficult, but we aim to address this problem. Since we use

breadth-first search, this is guaranteed to find a correct candidate if one exists.

5 Functional correctness

We extend the techniques described up to this point to verify the functional correctness of the program

shown in Figure 2. This requires an extension of the verification condition generation to array assign-

ment, and a language for proving the resulting entailment from the weakest precondition analysis.

5.1 Additional Rules

The rule for array assignment is given as

{P[upd(a, i,E)/a]}a[i] := E{P}
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and all occurrences of array lookup are replaced by the function ele. The function elements allows

inductive decomposition of an array so we can reason about the structure of the data. This mimics the

linked list structures found when reasoning about pointer programs [29, 2]. Extending Separation Logic

to account for arrays is briefly discussed further in Section 6. Rewrite rules augmented with rippling

annotations, known as wave rules, are given for these in Figure 6.

ele(upd(X ,Y,Z),Y ) ⇒ Z (1)

¬Y = N → ele( upd(X ,Y,Z)
↑
,N) ⇒ ele(X ,N) (2)

elements(N,X ,0) ⇒ nil (3)

X +(Y +1) ≤ len(A) → elements(A,X , Y +1
↑
) ⇒ ele(A,X) :: elements(A, X +1

↑
,Y )

↑

(4)

X +(Y +1) ≤ len(A) → elements(a,X , Y +1
↑
) ⇒ elements(A,X ,Y ) <> ele(A,X +N)

↑
(5)

rev(nil) ⇒ nil (6)

rev( X <> h :: nil
↑
) ⇒ h :: rev(X)

↑
(7)

nil <> t ⇒ t (8)

h :: l <> t ⇒ h :: l <> t
↑

(9)

elements(X ,0) = nil ⇔ len(X) = 0 (10)

X + Y +Z
↑

⇒ X +Y +Z
↑

(11)

X − ( Y +Z
↑

)+Z

↑

⇒ X −Y (12)

Figure 6: Wave Rules Used in the Functional Verification

5.2 Entailment With Unknown Loop Invariant

When proving the functional correctness of the program, there are three stages to consider, all of which

rely on a correct loop invariant. We represent the unknown loop invariant as usual with the meta-variable

X . This makes the bi-abduction more complicated than the example shown in Section 4. We must

determine that the loop invariant follows from the pre-condition and code before the loop; that the loop

invariant is indeed invariant; finally that the post-condition follows from the loop invariant and code after

the loop. These three entailments are combined into the set of hypotheses and conclusions shown in

Figure 7.

h1 :elements(a,0, len(a)) = α0 c1 :X (0,a,b)
h2 :len(a) = len(b) c2 :X (i+1,a,b′)
h3 :X (i,a,b) c3 :elements(a) = αo

h4 :b′ = upd(b, i,ele(a, len(a)− (i+1))) c4 :elements(b,0, len(b)) = rev(α0)
h5 :¬i = len(a)
h6 :X (len(a),a,b)

Figure 7: Verification Conditions with an Uninstantiated Loop Invariant
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5.3 Program Analysis Suggestion for Loop Invariant

A standard interpretation of how to generate a loop invariant for such a program is to create an invariant

by analysing the “work done” and “work left to do” in a loop. In the case of the program we are analysing,

we can suggest that the update to b has been done up to some point between i = 0 and i < len(a), since i

is incremented at each stage. A good initial candidate then assumes that the array b is updated up to, but

not including, the value of i:

X ≡ λ i,a,b. i ≥ 0 ∧ i ≤ len(a)∧∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b, j) = Y (a,b, j, i)

This yields a set of hypotheses and conclusions as shown in Figure 8.

h1 :elements(a,0, len(a)) = α0 c1 :∀ j.0 ≤ j < 0 → ele(b, j) = Y (a,b, j,0)
h2 :len(a) = len(b) c2 :∀ j.0 ≤ j < i+1 → ele(b′, j) = Y (a,b′, j, i+1)
h3 :∀ j.0 ≤ j < i to ele(b, j) = Y (a,b, j, i) c3 :elements(a,0, len(a)) = αo

h4 :b′ = upd(b, i,ele(a, len(a)− (i+1))) c4 :elements(b,0, len(b)) = rev(α0)
h5 :¬i = len(a) c5 :0 ≥ 0

h6 :∀ j.0 ≤ j < len(a) to ele(b, j) = Y (a,b, j, len(a)) c6 :0 ≤ len(a)
h7 :i ≥ 0 c7 :i+1 ≥ 0

h8 :i ≤ len(a) c8 :i+1 ≤ len(a)

Figure 8: Verification Conditions with Partial Instantiation

5.4 Term Synthesis

We study the case where the set of verification conditions shown in Figure 8 is the initial state for the

synthesis attempt. We use the post-condition, program analysis, and the set of function symbols available

to create a large set of possible term symbols over which to instantiate the possible loop invariant. The

set of possible term symbols is

0 1 λx,y.x+ y λx,y.x− y λx,y.x = y λx,y.x∧ y λx.len(x) λx,y.ele(x,y)

which will generate the correct loop invariant:

X ≡ λ i,a,b. i ≥ 0 ∧ i ≤ len(a)∧∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)).

5.5 Proof

Given an instantiation of

Y = λa,b, i, j. ≡ ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1))

the interesting and non-trivial conjuncts to prove are c2 and c4 in Figure 8. We do not discuss here the

actual proof in IsaPlanner, or the reasoning techniques which must be employed. Our interest is in the

correct synthesis of a loop invariant. The proofs that follow are all automtable in IsaPlanner.

5.5.1 Goal c2

After some simplification for clarity of presentation, the entailment resulting from a weakest precondition

analysis is

elements(a,0, len(a)) = α0 , i < len(a), i ≥ 0

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b′, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i+1 → ele(upd(b′, i,ele(a, len(a)− (i+1))), j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)).
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We now perform first a case split on i, proving a branch where i = 0 and a branch where i > 0. The first

branch leads with i = 0 to

elements(a,0, len(a)) = α0 , i < len(a), i = 0

∀ j.0 ≤ j < 0 → ele(b′, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

∀ j.0 ≤ j < 1 → ele(upd(b′,0,ele(a, len(a)−1)), j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1))

which reduces to

elements(a,0) = α0 , i < len(a), i = 0, j = 0

true ⊢

ele(upd(b′,0,ele(a, len(a)−1)),0) = ele(a, len(a)−1)

which reduces to an identity with application of rule ( 1). In the second branch where i > 0 we obtain

elements(a,0) = α0 , i < len(a), i > 0

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b′, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i+1 → ele(upd(b′, i,ele(a, len(a)− (i+1))), j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1))

for which we now split up the conclusion into cases where 0 ≤ j < i and j = i. This yields firstly the goal

elements(a,0) = α0 , i < len(a), i > 0

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b′, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele( upd(b′ , i,ele(a, len(a)− (i+1)))
↑
, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1))

for which rule ( 3) applies since we can prove that 0 ≤ j < i → j 6= i. This reduces to

elements(a,0) = α0 , i < len(a), i > 0

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b′, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b′, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)).

For the case where j = i we yield

elements(a,0) = α0 , i < len(a), i > 0

∀ j.0 ≤ j < i → ele(b′, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

ele(upd(b′, i,ele(a, len(a)− (i+1))), i) = ele(a, len(a)− (i+1))

which using rule ( 1) reduces to an identity.

5.5.2 Goal c4

The goal we need to prove is

elements(a,0, len(a)) = α0, len(a) = len(b)

∀ j.0 ≤ j < len(a) to ele(b, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

elements(b,0, len(b)) = rev(α0).
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We write this in a simpler form as

∀ j.0 ≤ j < len(a) → ele(b, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

elements(b,0, len(a)) = rev(elements(a,0, len(a))

in order to prove this, we generalise the theorem. The Generalisation of the theorem to segments within

the array is described by the diagram in Figure 5.5.2. This sort of generalisation is possible within

IsaPlanner, and can be done automatically since the class of induction is bounded. This means that in

the theorem the induction variable is constrained to a finite range. Once generalised we can set up an

inductive proof on the length of the segment.

∀ j.0 ≤ j < len(a) → ele(b, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) ⊢

∀m,n.len(a) < m ≥ 0 ∧ len(a) ≤ n ≥ 0 ∧ len(a) ≤ m+n ≥ 0 →

elements(b, len(a)− (m+n),n) = rev(elements(a,m,n))

This can be proved by IsaPlanner by induction on n and with subsequent case-splits on s(n) > 0 ∨ s(n) =
0. In the case where s(n) = 0 the conclusion in trivial, so we concentrate here on the step case when we

know that s(n) > 0. For ease of presentation we omit the precedents to the implications. This complicates

the proof, but IsaPlanner is capable of dealing with this sort of problem in inductive proof. We now have

the goal

∀ j. 0 ≤ j < len(a) → ele(b, j) = ele(a, len(a)− ( j +1)) †

∀m′.elements(b, len(a)− (′m+n),n) = rev(elements(a,m′,n)) ⊢

elements(b, len(a)− (m + n +1
↑
), n +1

↑
) = rev(elements(a, m , n +1

↑
))

We apply rules ( 4),( 6) on the left and right of the equality to obtain the conclusion

ele(b, len(a)− (m+n+1)) :: elements(b, len(a)− (m + n +1
↑
) +1

↑

,n)

↑

=

rev( elements(a, m ,n) <> ele(a,m+n)
↑
)

Now applying rule ( 7),( 11) and ( 12) we obtain

ele(b, len(a)− (m+n+1)) :: elements(b, len(a)− (m +n),n
↑

=

ele(a,m+n) :: rev(elements(a, m ,n))
↑

at which point the induction hypothesis applies leaving us to prove the equality

ele(b, len(a)− (m+n+1)) = ele(a,m+n)

which we can solve using hypotheses †. The hypothesis applies since we are in a branch where n+1 > 0.
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Figure 9: The generalised form of goal c4 pertaining to array segments

5.6 Middle-Out Reasoning

As described in [18] and [26] for example, middle out reasoning can be applied in these situations to

instantiate meta-variables such as Y during the progress of the proof. Our approach here differs in that

a term is constructed and tested in order to complete the proof. The key of the work is to make sure

that the set of possible constant and function symbols is small, and that the eventual term which must be

synthesise is minimal.

6 Separation Logic And Future Work

Separation Logic as described in [25] for example, is a substructural logic which is based on the Logic

of Bunched Implications [24] and has been extended with Hoare Logic rules to describe manipulation of

data on the heap. It is primarily designed for pointer programs where aliasing and resource management

have traditionally been a difficult problem. We intend to extend our work on arrays by exploiting existing

and ongoing work on functional correctness proofs in pointer programs, to treat arrays as indexed data

structures on the heap.

The advantage of separation logic is that it exploits a semantics which introduces a separating con-

junction which is associative-commutative and does not allow weakening or contraction. This means that

one can ensure memory safety properties. Since we are interested in functional correctness we exploit

the existing tools such as Smallfoot [1] to indicate how a proof proceeds when the values of data cells

are not the focus of the proof. Arrays introduce a new problem, which is that the separating conjunction

must be indexed to describe allocation and deallocation of array elements. Reynolds calls this the Iter-

ated Separating Conjunction. This is denoted by an expression of the form ⊙n
exp=m p(exp) where m and

n are indices to the array. In this formalisation emp is given to mean the empty heap.

In the formalisation demonstrated here, since we are using IsaPlanner in conjunction with Isabelle/HOL,

we have extended the logic with the function symbols elements and ele which describe the data within

the array. The inductive definition of elements, given by equations (4) and (6), is comparable to the

construction of the iterated separating conjunction whose definitions. The main difference is that instead

of start and end markers for the array indices in the case of Separation Logic, we have a start marker

and then a number of subsequent array cells. Figure 10 shows the equivalences between the definitions,

and demonstrates that the Iterating Separating Conjunction approach is more expressive. The equivalent

statement of the conclusion for example for goal c4 then becomes

⊙
len(a)−(m+1)
i=len(a)−(m+n)b(i) = rev(⊙m+n−1

i=m a(i)).
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This definition is more elegant, and the underlying separating logic allows for a important safety aspects

of arrays to be proved. In particular we can use the Iterating Separating Conjunction to reason about the

size of arrays. For functional correctness we need to define new rules for the manipulation of the arrays.

This means we will be adding terms to the pure part of the goal – i.e. that which does not contain any

non-classical connectives. For example, a possible recursive definition of the rev function applied to the

iterated separating conjunction would be:

rev(⊙
m+s(n)
i=m p(i)) ⇐⇒ q(m)∗⊙m+n

i=m p(i) ∧ q(m) = p(m+ s(n))

Here the pure part is what follows after the classical conjunction. After the heap assertions have been

satisfied we will be left with a pure residue which is similar to the reasoning we have presented in Section

5. Other Proof Planning techniques such as rippling extend to Separation Logic formulae.

m > n →⊙n
i=m p(i) ↔ emp n ≤ 0 → elements(p,m,n) = nil

m = n →⊙n
i=m p(i) ↔ p(m) elements(p,n,1) = ele(p,n)

k ≤ m ≤ n+1 →⊙n
i=k p(i) ⇐⇒ (⊙m−1

i=k
p(i)∗⊙n

i=m p(i)) n+ k +m ≤ len(a) → elements(a,m,n+ k) =
elements(a,m,n) <> elements(a,m+n,k)

⊙n
i=m p(i) ⇐⇒ ⊙n−k

i=m−k
p(i+ k)

Figure 10: A comparison between the Iterating Separation Conjunction and Our Approach

7 Conclusion

The approach presented here is the initial findings of our work on loop invariant generation techniques

for functional properties of programs. We exploit existing work on Program Analysis to collect good

candidates for loop invariants. These are often insufficient and need to be modified. In order to do this

we use a refinement technique and make use of IsaPlanner’s treatment of meta-variables and its ability

to name hypotheses and goals.

Although the work is incipient we believe the success of the approach at verifying array bounds

exception freedom will scale to functional correctness problems. In particular this work progresses in

parallel with other work on verifying functional correctness of programs which manipulate pointers.
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Abstract

Induction is a powerful method that can be used to prove the total correctness of program loops.

Unfortunately the induction proving process in an interactive theorem prover is often very cumber-

some. In particular it can be difficult to find the right induction formula. We describe a method for

generalising induction formulae by analysing a symbolic proof attempt in a semi-interactive first-

order theorem prover. Based on the proof attempt we introduce universally quantified variables,

meta-variables and sets of constraints on these. The constraints describe the conditions for a suc-

cessful proof. By the help of examples, we outline some classes of problems and their associated

constraint solutions, and possible ways to automate the constraint solving.

1 Introduction

Induction is a powerful proof method that can be used to prove that a property holds for a possibly infinite

sequence of elements. In many program verification applications this is an essential tool. An excellent

example is in proving the total correctness of loops, which is the focus of this paper. A standard induction

proof requires proving that a property, the induction formula, holds for the first element in a sequence

and then proving that if it holds for an arbitrary element in the sequence, then it holds for the next one.

Though this basic idea of induction may seem straightforward, in a practical program verification setting

induction is notoriously difficult to use and to automate.

A central complication is the degree of incompleteness that occurs in practice; that is, for a given

property it is common that an inductive proof attempt fails even if the property is valid. To overcome

this problem we can prove a property that is stronger than the one originally desired and then prove that

the stronger property implies the original proof obligation, i.e. that it is a generalisation. We use a rule

that we call natInduct both to prove that the (stronger) induction formula φ is valid and to prove that if

φ holds, then the original proof obligation ∆ holds:

natInduct
Γ =⇒ φ(0), ∆ Γ =⇒∀n. 0 ≤ n∧φ(n) → φ(n+1), ∆ Γ, ∀n. 0 ≤ n∧φ(n) =⇒ ∆

Γ =⇒ ∆

In the calculus that we use α, . . . ,γ ⇒ δ , . . . ,ϕ has the semantics α ∧ . . .∧ γ → δ ∨ . . .∨ϕ . The starting

assumption is Γ and =⇒ is called the sequent arrow. For an early reference to sequent calculus, see [10],

and for the sequent calculus that is the foundation of our system, see [11]. Note the presence of the

induction formula, φ , in all three branches of an inductive proof: 1) in the base case: φ(0), 2) in the

step case: ∀n.0 ≤ n∧φ(n) → φ(n+1), and 3) in the use case: ∀n.0 ≤ n∧φ(n) → ∆. Any change to the

induction formula propagates to all branches of the proof. In particular a generalisation of the induction

formula both introduces more assumptions and—simultaneously and in different branches of the tree—

increases the proof burden. Therefore a patch to the induction formula based on the information from one

failed proof branch is likely to cause another branch to fail. A further problem—particularly for a real

programming language with exceptions, aliasing etc.—is that the reasoning in all the “straight stretches”

in between the induction-specific points of the proof is also non-trivial and has to be repeated for every

failed proof attempt, which in an interactive verification system usually involves manual steps.
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This paper presents an idea for finding the right induction formula by generalising the original proof

obligation based on information from failed proof attempts. First we analyse the state changes during

symbolic execution of the loop body to add suitable universally quantified variables and placeholders

for parts of the induction formula, typically the postcondition. Next we make a proof attempt with the

modified formula, the induction formula guess. Our induction proving process is syntactically driven and

consists of a number of well-defined steps, all of which are necessary for a successful proof. Every open

proof goal in the resulting proof attempt therefore generates a constraint on the values of the placeholders

introduced in our induction formula guess. We know that if the constraints can be solved, then the proof

will succeed. While solving the generated second-order constraints is undecidable in the general case,

there are a number of classes of problems where the solutions are simple enough to be candidates for

automatic constraint solving techniques.

Section 2 describes the verification system properties that our method builds on. Section 3 gives a

motivating example, which illustrates the induction proving process, and the proposed constraint gener-

ation method. Section 4 describes the constraint generation method on a general level. Sections 5 and

6 give two additional examples of the constraint generation. While solving the generated constraints is

beyond the scope of this article, Section 7 gives an overview of how the constraints can be solved by

hand, and of some classes of possible automatic solutions. We then describe some limitations of the

method and possible future work, some related work on induction formula generation and loop invariant

generation, and finally provide a summary and some conclusions.

2 Verification Setting

In this section we describe some important properties of the verification system that our method is de-

veloped for. A typical formula in this system is written as:

∀ vars.(precondition →{state description} 〈program〉 postcondition)

and it means that if the precondition holds, and if the program is executed from the starting state described

within the curly brackets, then it terminates in a state where the postcondition holds.

The calculus that we use can be described as a variant of weakest precondition calculus. The un-

derlying logic is a version of dynamic logic (DL) [14]. It differs from the original DL in that there is

a distinction between logical variables and program variables. Only logical variables can be quantified

over, for example vars in the typical formula above have to be logical variables.

Furthermore, the calculus calculates the substitutions with respect to an arbitrary postcondition. Our

analysis relies on this calculation of general substitutions, which we call updates. For example, if we

would apply the assignment rule(s) to the formula {i := 3}〈j = 2; i--;〉i
.
= j, we would get {i :=

3 ||j := 2}〈i--;〉i
.
= j, and then after another assignment rule application {i := 2 ||j := 2}〈〉i

.
= j,

which would simplify to {i := 2 ||j := 2}i
.
= j, and evaluate to true. This can be seen as symbolic exe-

cution, with the updates tracking all state changes. The state changes are kept within the curly brackets

as a set of pairs of program locations and side-effect-free expressions, called updates. The updates can

be seen as delayed substitutions (but there is much more to updates [25]). The calculus takes care of

complications such as aliasing, exceptions, side-effects in branching conditions etc; and transfers those

to side-effect free expressions in the updates, all without destroying the syntactic structure of the post-

condition. This is a difference to other systems and something that we take advantage of in our analysis.

The system that we are using is called KeY [3] and the logic JAVA CARD Dynamic Logic [4, 6].

KeY is a system for integrated design, development and formal verification of JAVA CARD programs. In

particular it has an interactive theorem prover for JAVA CARD DL with the above properties.
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while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

}

Figure 1: A program which calculates the

product of two numbers. The same example

appears in [26].

=⇒
∀il.∀ jl.(0 ≤ il →
{i := il ||j := jl ||s := 0}
〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 s
.
= il ∗ jl)

Figure 2: Initial JAVA CARD DL proof goal.

3 Example

In this section we illustrate some of the problems encountered when using induction for proving the total

correctness of a loop and at the same time we show our method at work. We wish to prove that the

program in Figure 1 terminates in a state where s contains the product of the values that i and j had

before the loop. That of course can only be proven under some assumptions about the initial values of i,

j and s. We specify these requirements using a precondition and a postcondition, see Figure 2. In the

precondition we express that the value of i in the starting state should be positive. The postcondition

says that the value of s is the product of the starting values of i and j. In order to initialise s with s := 0,

we can either modify the program or we can modify the description of the starting state. Note that the

logical variables il and jl are introduced since we cannot quantify over program variables (i and j).

In the general inductive proving process [27] there are at least three crucial points of interaction:

1) supplying the induction variable, 2) the choice of induction rule, and 3) supplying the induction

formula. The last point is the focus of this paper, but we give a brief account of the entire process. First,

to simplify the initial proof obligation (Figure 2) we use the rule allRight (see Appendix) to replace the

universally quantified variables with Skolem constants ilc and jlc and the rule impRight to decompose the

implication. Applications of these two rules, and many others, such as commutativity and associativity,

are performed automatically by the KeY prover. We will make them tacitly from now on.

The terminating condition for the loop tells us that the only suitable option for the induction variable

is i. We expect the loop to terminate in the induction base case, that is, when the induction variable is

zero. Again, we need a logical variable to quantify over, so we introduce il to be the induction variable.

We make sure that i and il are connected in the initial state description of the induction formula φ(il).
The update to the induction variable is given by i--; so the standard natInduct rule is suitable. The

increment of the induction variable in the step case of natInduct ∀n.0 ≤ n∧φ(n) → φ(n + 1) will then

be cancelled by the decrement of the induction variable when symbolically executing the loop, thus

removing one obstacle to closing the proof.

Trivial Induction Formula—Failed Proof Attempt After having chosen the induction variable il and

natInduct as the induction rule it remains to supply the induction formula φ(il). The simplest possible

approach would be to supply the simplified initial proof obligation modified only by replacing ilc with the

induction variable il, the same formula as in Figure 2. The step case of a proof attempt using natInduct

would (after skolemisation) be φ(ilc) → φ(ilc +1). After having unrolled one iteration of the loop body

in the succedent, the side effects would be collected in the state description. Since we cannot make the

states in the antecedent {i := ilc ||j := jlc ||s := 0} and in the succedent {i := ilc ||j := jlc ||s := jlc}
syntactically equal, the proof attempt is stuck. Furthermore, the postcondition in the antecedent s

.
=

ilc ∗ jlc and in the succedent s
.
= (ilc + 1)∗ jlc cannot be made syntactically equal. At this point we are

forced to start the induction proving process over with a better induction formula.
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φ(il) ↔
∀sl.(0 ≤ il →
{i := il ||j := jlc ||s := sl}
〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 POST (s, il, jlc,sl))

Figure 3: Induction formula guess. Note that

we have added a meta-variable POST to de-

note the unknown postcondition formula. We

have also added a universally quantified vari-

able sl so that we can later make the state de-

scriptions syntactically equal.

∀il.∀sl.(0 ≤ il →
{i := il ||j := jlc ||s := sl}
〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 POST (s, il, jlc,sl)) ,
0 ≤ ilc
=⇒
{i := ilc ||j := jlc ||s := 0}
〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 s
.
= ilc ∗ jlc

Figure 4: Use case proof goal.

Generalised Induction Formula Guess Our idea is to construct a suitable induction formula without

a number of tedious proof attempts but instead making use of the structure of the proof method. We first

construct a guess for the induction formula φ(il), see Figure 3. The idea now is to perform the induction

process as usual and learn the constraints on the correct postcondition. We first generate constraints for

the use case, since the original proof obligation is a hard constraint.

Constraints from the Use Case After instantiating the use case with our induction formula guess we

have the formula in Figure 4. To make the updates of the antecedent and succedent syntactically equiva-

lent, we supply the substitution [il/ilc,sl/0]. To close this proof branch it only remains to show that the

postconditions are syntactically equivalent, or that the guessed postcondition implies the postcondition of

the starting proof obligation (under the assumption of the starting precondition). Since the postcondition

is an unknown we generate the first constraint:

POST (s, ilc, jlc,0)∧0 ≤ ilc → s
.
= ilc ∗ jlc (E1)

Constraints from the Step Case We instantiate the step case with our induction formula guess and

get the formula in Figure 5. After symbolic execution of the succedent, the proof branches at the while

condition. In one branch the loop terminates, the program is of no more help, ilc + 1 must be zero and

we get the following constraint:

POST (slc,0, jlc,slc) (E2)

In the other branch (Figure 6), the loop is entered and the side effect of the loop body is visible in the

update. Since an appropriate combination of induction rule and induction variable has been chosen, the

effect on the induction variable is cancelled by the induction step. With the substitution [sl/slc + jlc]
we achieve syntactic equivalence in the updates and we get rid of the quantifier. After impLeft and

simplification we can prove the precondition branch 0 < ilc + 1 → 0 ≤ ilc and the remaining constraint

for the postcondition is

0 ≤ ilc ∧POST (s, ilc, jlc,slc + jlc) → POST (s, ilc +1, jlc,slc) (E3)
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∀sl.(0 ≤ ilc →
{i := ilc ||j := jlc ||s := sl}
〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 POST (s, ilc, jlc,sl)) ,
0 ≤ ilc +1

=⇒
{i := ilc +1 ||j := jlc ||
s := slc}

〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 POST (s, ilc +1, jlc,slc)

Figure 5: Step case proof goal.

∀sl.(0 ≤ ilc →
{i := ilc ||j := jlc ||s := sl}
〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 POST (s, ilc, jlc,sl)) ,
0 < ilc +1

=⇒
{i := ilc +1−1 ||j := jlc ||
s := slc + jlc}

〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 POST (s, ilc +1, jlc,slc)

Figure 6: Step case, loop entered.

0 ≤ 0

=⇒
{i := 0 ||j := jlc ||s := slc}
〈 while (0 < i) {

i--;

s = s + j;

} 〉 POST (s,0, jlc,slc)

Figure 7: The base case proof

obligation corresponds to ter-

mination of the loop.

Constraints from the Base Case Finally, let us consider the base case branch, see Figure 7. Since the

loop condition is false when the induction variable is 0, we get the following constraint:

POST (slc,0, jlc,slc) (E4)

3.1 Solution to the Constraints

We have generated one constraint from the use case (E1), one constraint from the base case (E4) (which

is the same as the constraint from the terminating branch of the step case (E2)) and one constraint from

the loop-entering branch of the step case (E3). We can solve these constraints (by hand) to the following

which will yield a successful proof:

POST (s, il, jl,sl) ↔ s
.
= il ∗ jl + sl

4 Deriving Constraints from a Symbolic Proof Attempt

We have shown by example how to construct an induction formula guess and how to use a structured

induction proving process to generate the constraints that must be satisfied for a successful proof. We

will now describe the method in more general terms, including a symbolic proof attempt.

1. The method has the original proof obligation as the starting point. First, basic simplification is

performed. Universally quantified variables are replaced by arbitrary constants, so called Skolem

constants, using the rule allRight. Implications are simplified using the rule impRight.

2. The next step is to supply the induction variable and the induction rule. The induction variable

is found by observing the terminating condition of the loop. The induction rule is constructed to

suit the particular program at hand by analysing the state change to the induction variable after

symbolic execution of one loop iteration. For details on customised induction rules, see [13, 22].

In this paper we assume that the induction variable and a suitable induction rule are given, and

instead focus on the remaining point: generalisation of the induction formula.
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=⇒

∀
−⇀
lv .(preuc(

−⇀
lv) →

{−⇀pv := −⇀
µuc(

−⇀
lv)}

〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 postuc(
−⇀pv,

−⇀
lv))

Figure 8: General proof goal.

∀−⇀gv.(PREφ (il,−⇀gv) →
{−⇀pv := −⇀

µφ (il,−⇀gv)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv, il,−⇀gv))

Figure 9: General induction formula guess.

3. As a first step in generalising the induction formula, we make a naive proof attempt where we

supply the original proof obligation as the induction formula. As prescribed by the induction prov-

ing process in [27], in the step case of the inductive proof attempt we use the rule loopUnwind to

symbolically execute one loop iteration. Then we use allLeft to instantiate any universally quan-

tified variables in such a way that the states of the antecedent and succedent become syntactically

equal for as many program variables as possible. From the remaining proof goal we learn how to

construct a better induction formula.

4. Now we create a guess for the induction formula based on the information from the failed naive

proof attempt. For every program variable that has a syntactic mismatch between the antecedent

and succedent, we introduce a universally quantified variable. Furthermore, we introduce a meta-

variable that is a placeholder for the correct but unknown postcondition formula. This depends on

the previously used variables and the new universally quantified variables.

5. Then we start a new proof attempt, this time with the induction formula guess. We proceed with our

structured induction proving process. In every open proof branch, there is a simplified proof goal

that cannot be closed unless the meta-variables are instantiated. Thus every branch contributes

one constraint on the meta-variables. If the constraints can be solved, we have found a correct

generalisation of the induction formula and the proof is done.

4.1 Initial Proof Obligation

The original proof obligation φpog is of a general form that can be seen in Figure 8, where
−⇀
lv is a set of

logical variables and −⇀pv a set of program variables. There is a precondition preuc, a postcondition postuc,

and updates
−⇀
µuc(

−⇀
lv) that describe the state of the program variables in the use case, in terms of the values

of the logical variables.

After running basic simplifying heuristics and applying allRight, the logical variables in the succe-

dent are replaced with skolem constants
−⇀
lvc. At this point a non-trivial proof attempt will be stuck and

require the application of induction. Provided that we have found the right induction rule and induction

variable, the most challenging task is to find the right induction formula.

4.2 Induction Formula Guess

Assume that—by an initial analysis of a trivial proof attempt—we know which variables that need to be

generalised, we know the correct induction variable, how the induction variable is related to the program

variables by a suitable update, and which induction rule to use. This part of our guess is given by

[27, 22]. Then we make a general guess for the induction formula, φ(il), which is stated in Figure 9.

The guess follows the same pattern as the proof obligation itself (Figure 8). The modifications consist

of the addition of an induction variable, possibly additional generalised logical variables −⇀gv, and updates
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∀il.∀−⇀gv.(PREφ (il,−⇀gv) →
{−⇀pv := −⇀

µφ (il,−⇀gv)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv, il,−⇀gv)) ,

preuc(
−⇀
lvc)

=⇒

{−⇀pv := −⇀
µuc(

−⇀
lvc)}

〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 postuc(
−⇀pv,

−⇀
lvc)

Figure 10: Use case proof goal.

{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ ([σuc]il, [σuc]

−⇀gv)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv, [σuc]il, [σuc]
−⇀gv) ,

preuc(
−⇀
lvc)

=⇒

{−⇀pv := −⇀
µuc(

−⇀
lvc)}

〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 postuc(
−⇀pv,

−⇀
lvc)

Figure 11: Instantiated and simplified goal,

postcondition branch.

−⇀
µφ to relate these new logical variables to the program variables. Note that if we introduce additional

universally quantified variables, then the generalised variable set −⇀gv is different from the logical variables
−⇀
lv in the original proof obligation (Figure 8). For example, in the product example in Section 3 the

starting set of variables
−⇀
lv was il, jl and the generalised set of variables −⇀gv was il, jl,sl. The most

important difference between the original proof obligation (Figure 8) and the guess (Figure 9) is the

presence of POSTφ , the yet unknown postcondition. We have introduced/selected −⇀gv, il etc., in such a

way that we know that the proof can be closed later, provided that we find a suitable POSTφ . To turn

the entire postcondition into an unknown is often too large a guess to be solvable. In the examples in

the next section we will show some ways to make the guess more local. Since a different precondition is

often necessary, we introduce a meta-variable PREφ for it.

After making this guess for the induction formula we will proceed with the induction proving process.

If we can prove that the generalised induction formula is valid, and that this formula is enough to prove

the original proof obligation, then we can close the proof. Let us follow the induction proving process

and generate the constraints for POSTφ and PREφ .

4.3 Deriving Constraints from the Use Case

In this branch the task is always to prove that the induction formula (Figure 9) implies the original proof

obligation (Figure 8). It is here that we apply the generalised induction formula which is still unknown

and to be proved in the other branches of the induction proof. The use case branch (Figure 10) is the

most constraining branch since it contains the problem as supplied by the user.

To generate the use case constraints, we first need to find a substitution σuc such that each update

in
−⇀
µφ ([σuc]il, [σuc]

−⇀gv) is syntactically equal to the corresponding update in
−⇀
µuc(

−⇀
lvc). Usually it is easy

to find such a σuc. Then we use this substitution to instantiate il and −⇀gv. After the instantiation and

some simplification, the process has given one branch for the precondition, and one for the postcondition

(Figure 11). From the precondition branch, we can generate a constraint (C1). If a solution for the

constraint cannot be found, the constraint can be used to inform the user that the precondition that he has

supplied is too weak, which is a common error.

preuc(
−⇀
lvc) → PREφ ([σuc]il, [σuc]

−⇀gv) (C1)

Next we consider the postcondition branch of the use case (Figure 11). Since σuc has been chosen to

make the updates syntactically equal and the programs are the same, only the postcondition remains to
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∀−⇀gv.(PREφ (ilc,
−⇀gv) →

{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ (ilc,

−⇀gv)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv, ilc,
−⇀gv)) ,

PREφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)
=⇒
{−⇀pv := −⇀

µφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv, ilc +1,−⇀gvc)

Figure 12: Step case goal.

∀−⇀gv.(PREφ (ilc,
−⇀gv) →

{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ (ilc,

−⇀gv)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv, ilc,
−⇀gv)),

PREφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc),
{−⇀pv := −⇀

µφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)} cwhile(
−⇀pv)

=⇒
{−⇀pv := −−⇀

µsym(ilc +1,−⇀gvc)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv, ilc +1,−⇀gvc)

Figure 13: Step case, loop entered.

PREφ (0,−⇀gvc)
=⇒
{−⇀pv := −⇀

µφ (0,−⇀gvc)}
〈 while (cwhile) {

loop body;

} 〉 POSTφ (−⇀pv,0,−⇀gvc)

Figure 14: Base case

proof obligation.

be shown. Thus we generate a constraint on the postcondition (C2).

POSTφ (−⇀pv, [σuc]il, [σuc]
−⇀gv)∧ preuc(

−⇀
lvc) → postuc(

−⇀pv,
−⇀
lvc) (C2)

4.4 Deriving Constraints from the Step Case

The step case (Figure 12) holds two instances of the induction formula. First we symbolically execute

the succedent of the proof obligation, which makes the proof branch at the while condition cwhile. Recall

that a negative while condition corresponds to termination of the loop so after symbolic execution the

program has disappeared and the remaining constraint for this branch is (C3).

PREφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc) ∧¬{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)} cwhile(

−⇀pv)
→{−⇀pv := −⇀

µφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)} POSTφ (−⇀pv, ilc +1,−⇀gvc)
(C3)

The case where the while condition is positive, and in the succedent the loop body has been executed

once with the help of loopUnwind (Figure 13), gives rise to the new update
−−⇀
µsym. The induction variable

and the induction rule have already been chosen so that for the program variable that depends on the

induction variable il,
−−⇀
µsym(ilc + 1) is syntactically equivalent to

−⇀
µφ (ilc). Also here in the step case we

must find a substitution σsc so that
−−⇀
µsym(ilc +1,−⇀gvc) is syntactically equivalent to

−⇀
µφ (ilc, [σsc]

−⇀gv) for the

rest of the program variables. Then we use this substitution to instantiate −⇀gv. After applying impLeft we

get another branching, with one goal for the precondition and one goal for the postcondition. The first

one gives another constraint on the precondition:

PREφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc) ∧{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)} cwhile(

−⇀pv) → PREφ (ilc, [σsc]
−⇀gv) (C4)

From the other branch we can generate a constraint on the postcondition:

PREφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)∧{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ (ilc +1,−⇀gvc)} cwhile(

−⇀pv)∧POSTφ (−⇀pv, ilc, [σsc]
−⇀gv)

→ POSTφ (−⇀pv, ilc +1,−⇀gvc)
(C5)

4.5 Deriving Constraints from the Base Case

At this point, we prepare for one more constraint that corresponds to termination of the loop, see Figure

14. We have already decided upon an induction variable and updates such that the while condition cwhile
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∀nl.(0 ≤ nl →
{n := nl}
〈 i=0;
r=0;

while (i < n) {

i++;

r = r+(i*i*i);

} 〉 4r
.
= nl2(nl +1)2)

Figure 15: Cubic sum: Original proof obligation.

∀rl.(0 ≤ nlc →
{i := nlc − kl ||n := nlc ||r := rl}
〈 while (i < n) {

i++;

r = r+(i*i*i);

} 〉 POST (r,kl,rl,nlc))

Figure 16: Cubic sum: Induction formula

guess.

is false and the loop terminates when il = 0. So symbolic execution of the program in Figure 14 will

generate an empty program and this gives us the last constraint:

PREφ (0,−⇀gvc)∧¬{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ (0,−⇀gvc)} cwhile(

−⇀pv) →{−⇀pv := −⇀
µφ (0,−⇀gvc)} POSTφ (−⇀pv,0,−⇀gvc) (C6)

Now it only remains to solve the constraints. In this paper we do not present a method for solving

the constraints but a discussion of ideas for constraint solving is included in Section 7.

5 Example: Cubic Sum

Let us try our method at a program that computes the so called cubic sum.

n

∑
i=1

i3 = n2(n+1)2/4 .

The problem would be specified in JAVA CARD DL as in Figure 15. We introduce an induction variable

kl, where kl = n− i (see the terminating condition of the loop), and we choose to apply the normal

natInduct rule (see the update to the induction variable inside the loop). Then we construct the induction

formula guess in Figure 16.

We set the guess for the precondition PRE to true. We then generate the following constraints, from

the use case, the step case and the base case respectively:

POST (r,nlc,0,nlc) → 4r
.
= nl2

c (nlc +1)2 (CS1)

POST (r,klc,rlc +(nlc − klc)
3,nlc) → POST (r,klc +1,rlc,nlc) (CS2)

POST (rlc,0,rlc,nlc) (CS3)

Now we can get hold of the desired postcondition by solving the constraints. The constraints are satisfied

by the following POST (r,kl,rl,nlc), which makes the induction formula guess (Figure 16) provable:

POST (r,kl,rl,nlc) ↔ 4(r− rl)
.
= nl2

c (nlc +1)2 − (nlc − kl)2(nlc − kl +1)2 .

6 Example: Find the Minimal Element in an Array

Now let us consider a more advanced example, finding the index of the smallest element in an array,

see Figure 17. The postcondition of this loop is more complicated than in the previous examples, as

it involves quantification over an array interval. In the following constraint generation, we will make

the “guess” more local than before by introducing several meta-variables in the postcondition. This

approach can be seen as an attempt at classifying the postcondition based on its structure. In this case

the postcondition is that a property holds for an interval.
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=⇒
〈 m = 0;

x = 0;

while (x < a.length) {

if (a[x] < a[m]) {

m = x;

}

x++;

} 〉 ∀kl.0 ≤ kl < a.length

→ a[m]≤ a[kl])

Figure 17: Findmin: Original proof obliga-

tion.

∀ml.(PRE(x,m, il,ml,a.length) →
{x := a.length− il ||m := ml}
〈 while (x < a.length) {

if (a[x] < a[m]) {

m = x;

}

x++;

} 〉 ∀kl.(F1(x,m, il,ml,a.length) ≤ kl

< F2(x,m, il,ml,a.length)
→ P(x,m,kl, il,ml,a.length))

∧Q(x,m, il,ml,a.length))

Figure 18: Findmin: Induction formula guess.

Induction Formula Guess We start by choosing an appropriate induction variable. The while condi-

tion suggests that the loop terminates when a.length−x is zero, so we introduce the induction variable

il = a.length−x and specify the relation between il and x in the update of x. The induction variable

will be decreased by one in every loop iteration (via x++) so natInduct will be a suitable induction rule.

In the induction formula guess (Figure 18), we could put one meta-variable POST as a guess for

the entire postcondition as described in Section 4. However, in our quest to generate constraints that are

easier to solve, and to exploit the input from the user as much as we can, we make a slightly different

guess. The idea is to use the structure of the postcondition that comes from the proof obligation given by

the user. We keep the general shape, in this case quantification over a range, and modify it by replacing

the ”leaves” with meta-variables. In addition to the part that comes from the original proof obligation,

we add another unknown (here Q), to allow further strengthening of the postcondition. With a guess like

this we can treat a whole class of postconditions where the user wants a certain property to hold for all

elements of an array. We also introduce a meta-variable PRE for the precondition. We then perform a

proof attempt in order to generate the constraints. The proof attempt and the generated constraints have

been omitted for brevity, but they can be found in [28].

Solution to the Constraints The below solution to the constraints was derived by hand. See Section 7

for a discussion on how this solution could possibly be found automatically.

F1(x,m, il,ml,a.length) = a.length− il (FM1)

F2(x,m, il,ml,a.length) = a.length (FM2)

P(x,m,kl, il,ml,a.length) ↔ a[m]≤ a[kl] (FM3)

Q(x,m, il,ml,a.length) ↔ a[m]≤ a[ml] (FM4)

PRE(x,m, il,ml,a.length) ↔ true (FM5)

7 Constraint Solving

The method described in this article generates an induction formula guess with unknown parts, and

constraints on those parts. If a solution for the constraints can be found, the resulting formula can be

automatically proven by induction. The author solves by hand constraints like the ones in the examples

in Sections 5 and 6 roughly according to this iterative recipe:
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1. Pick values for all of the meta-variables to satisfy the constraints from the use case. The use

case is always considered first because it contains a lot of concrete information about the problem

as given by the user. It also only has one instance of the induction formula, making it easier to

solve by purely syntactic methods. We try to include the induction variable so that, intuitively, the

postcondition holds from the current value of the induction variable until the loop terminates.

2. Next we consider the step case postcondition constraint(s), because the step case is the heart of

an induction proof. If the antecedent does not completely imply the succedent with the current

meta-variable values, the values are amended. For example, in Section 6, the range over which the

succedent quantifies includes one element more than the range in the antecedent. Thus we may

need to amend the solution to account for that element. If so, we have changed the postcondition

and we start over, with the new meta-variable instantiation. If there is basic type information

missing, try to add it to the precondition.

3. Consider the constraint from the base case. In the process, the base case is mostly a sanity check.

If the solution under consideration does not satisfy this constraint, we often need to rethink how

the induction variable is used and go back to the use case.

4. If the precondition instantiation is not true, check all the constraints on the precondition.

This process is largely guided by trying to achieve syntactic equivalence wherever possible. For example,

we can first try to solve an implication by looking for syntactic equality. Other tricks include splitting

ranges, and weakening by removing conjuncts and shrinking ranges. This constraint solving method is

guided by experience and intuition, and does not lend itself to direct implementation. However, it may

be used as a starting point in optimising the search order in a mechanical solver.

An automatic method for solving the generated constraints is beyond the scope of this article. Indeed,

since the constraints involve second-order variables, solving them is undecidable in the general case.

However, as with many undecidable problems, there are partial algorithms for solving second-order

constraints. If a given set of constraints has a solution where all meta-variables are instantiated with

values in some known limited class, we can often solve them automatically. One example of such

a class is polynomials (for integer-valued meta-variables) and polynomial equations (for truth-valued

meta-variables), of some bounded degree. Such guesses have been used to solve constraints in loop

invariant generation [26, 17]. Another interesting class is linear terms and linear inequalities. Gulwani et

al. [12] convert second-order constraints for program analysis to SAT problems, replacing second-order

meta-variables with linear inequalities.

The choice of the solution class to try could be guided by the original proof obligation as given by

the user. For example, in the product example in Section 3, the original postcondition was a polynomial

equation of degree 2 and the constraints could be solved with a polynomial equation of the same degree.

In the cubic sum example in Section 5, both the user-supplied postcondition and the generated solution

was a polynomial equation of degree 4. Likewise, in the findmin example in Section 6, the original proof

obligation contained a linear inequality, as did the solution. Of course, if no solution is found in one

class, other classes could be tried. If no solutions can be found at all, we could go back and try to refine

the induction formula guess. In general, we can treat the constraint solving as a search problem, where

we make progressively more refined guesses when simpler ones fail.

8 Limitations and Future Work

This article outlines an idea for a constraint-based approach to induction formula generalisation. There is

plenty more to do before this is a practical and automatic method. Firstly, there is no implementation of
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the constraint generation method, though it should be rather straightforward to build a proof-of-concept

implementation within the KeY system. Secondly, we have not tried to solve the generated constraints

automatically, although the previous section presents some ideas for how that could be done.

The examples that we have shown outline classes of problems that can be handled by our method.

It would be interesting to try to describe these classes formally, and to identify additional classes of

problems. This would naturally also include trying a large number of additional examples.

The calculus that we have used, JAVA CARD DL, can handle more complex language features than we

have used in the examples here. It would be interesting to try our method on examples that include array

modification and exceptions. In the case of array modification, quantified updates [25] could probably

be used to achieve syntactic equivalence in the updates of the array elements.

So far, we have only considered single (unnested) loops. Perhaps the method could be generalised

to handle nested loops by generating (and solving) constraints for all the loops simultaneously. Further-

more, we have only dealt with induction over natural numbers, though it should be possible to extend the

method to structural induction.

9 Related Work

The automation of inductive proofs has been a research topic for more than 30 years. Several systems for

reasoning about programs in functional programming languages have induction heuristics, most notably

ACL2 [8, 7], Verifun [29, 1], RRL [18], and Rippling [9].

ACL2 has a powerful mechanism for generating induction schemes from recursive definitions. How-

ever, the mechanism for induction formula generalisation is simpler. The ACL2 generalisation heuristic

detects common subterms in the hypothesis and conclusion of the induction step, after unrolling the

function in the conclusion and simplifying it, and then constructs a generalised induction formula by

replacing the subterms with new universally quantified variables. For example, ACL2 does not automat-

ically prove the correctness of the cubic sum example in Section 5 (translated to LISP) as it is originally

stated. Thanks to the mature and widely available implementation of ACL2 it was easy to translate the

cubic sum example to ACL2 and attempt to prove it correct. We translate the loop to a tail recursive

function with an accumulator, implement the closed-form solution as another function, and try to prove

that the two give the same result for any natural number:

(defun csum1 (i s) (if (not (zp i)) (csum1 (- i 1) (+ s (* i i i))) s))

(defun csum2 (n) (* n n (+ n 1) (+ n 1) 1/4))

(defthm csum-correct (implies (natp n) (equal (csum1 n 0) (csum2 n))))

However, ACL2 is not able to prove this. But if we instead use the generalized formula produced by our

method, the proof succeeds (see [16] for related work on generalisation with accumulators):

(defthm csum-correct-gen

(implies (and (natp n) (natp s)) (equal (csum1 n s) (+ (csum2 n) s))))

Rippling is an induction heuristic for guiding rewriting (proofs) by annotating both the formulae

(proof goals) and the rewrite rules so that only those rewrites are allowed that actually make the goal

syntactically closer to the assumption and in the end hopefully closable. The annotations can be used

to derive suitable induction schemes, to create intermediate lemmas and to create induction formula

generalisations. Our approach has several similarities to the rippling approach, most importantly that

it is syntactically driven and that it analyses failed proof attempts. We were inspired by their use of

meta-variables in the generalisation process.
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A heuristic for lemma discovery in the rewrite-based induction theorem prover RRL [18], also anal-

yses failed proof attempts. Their introduction of “non-induction variables” seems to correspond to our

introduction of new universally quantified variables. A difference is that they need to search for the right

instantiations for those variables, whereas that part is rather straightforward and syntactically driven in

our approach, thanks to the update mechanism of JAVA CARD DL.

VeriFun [31] is a semi-automatic verification tool for functional programs written in the L [30] pro-

gramming language. Its induction formula generalisation heuristics have been developed in a long line of

research [29, 15, 1]. The heuristics are inverse applications of sound inferences. Like in ACL2, repeated

subterms are replaced by new variables (inverse substitution). Other heuristics include inverse substitu-

tion to generalise apart multiple occurrences of a variable, inverse weakening to remove conditions, and

inverse functionality to remove function applications. Aderhold [1] recently extended VeriFun to use a

fast disprover [2] for detecting the over-generalisations that each of the heuristics may produce.

Several techniques for the automatic generation of loop invariants have been developed using abstract

interpretation. In [20] a widening operator is built into an SMT solver, so that the widening operator can

be applied by the solver whenever it needs to approximate loop invariants. In their previous approach

[21], a separate static analyser and a theorem prover were used together so that loop invariants could be

refined using counterexamples from the theorem prover. In [23] program statements are translated into

transformations on polynomial ideals and a sound and complete method for automatically finding poly-

nomial loop invariants by computing Gröbner bases is then given. The approach has the restriction that it

must be possible to abstract conditionals in the program to polynomial equalities and disequalities, but it

can solve many non-trivial examples. The algebraic foundations of inferring conjunctions of polynomial

equations as invariants by computing Gröbner bases is further described in [24]. [19] also presents an

algebraic method for finding polynomial equations as loop invariants. Another approach that generates

constraints based on guessing that the invariant is a polynomial with real coefficients is presented in [26].

It also uses Gröbner bases to solve the constraints.

A very recent approach [12] shows a constraint-based way to perform program analysis. From

the control-flow graph, constraints on loop invariants are generated, where the loop invariant itself is

a second-order meta-variable. The constraints are transformed to a form that can be handled by an

off-the-shelf SAT solver, by replacing the second-order variables with boolean combinations of linear

inequalities over program variables. The approach in [17] also generates constraints where the loop in-

variant is a second-order meta-variable. The loop invariant is then hypothesised to be a polynomial equa-

tion and the constraints are solved by algebraic techniques. It would be interesting to use the constraint

solving techniques from both of these approaches to solve the constraints generated in our approach.

10 Summary and Conclusions

We have presented an idea for mechanical generalisation of induction formulae. It introduces meta-

variables in an existing proof obligation that has been provided by the user. It then uses a well-structured

and syntactically driven process, that could be called a symbolic proof attempt, to generate constraints

on the meta-variables. The method is based on a weakest-precondition calculus with forward symbolic

execution that does not destroy the syntactic structure of the postcondition. Since the calculus that we

use can transform programming language features with side-effects to side-effect-free formulae, we take

advantage of this to handle a complex imperative language, JAVA CARD.

We have not presented a method for solving the constraints that our method generates. However,

we have discussed existing work on solving classes of constraints similar to those that we generate.

Furthermore, when solving our constraints by hand, we have made some observations that could be

useful for an automatic constraint solver.
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Most of the existing work on automatic verification of data correctness for loops is done in the context

of a small (functional or imperative) language. In contrast, our approach is based on a logic which can

directly handle a large imperative and object-oriented language. While it is true that any program in a

large programming language can be translated to a program in a small language, this can make it much

harder to give sensible feedback to the verification tool user. An important piece of future work would be

to implement the method and evaluate it on a number of non-trivial examples. Hopefully, we can make

use of the mechanism in KeY to replay proofs (attempts) [5] in the implementation.
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Appendix: Some Relevant JAVA CARD DL Rules

allRight
Γ =⇒ [x/c](φ), ∆

Γ =⇒∀x.φ , ∆

with c : → A a new constant, if x:A

allLeft
Γ, ∀x.φ , [x/t](φ) =⇒ ∆

Γ, ∀x.φ =⇒ ∆

with t ∈ TrmA′ ground, A′ ⊑ A, if x:A

impLeft
Γ =⇒ φ , ∆ Γ, ψ =⇒ ∆

Γ, φ → ψ =⇒ ∆
loopUnwind

=⇒ 〈π if (e) { p while (e) p } ω〉φ

=⇒ 〈π while (e) p ω〉φ
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